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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF UTAH 
FRANCES H. BOWEN, Administratrix, 
of the Estate of ]. PARRY BOWEN, 
deceased, et. al. 
Appellants. 
vs. 
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APPELLANTS AND THEIR PREDECESSORS 
NOT ONLY FAILED TO COMPLY WITH ADVERSE 
POSSESSION STATUTES REGARDING PAY ... 
MENT OF TAXES BUT ALSO DID NOT OCCUPY 
LAND INVOLVED. 
Respondent's response to Appellants' appeal 
and brief, simply stated, is this: Not only did ap-
pellants and their predecessors fail to pay all 
taxes assessed against the involved land during 
any period of seven years prior to the commence-
ment of their action, or even prior to issues 
joined by defendant.'s answer upon his being 
served with summons and complaint one year 
after their action was filed; but also, that the 
evidence does not support a finding or conclusion 
that appellants and their predecessors occupied 
the land "openly, exclusively, adversely, notor-
iously, continuously under claim of right from 
June 30, 1941 until the 30th. day of November, 
-1-
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1946" (as stated in the Court's findings) or dur·· 
ing any other period or at all. Appellants and 
their predecessors never did occupy the 80 Acres 
of land here involved, or attempt to do so until 
the spring of 1952, after the lower court had 
rendered a summary judgment against respond-
ent adjudging that the default judgment obtained 
by J. Parry Bowen against respondant in 1946, 
attacked by respondant's cross-complaint, was 
valid and res adjudicata, and before this Court's 
decision filed July 8, 1952, that said judgment 
is void on its face. It was then, in the spring of 
1952, that Morley Dean, at the expense of the 
Public Marketing Administration, erected a wire 
fence around the west, north and east side of the 
land, and the ''Greek'' tract adjoining on the 
south (App. 36) with respect to which respondant 
on August 21, 1952, delivered the following writ-
ten notice to Mr. Dean (De£. Exhibit 2) 
-2-
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Notice 
To: Mr. Morley Dean 
Post Office Address 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Sir: 
I am informed that some time during the 
past three months, you have strung a wire fence 
around a portion of my land, the north half of the 
Southwest Quarter of Section 34, Township 1 
South, Range 1 East, Uintah Special Meridian, 
which is involved in Civil Action No. 2617 in the 
District Court, Uintah County, to which you are 
a party. 
I hereby demand that you remove the fence, 
the construction of which is the first and only act 
on the part of yourself, or anyone under whom 
you claim, to obtain posses~;ion of this land. 
Unless you remove that fence within a rea-
sonable time after receiving this Notice, it will 
be necessary for me to remove a part of it, at 
least, for the continued and uninterrupted graz-
ing of the cattle of my licensee of this land. 
Culbert L. Olson 
Dated at Vernal, County of Uintah, State of Utah, 
this 21st day of August, A. D. 1952 (Defts. Ex.~ 
Mr. Dean did not remove the fence and 
respondant removed a section of it to permit the 
cattle of his permitee to enter. (App. 40-41). 
It is the finding above referred to, and, 
what we consider an erroneous conception of the 
evidence and the applicable law as to ''occupa-
-3-
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tion,. of land claimed to have been held adver-
sely, found in the courts ''Memorandum of De-
cision", upon which appellants brief dwells so 
abundantly, that apparently induced their appeal. 
Although we believe it wholly unnecessary 
1n support of the judgment appealed from, to dwell 
on that phase of the case, we wish to do so at . 
some length. 
Respondant was reqrested to prepare, serve 
and present findings of fact, conclusions and de-
cree, and did so. The Court, however did not 
accept them and chose to prepare his own find~ 
ings conclusions and decree, and did so. 
For the convenience of the court and coun-
sel in looking at the record on the question of 
occupancy, we have produced in narrative form. 
the---- testimony of all of the witnesses in the case, 
admitted in evidence, and rulings of the court 
with reference thereto, as an appendix to this 
-4-
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brief, preceded by the courts order stating 
the issues Q.nd embracing stipulations of facts 
at a pre-trial hearing. 
The order states the issues to be tried 
as follows: 
"Upon the foregoing stipulation of facts, 
the following issues of fact were reserved: 
1. Have plaintiffs and their predecessors 
in interest occupied and claimed the aboye 
described property for seven years prior 
to September 22, 1948, the date of com-
mencement of this action: 
(A) As to surface rights? 
(B) As to the mineral estate? 







3. For what years have plaintiffs and their 
predecessors in interest paid taxes upon the 
property in question prior to September 
22, 1948? 
4. Has the defendant and cross complain-
ant Culbert L. Olson been seised or poss-
essed of the property within seven years 
before the commencement o~ the action? 
5. What taxes, assessments and improve-
ments have been paid and made by the 
plaintiffs upon the clescribed property? 
-5-
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And the following issues of law were specif-
ically reserved: 
1. What ef~ect does the severance of the oil 
and gas mineral estate from the fee by ad-
verse possession claimants have upon the 
running of the statute against the record 
title ho~der, wh.en the full statutory period 
of the possession required has not expired 
before such severance?'' 
Since it is stipulated that there has been 
"No development whatsoever of the mineral es ... 
tate such as drilling, or ~ny construction there-
for on said land' •, it is admitted that the answer 
to subdivision 1-B is l•no''. 
As to subdivision 1-A, the surface rights, 
we tc;~.ke the position that the involved land was 
never occupied at all by plaintiffs and their 
predecessors within the meaning of the applic-
able statutes relating to the acquisition of title 
by adverse po~sess ion, much less continuously, 
openly, notoriously, exclusively or adversely. 
The trial court took the view that there 
was one act of ~·taking possession" on June 
-6-
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30, 1941, whi<;h dated the beginning of the statu-
tory peri<Dq, when Burns H;allett, (original pre-
decessor of Appellants' <;laim, under quit-claim 
deed from the County, who lived five miles from 
the involved land)' testified that he spent 10 
days with 2 men besides himself cleaning out 
an old ditch which extended from the north-
east corner of the involved 80 Acres, northerly 
over adjoining lands to the Uintah river, and 
got water to the land which ran ten days, Hand 
that is the only thing I ever done on or about 
the land" (app. pp. 18, 23). With reference 
to this, Mr. Hallett also testified (app. p 23) 
that it may have been his purpose to have this 
water run down to 125.93 acres in the adjoin-
ing township on the south, which tract was 
included in hi~ deed from the county, and 
that he would h~ve gotten it down there if he 
had kept that place. ''It wouldn't have to :run 
-7-
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thro\lgh thi~ 80 acr~s and down through the 
Greek Tr~ct which separated the l~nd I claimed 
to the south of it. It could have come down the 
lane. It could have turned that c;orner" (App. 
p. 23) 
Since Burns HaUett, ad;m,ittedly never did 
anything upon, or anything furth~r, neq.r 01;" in 
co;nnection with the involved land than the ditch 
cleaning incident June 30, 1941, on adjoining 
land, above referred to, the th,eory wa,s pre ... 
sented that he indirec;tly used the involved land 
for grazing purposes up to 1945 when he sold 
all his cattle he claimed to have owned, and 
which he had theretofore kept aboqt four miles 
southeast of the involved land, on 160 acres 
an~ nearby leased lancl, lying in Sec. 13 Tp. 2 
So. R lE. 
The evidence relied upon by appellants 
in support of that theory is that Burns H;allett's 
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cattle in that locality would graze from the 
land he occupied there and onto adjoining open 
and uninclosed I:n,dian land th,ere; that he, 
Burns Hallett, had ~ ~onve:rsation with ;Ralph 
J, Ri~hards and Joe A. Wag;ner of the Indian 
Department in March, 1941, in which he test-
ified '~the subject Ceirne up to see about tres-
passing my cattle running on thi$ Indian 
Sc;:hool Section. I told him I had this gnound, 
the 200 Acres up in Section 34. We called it 
the old Greek Place. A~d I said they run their 
cattle on there in the fall and winter, and I 
tolq them I wanted to run out here in the sum-
mer and fall. I told them it was no more than 
fair that I should tal<e some of the grazing 
down here in the summer if they took that in 
the winter and fall. Richards said it would 
be all right, we would see about it~~· (App. 
p. 15)" .I.VJr. Hallett further testified that he 
-9~ 
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used the school grazing land from March 1941 
until along in the fall of 194~ when he sold his 
cattle and was never trespassed by the Indian 
pepartment. (App. 19) 
Appellants took the deposit ion of Joe A. 
Wagner as a ''Vital•' Witn~ss, at Vernal, on 
April 21, 1950. (Rec. pp 130-132, but did not 
introduce it in evidenc~. And appellant's se-
cured a continuance of the trial date from 
October 28, until December 9, 1952 for the 
purpose of producing the testimony of Ralph 
J. Richards. Mr. Stanley's affidavit in sup-
port of his motion for continuance states, 
"that the evidence necessary to the case of 
plaintiffs, and which affiant is trying to es-
tablish, is that during the month of March, 1941, 
the said Ralph J. Richards, as an employee 
of the U.S. Indian Service at the Uintah 
and Ouray Reservation, at Ft. Duchesne, 
-10-
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Utah, made an exchange agreement for grazing 
with one Burns Hallett, of Gusher, Utah, wherein 
the said Burns Hallett was to use the school 
lan<;ls of the Ind~an Service near Gusher, Utah, 
in exchange for grazing privileges on the lands 
which.are the subject of this action" (Rec" p. 
135) 
Significantly the deposit ion of Joe A 9 
Wagner was not introduced ~n evidence, nor was 
Ralph J. Richards produced as a witness by 
deposition or otherwise, and no explanation 
was made of this suppression. 
On Cross-examination Mr. Hallett test-
ified, HI don't know what other cattle may have 
grazed, on that land every year from 1940 on, 
but I have seen when I have ridden up there 
Indian cattle on the land. I never saw any 
Indian drive any cattle on that land either. 
Sure I know that Indian cattle, grazing on In-
-11-
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dian land, might well roam on this land with~ 
out any intention of Indians to place them on 
it. (App 21) '"Knowing that this land was all 
open, and that Indians grazed their cattle on 
adjoining Indian lands, what my conversation 
w;;is, was that Indian cattle roamed on this land 
up there~ and therefore I would have no ob-
jection if I could be permitted to graze some 
of my cattle down on the Indian land.'' (App. 
21' 22) 
Oran Curry produced as a Witness on 
behalf of Appellants, t~stified that he worked 
in forestry and grazing of the Indian Service, 
under the Supervision of Joe Wagner, and that 
"I do not know of any arrp.ngements that were 
made for an exchange of grazing between the 
Indian Agency and Burns Hallett''. (App 69) 
Mr. Curry also was led to testify, (the Court 
permitting), '~At the time that Hallett and I 
-12~ 
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had the conversation at the Agency (Ft. Duchesne) 
which led ~p to Joe Wagner meeting with him at 
his home, it was at that time that I heard the 
conversation between Hallett and Joe Wagner, 
and at that time it was agreed (objection over-
ru~ed) that Mr. Wagne:r would arran*e for the 
grazing privileg:e on our Agency claim in ex-
• . I 
change for that land he had. Just what details 
followed up, .. I only h,eard that conversation 
in the presence of Richards in this cpnversa-
tion.'' ( App 71, 72) (That is ~at the time nor 
place Mr. Hallett said, he talked with Wagner 
and Richards. He said that was at the Ferd 
Manning Place he had under lease. (App. 15) 
"l did not have any instructions concerning 
grazing afte:r that meeting." (App. 72) This 
Witness testified that he saw Burns Hallett on 
Indian lands after that and did not trespass 
them; that he had searched for and could not 
-13-
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find such an agreement or a grazing permit at 
the Indian Agency for Burns Hallett to graze 
his cattle on Indian lands (App. 73); that it is 
the usual practice when that is allowed and a 
rl,lle binding on the parties that it is in writ-
ing and a grazing permit be given to the per.-
~on permitted to gr<;tze on the Indian land, if 
it is done. (App. 74) 
This Witness also testified. that long 
before his conversation with Burns Hallett 
Indian cattle iP various numbers, sometimes 
a few sometimes more grazed on Indian lands 
up through this area at certain times dur-
ing winter months. That they were allowed 
to go on grazing on the Indian ~ands surroupd-
ing these private lands that were owned by 
different people. 44 And whether or not any-
body that claimed those lands gave permiss-
ion, as long as that situation existed there was 
-14-
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nothing to prevent Indian cattle from roaming 
onto those un~enced lands and grazing on them 
and they often did". Nothi;ng was changed so far 
as the Indians grazing on Indian lands adjoining 
the other lan<;ls that were unfenced, nothing was 
changed after or because of my conversation 
with Bur:r;ts Hallett or Burns Hallett~s conver-
sations with any one else about this matter. 
The thing went on just as before". (App. 75) 
The evidence shows clearly that the In-
dian Agency, with all the vast amount of lndian 
land in this vicinity and elsewhere on which the 
Indians lcept their cattle during winter months 
had not the slightest or remotest need for the 
use of any additional area for that purpose, and 
certai;nly not the area involved here, The lower 
Court j.n its "Memorandum Decision" recog-
nized the absence of any evidence of Indian 
cattle ever having been placed on this compara-
-15-
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tively small area. The evidence is clear that the 
only reason any Indian cattle were ever seen 
on this ground is because occasionally one or 
more roamed onto it from ac;ljoining Indian 
lands. No other conclusion can reasonably 
be drawn from all of the evidence relating to 
that matter. 
However, i£ an agreement h,ad actually 
been made by the Indiifl.n Agency with Burns 
Hallett for Indian cattle to graze on the in-
volved land, there was never any occupancy by 
the Indian Agency or by any Indians for that 
or any other purpose. 
Burns Hallett never claimed to have mo;re 
than 30 head of cattle and sold his cattle Hat 
different times''. He sold aU his remaining 
cattle that he might have had, in 1945. (App. 
19). He had no cattle after that to graze on 
Indian lands or anywhere else. Nhen it was 
-16-
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that he sold his cattle, he was not sure, but 
said, HI think it was in 1945 ". (App. 19) That 
must necessa!!ily have ended application of the 
theory of a so-caHed Hchange of pasture", 
at least as early as 1945, a period of only 4 
years at most aft~r th<::: conver&ation he ~aid 
he haQ. with the missing witne$ses Wagner 
and Richards. 
What about HOccupancy'' after that? 
The lower Court, among many errors as to the 
facts which the evidence conclusiv~ly estab-
lishes, states in its "Memorandum Decision," 
that ~~from that time, (March 1941) until some ... 
time in 194 7, even for the season after he 
(Hallett), quit claimed the lands in question to 
J. Parry Bowen, he pastured Indians lands, 
and his cattle was never ~trespassed' for doing 
so.'' (MernoP.7.) 
Burns Hallett quit claimed to J. Parry 
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Bowen December 20, 1945. (pre ... trial ,s tip). 
A hiatus as to alleged "Occupancy" after that 
time up to the date of the commencement of 
this action, disturbed the nebulous, not to say 
fictitious, theory of "change of pasture" by 
Burns Hallett with the Indian Agency. 
The lower Court's '~Memorandum De-
cision" should be read in the light of the 
r~cord of this case considered by this court 
on ],"espondent's appeal from a S\lmmary 
judgm~nt of the lower Court holding valid and 
res adjudicata a default judgment optained 
against respondent by J. Parry Bowen on 
November 13, 1946, which thi,s court held 
void on it's face. (Case No. 7736) That summ ... 
ary judgment was not given on or prior to May 
9, 1950, as the lower court erroneously states 
in it's "Memorandum Decision'', (page 9). 
The motion for it was not granted until Jan-
-18-
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uary 25, 1951, and it was not entered until July 
7, 1951. 
Keith J. Bowe:p testified that he, the son, 
and not J. Parry Bow€n, the father, was the 
owner of this land when it was quit claimed 
to J. Parry Bowen, by Burns Hallett, al"" 
though it was acquired in his father's name 
(app. 24). He also testified that he didn't know 
that his father sued respondent to quit title 
to the land; that he had never heard o£ respond-
ent or of that s u it. (A p p . 3 1 - 3 2) 
And Keith J3owen was permitted over 
objection to testify, ~'I knowed the trade that 
Burns Hallett had made with the Indians. My 
father made the deed. He talked with him. 
Well, I know of the trade Burns Hallett made 
with the lndian Department to allow his cat-
tle to graze on their land. (pp. 24, 25) (Ob-
jection) The Court: It couldn't be possible 
-19-
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that it could be proof, Mr. Olson, it is merely 
preliminary to answer the question, I think, 
and it does not constitute any proof at all. I 
would not accept it as eviden<:e because it would 
be hearsay.,. (App. 25). 
But the Court in it's "Memorandum De-
cision" on Page 8, <Hd accept it as proof saying, 
"Keith J. Bowen testified that he knew of the 
Burns Hallett arrangements with the Indian 
Agency re exchange of pasturage, and ran 20 
head of horses upon Indian lands." 
Keith Bowen, who testified that he lived 
5 to 8 miles northwest of the involved land, 
and that he brought 20 head of horses to it 
following December 20, 1945, testified on cross-
examination: ''I never for any length of time 
put any horses on this land, this 80 Acres in 
Section 34, and herded them there so they 
wouldn't get off the section or so that no one 
-20.-
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else would come in and interfere with their 
feeding in that section. I would drive them 
there and leave them on this 80 or on the 125 
Acres in the next town$hip and let them roam, 
I did that first in December, of 1945, and I did 
it again the next fall, probably NGvember, at 
the beginn~ng of the winter, in 1949, and I left 
them there. Then in the Spring of 1947 I deeded 
to Morley Dean. I don ~t know when I was not 
at the land or in the vicinity whether any other 
cattle were put upon and grQ.zed upon the land.'' 
(App. 28, 29} 
Q. (On re-direct} Was it on account of 
the agreement you had with the Indians to use 
that only for fq.ll and winter and spring range? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Mr, Olson: Don't answer that. I object 
to that as involving or implying something not 
in evidence. There is no agreement that has 
-21-
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been proved that he had with the Indians about 
anything, about putting his horses on, or any-
thing else. 
The Court: Overrule9.~ (.A.pp. 29-30)" 
These desperate and futile ~ttempts to 
adopt the fact that some of the few Indian cat-
tle grazing on adjoining Indian lands, during 
winter :rrtonths would sometimes roam over on-
to these adjoi;ning lanc:ls as ~onstituting open, 
notorious, col)tinuous, exclusive adverse occup-
ancy by Btn•ns Hallett and or Keith Bowen, 
cannot and do not prove any one ele;rnent of 
thos~ statutory requirements. Furthermore 
no cattle were ever placed or caused to be 
placed on this land by Bl,lrns Hallett or Keith 
Bowen or by the Indian Agency or by any In-
dians. 
Then comes Plaintiff Morley Dean to 
whom Plaintiff Keith J. Bowen deeded surface 
.-22-
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rights to the 80 acres involved and 125.93 acres 
in the adjoining Tp. 2 So. lEast. Mr. Dean 
testified tl,.at in 1948 he fenced that 1~5.93 
Acres, and that in 1952 he fenced the 80 Acres 
involved. (App. 36) 
Mr. Dean also testified that about 3 weeks 
after he got his deed, he • 'hired a ~atepillar and 
they put the water out of the river (away to the 
N. E. of the land). The caterpillar wo:rked up 
there the biggest share of a day and a half from 
the time he was there until he left." He also 
testified that in the Spring of 1948, "I went 
up there and planted five or six 13acks of feed" 
(App. 33, 34) "I planted grass on both pieces, 
but not in 1948. I planted that up there on that 
other first. I did that this summer and a year 
ago this fall,. (App 36) 
Later MJ;". Dean testified, ''In the lat-
ter part of May or the first of June 194 7 I went 
-23-
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up there to the north line of this 80 involved in 
this action. I found there a ditch or old canal 
that ran from the N. W. corner of this land to 
the river bed. At that time I went through it 
with a tractor and cleaned it out so as to fac .... 
ilitate the running of water on this land". 
(App. 37) 
That is in sub$tance all of the evidence 
with :reference to • 4 0<;:cupancy'' by Morley Dean 
before he, placed a fence around the land in 
1952, and against whic;h, respondent protested, 
as shown above. 
Before that att~mpt, whHe this is sl,le 
was pending for trial, (we repeat our conten-
tion) the involved land was never at any time 
Hoccupied" by any of the plaintiffs or their 
predecessors within the meaning of the ad-
verse possession statutes as applied by this 
Court and the Courts of other jurisdictions . 
.. 24-
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We believe that a close analysis of there-
cord by this Court will verify this statement. 
Throughout the presentation of their case, 
<;:oun~el for appellants seem to have taken the 
position, at least some of the time, that it was 
respondent who was required to prove title by 
adverse possession. It will be noted that in the 
direct examinatiQn of appellants, witnesses 
efforts were made to disprove the fact that 
Ercel Johnson, respondents permittee, grq.zed 
his cattle on this land throughout the entire 
period beginning in the spring of 1943 until and 
after the trial of this issue, and that he is the 
only person who, during all this time drove his 
cattle to and placed his cattle on this land, 
or gathered them in from and drove other cattle 
off this land. 
Ercel Johnson testified (App 110 ... 122) 
that he lived on the John Herr place about a 
-25-
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mile from and over looking the subject prop·-
erty, from AprU fir~t, 1943, until July, 1952., 
when his lease had run out and he ;moved onto 
nearby lapd of his own; that he we;ts engaged 
in {arming and stock raising; that he had 43 
head of <:;attl~ there in 1943 and in 1944; that in 
1945 he had 30 Q,~ad of cattle there; that in 1946, 
after selling his dairy c;ows, he had 15 head of 
cattle there; that in 194 7 he had 2.9 head and 
in 1948 he had 25 't\ead; that in addition to the 
Herr place where he Uveq, he had two Indian 
leases and the Olson land; that he got the Ol-
son land: from c. l. Johnson, who, in 1943, gave 
him permission to u;;e it; that ever since then he 
has used it by grazing his cattle on it; that he 
turned his cattle out of the north gate of the 
enclosed Herr property where the corrals were, 
on to the open country. Then they would eros s 
down Bill Arnold's land and along Boyd Winn's 
-26~ 
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place, across the Greek land and on to the Ol-
son property. When they did not graze that way 
they were driven to the Clson property by him-
self or his children or a man who was living 
with him; that would b~ about twice a week; 
that he used the Clson prope:r;:ty with his cattle 
£rom the first of April until the first of Novem-
ber of each year, and with sarne of his cattle in 
the winters of 1943, 1944, and 1945 • that he kept 
his milk cows on the Herr place in the winter, 
but he did not have feed for the "dry st"~Jffq, 
and he put them out on the flats there, - on the 
Olson place and they would follow their way 
around; that when the milk cows were grazing 
the;re, he was on t}le Clson place every three or 
four days getting cows and bringing them in; 
that he had seen his neighbors' cattle on there ... 
Bill Arnold's, Kay Arnold's and Boyd Ninn's, 
and Indian cattle; that he had driven Indian 
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cattle off the land, which was usually iu the 
fall or spring; that they were on the mountain 
in th~ summer; that it was the c;:ommon prac-
tice for the neighbors to turn their cattle out of 
their gates and let them go out a:nd graze in the 
flats there; that his ow;n cattle have at times 
run over o:nto l:p.dian land~ for which he never 
had a permit from the In(:iian Pepartrnent, and 
they have never been trespassed; that his cat-
tle have n~ver been driven off the Clson la;nd by 
the Indians or by any qf the plaintiUs to his 
:knowledge; that he could see livestock grazing 
on it from his house s ittJ.ated on a hill. He 
testified further that he had never seen any 
water in the ditch to the land or on the land 
until!\ orley Dean cleaned the ditch out in the 
Spring of 1948 and that he had not heard that 
Hallett or the Bowens or Dean claimed any 
interest in the property until this action was 
-28--
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started, when he heard it from the Arnolds. 
The Respondent, testified that he placed 
C. I. Johnson, in charge of the subject land along 
with other lands he Q.ad purchased in Uiptah 
and Duchesne Collnties; that C. I. Johnson showed 
him and was with him when he first visited the 
subject lands in 1911, and was with him when he 
acquired them in 1915; that in 1911 he had pur ... 
chased lands i~ Duchesne County that were 
shown him by C. I. Jmhnso;n. That he, respond-
ant, instructed C. I. Johnson to use the sub-
ject lands or to lease o:r sell it as he ~aw fit, 
providing thqt offers to :purchase were to be 
sub:rnitted to him; that C. I. Johnson had at 
times submitted offers to purchase which were 
not accepted; that taxes against the properties 
were to be paid from rentals; that it was after 
C. I. Johnson moved to California to live that 
he informed defendant that he had given his 
-29-
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nephew, Ercel Johnson, the right to use the sub-
ject land as he saw fit. Re$pondant testified 
that he was on the land in the latter part of 
March and during April, 1950; that at no time did 
he find a:p.ybody or any livestock or &nything 
on the land, except Ercel Johnson's cattle and 
Freel Johnson. Pefendant had photographs 
taken of the l&nd ~nd S\.lrroQnding areas from dif .... 
ferent points of view, inc;luding a view from 
Ercel Johnson's place of residence overlook-
ing these lands, which were received in evid-
ence. (App. 86, 97) 
C. (Clarence) I. Johnson teatified that 
he was a lifetime re~ident of Uintah and Duch-
esne Counties until he bec&me a resident of 
California in 19~6; that he had been in the im--
plement and vehicle business at Roosevelt and 
engaged in farming; that h~ had also been in the 
Commission busine~s and had wor:ked for the 
-30-. 
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State on the obnoxious weed work which required 
him to travel over and visit lands and farms, 
improved and unimproved, in Uintah and Duch-
esne Counties; that he is familiar with the sub-
ject lands, had become familiar with them in 
1911; that he knew Constantine Contis, saw him 
and his help on the lancl.s, sold them imple ... 
ments when they raised crops on the lands; 
that he visited the subject lands in 1911 with 
respondapt and was with him in 1915 when the 
respondant again visited the land; that from then 
on he saw the lapd every month until he went to 
California in 1946; that he had taken pros pe c-
tive purchasers to look over the land; that the 
condition of the subject land during all of those 
years, outs ide of the crops that Contis raised 
on it, was just wild bushes; that he was on the 
land during the month prior to May 2, 1950 (the 
date of his testimony) and observed that there 
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was no differe!lce in its condition; that it is 
land from which crops can be produced. 
C. I. Johnpon also testified that he had 
business relations with respondant in connec-
tion with this land from 1915 on until he :moved 
to California in 1946, lool.<ing after it, trying 
to sell it, or lease it or whatever he <;auld do 
with it; that he gave his nephew Ercel Johnson, 
a farmer and livestock raiser, who lived near 
the subject land, permission to graze his cat-
tle on it "about eight years ago .. = (previous to 
the taking of his testimony on May 2, 1950); 
that he knows that during that period and up to 
the time he moved to Californ~a in 1946, Ercel 
Johnson did graze his cattle on the subject land, 
that he had seen them on it. 
C. I. Johnson also testified that he knew 
Burns fiallett; that he had never seen Burns 
Hallett on the land or cleaning a ditch there; 
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that he never knew from ~nything he ever ob.-
served on the land or in connection with it, q.nd 
never h~ard, that B~rns liq.Uett claimed to own 
it or any in.terest in it; that he knew J. Parry 
Bowen and Keith Bowen and he.d neve};" seen 
either of them on th~ property, or knew that 
they claimed i,t. (App. 102 - 110) 
;Boyd Winn, an entirely disinterested Wit-
ness. lived on and farmed the land contigu-
ous on the Wept to the 80 Acres involved, be-
ginl)ing in 1943 and eontinl.".ling since that year. 
Mr. Winn testified that he had known Ercel 
Joh:nson ever since Ercel Johnson moved there 
in 1943, knew Ercel Johnson's cattle when he 
saw them e.s distinguished {rom other cc;1.ttle 
and had seen Ercel Johnson's .cattle on this land 
throughout the period 1943 - 1948. Mr. \¥inn 
al~o testified th.a t he had seen his own cattle. 
and William Arnold's cattle and John Arnold's 
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cattle and Indian cattle on there. HDuring all 
that period of time since 1943, I have seen 
Ercel Johnson's cattle grazing on this land in 
controversy, as well as other neighbors cattle''. 
(App. 75 ... 81). 
PalJl Elliott, who lived and farmed 80 
Acres i:p. Section 33, a di~tance of a mile from 
the involved lanq, testified he was familiar with 
it; that he knew Ercel Johnson and knew his 
cattle when Q.e saw them ever since 1943 when 
Ercel Johnson came there where h~ lived. 
That he had seen Ercel Johnson's children drive 
his cattle down about the corner of Boyd 
Winn.'s place; that he had seen them north o£ 
the ''Grant~' place, (Boyd Win;ns ') and down as far 
as the corner of the Winn place. (App. 85 - 86) 
The Court below in it's ''Memorandum 
Decision'', seems to have taken the view that 
the overwhelming evidence found in the testi= 
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rnony of both appellant•s and respondant's, 
witnesses, that Ercel Johnson's cattle, and Boyd 
Winn 's cattle, and the Arnold Brother's cattle 
grazed over this land all through the period of 
claimed adverse possession by appella;nts, and 
that Ercel Johnson's cq.ttle were purposely 
driven thereon by Ercel Johns<;:>n, is of no import-
ance; that the import?.;nt questiop. was whether 
any Indian cattle ever roamed onto this land 
or Keith Bowen had ever driven any horses 
onto it's ••vicinity' '. 
Yet the .. Memorandum Decision" cor-
rectly says, (Page 5) ''If the Plaip.tiff's are to 
recover judgment, the ~vidence must establish 
that Burns Hallett or his s"Uccessors in interest 
have continued to occupy and possess the lands, 
openly adversely, notoriously, continuously, 
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And on Page 13 the ''Memorandum" The 
coQrt says: 
''In Adams vs. Laroicq supra, ( ll 7 Utah ... 
0 221, Pac. 2nd, 1037) the sheep camp of the 
adverser was moved to a high point of ground 
each year during th~ statutory period, ancl. his 
sheep spread out over the area. Any o:ne who 
came within view of the land could hardly escape 
notice of their presenc;e and thus ca,used to 
inquire, if they were interested, by what right 
the herd and the camp occupied the questioned 
lands. As to the element of Hnotoriety," that 
case is clear. In this case, however, as shown 
by the foregoing recital of the record, there was 
no such notorious evidence of occupancy or 
adverse claim. Rather, the adverser never 
personally used the property for grazing, and 
the evidence is hardly satisfactory that any 
stock, etc. were ever "driven onto," and cer ... -
tainly if they were, they were not ~ •herded upon'' 
the subject lands." · 
Then the "Memorandum" departs from the ques ... 
tion of occupancy, to say that notoriety of re-
spondents' claims to the land is to be found in 
the fact that, 
"There were a few neighbors of the subject 
property during the period of the statutes. 
All of them except C . .I. and Ercel Johnson 
heard of the adverse claim almost from the time 
of its inception~'. =>'.< * * * * ~,.: * * It is hard to 
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believe, considering their professed interest 
in subject lands, that Ercel Johnson, or even 
C. I. Johnson, before he moved to California, 
could have escaped from hearing what all of 
their neighbors had clearly heard and under-
stood"* * * * * * * qlt is therefore held that 
the possession of Hallett Bowen and Dean, in 
succession for the full seven years, was open 
and notorious within the requirements of the 
law''. (Memorandum Decision Page 13, 14) 
The neighbors referred to are the 
Arnolds, relatives of Morley Dean, and, Boyd 
Winn. 
Following is Boyd Winn's testimony: 
HI first heard that Burns Hallett 
made claim to this land, at the time I bought 
this la;nd. That was in 1943, I believe. I 
bought this land for county taxes, and I wanted 
this land here and it was on record that Burns 
Hallett ownec;l it. That was how I found it out. 
I didn't find out {rom anything that Burns 
Hallett did on the land- .. 1 don't know when 
I heard that Keith Bowen c~aimed his land. 
I don •t think it was long after Burns sold it to 
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them, I met Keith's Dad in town one day, and 
he wanted to know if I was interes~ed in buy-. 
ing this land. That i~ wher~ I learned it. I 
couldn't say what year it was. At sometime 
or other before the fall of ~48. It was from 
conversation with Keith's father that I learned 
about that. I~ was not from anything I had seen 
done on the land by him or Keith.'' (App. 79, 
80) 
This testimony of Boyd Winn points up 
the law as stated by the lower Court elsewhere 
in hi~ HMemorandum of Decision,, th.at it is 
actual occupancy and possession, openly, ad~ 
versely, notoriously, continuously and exclusively 
as against the record owner and the whole world 
that is necessary to adverse possession. Mere 
heursay that a would be adverser claims the 
land is incompetent to prove a;ny element of 
adverse possession, and is immaterial. 
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Even actual notice to the true owner that 
another claims adve;rsely to him continued dur-
ing the stat\ltory period does not dispense with 
the necessity of actual and continued occupa-
tion to constitute title by adverse possession 
for the requisite period. 
Pleasant's v Henry 231 Pac. 565 (Idaho) 
Photographs of the involved land and sur-
rounding areas, (Respondant's Exhibits 1, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,) taken in the 
winter and early spring of 1950, show the con-
dition in which the land has rem;ained since it 
was occupied by respondant's predecessors"'-
not the slightest evidence of occupancy for any 
purpose then or theretofore and not an animal 
on the land at that time, except in one Exhibit, 
the presence on the land of Ercel Johnson's 
cattle. These pictures afford a view of the land 
which respondant himself would have seen if he 
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had visited it, during the winter and early spr-
ing of any of the previous years, not to say that 
once in a while one or more Indian cattle might 
have strayed from the Indian lands onto this area, 
or that some other neighbors cattle could have 
been found there, as well as Ercel Johnsons, 
depending on how early in the spring they were 
turned out to graze. There could not have been 
any Indian cattle on the land between the early 
spring and late fall, because the evidence is that 
the Indian cattle were move<;i from all Indian 
lands to the rpountains for grazing during th,at 
period. According to Mr. Hallett and appell-
ants it was during the late spring, summer and 
early fall that his cattle on his lands, four miles 
or more away, were found on adjoining open 
Indian school land there, and for which Hallett 
sought and did not obtain a permit. It was 
customary to bring in and feed cattle or at 
... 40~ 
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least dairy ~attle, during the winter months and 
turn them out for g~azing during the spring, 
sumner and fall, according to all the evidence. 
That is ,when feed has sprouted from the winter 
moisture by the spring and summer sunshine, 
and that is when all of Ercel Johnson's and Boyd 
Winn's and John and William Arnold's cattle 
were turned out to graze and were seen grazing 
on the involved land every year, as well as on 
adjoining unfenced lands. In other words, dur ... 
ing the grazing season, whHe Burns Hallett was 
grazing his cattle near his place five miles away, 
Ercel Johnson and his neighbors grazed their 
cattle on this and adjoining lands. Indian cattle 
were not on the adjoining Indian lands because 
they were far away in the mountains for spring, 
summer and fall grazing. Neither the Indian 
Department nor any Indian or Indians ever 
attempted or indicated any intention to use this 
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l~nd or co~trol its use,or exercise any qorninicdl ov-
el! it, at a;ny time of th~ year, or at all. 
By what rationali~atio:n the lower court 
rea<;:h,ed a c;:onclus ion frOm th,E;! evidence Ol;l the 
subject of occupancy and posse~sion so vio-
lently contrary to the law which is Glearly stated 
irt that court's .. M~rn.or~ndum or Dec~sion", 
we c;lo not understand. 
The authorities on tttis subject including 
those relating to the use of l~nd fo:r gra~i;ng 
purposes are so numerous that it is unnecess-
~ry and impractical to cite them all to this Hon-
orable Ccn-1rt~ to whom they are surely fa:rniltar, 
and to whom, we venture to say it must be appar-
ent that not o~e element of adverse oc;:c~pancy 
of his involved lan~ 'by appellants and their pre-
decessors is proved by the evidence in this 
case. 
Appellants' brief cites th,e case of Kellogg 
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vs Huffman, 30 Pac. 2nd. 593. Any attempt to 
rati9nali~e the fa<;:ts and decision in that case 
as even tending to support occupal'\~Y by appell,., 
ants and their predecessors is futUe, Cn the 
contrary, that case supports our position here. 
In addition to the parts of the court's decision 
in the Huffman case co;ntain~d in appellants' 
brief, the fac:;ts in that case a;re related by the 
court, as follows: 
"That immediately after receiving tl;l.e 
Tax Deed he (Huffman) went upon the land and 
located its bol;lnda:ries; that qe lease~ it to Bour-
dieu Brothers for the purpose of past-qring it 
to sheep; that the lapd was rough, unfit for 
cultivatio:q. had been used only tor griit~ing pur-
poses, and was fit only for that use; and that 
the land was rented to these tenant's each year 
from 1920 to 1929. '!he Bordieu Brothers test ... 
ified that they had long been familiar with the 
land; that th,ey had been grazing sheep over a 
considerable area, including this lanq for some 
years; that prior to 1920 they had allowed their 
sheep to g:raze on this land without the p~ rrnis s-
ion of any one, not knowing who wa$ the owner 
thereof; that when Mr, Buff;man came and told 
them, he had bought the land they agreed, to 
rent the same from him; that thereafter they 
rented the $arne {rom him each year until 1929, 
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and during each year pastured large numbers 
of sheep on this land during the entire grazing 
season; that as soon as they rented it from Mr. 
Huffman they established a sheep camp upon 
this land, which was used as headquarters each 
year for a large band of sheep which the same 
were grazing on this land and also on surround,.. 
ing land; that during the period when feed was 
available in that vicinity the sheep were brought 
back to this ca;mp each night; that the camp 
consisted of a tent for the herder, of a portable 
salt trough, of equipment for watering sheep 
and other supplies; that a herder remained there 
in charge of the sheeE while they were in that 
vicinity; that they used the pasturage on this 
land exclusively and kept trespassers away; 
that they had a sheep camp on this land every 
spring and every fall of each year from 1920 to 
1929; that they and their herders all referred 
to this as the "Huffman Camp.,; that the graz-
ing seasons consisted of two or three months 
each spring and about the same time each fall; 
that it usually lasted from February until March 
or April in the spring and during November and 
December in the fall; that the land could not be 
used for anything else between these seasons; 
that no one else occupied or used the land during 
all of this time and no one interferred with 
their possession; that they lived about a mile 
and a half from this land; that no one else lived 
that near and they were in a position to observe 
whether any one else used the land during that 
~' 
After referring to other testimony the 
Court said: ''In addition to the facts that sheep 
were pastured on this land during the entire 
grazing season of each year; that they were 
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at all times in charge of a herder; that the land 
was exclusively and continuously, when possible, 
used by respondent's tenants; and that no one 
~e was aliowed to trespass thereon, a sig-
nificant additional use of this land appears in 
its use as a camp an~_,headquarters during all 
of the time feed was available in that vicinity, 
which must reasonably constitute a better and 
more complete use than appears in the ordin-
ary case of grazing, which is confined to the land 
itself and the period of use limited by the amount 
of feed thereon alone~ The possess ion and use 
being made of this land wa.s well known through-
out all that territory,· and physical evidence 
existed which would have given notice to any one 
who visited the land, even at times outside the 
grazing season, that the land was being occu-
pied and used.'' (Emphasis added) 
Further facts are that under lease from the 
adverse possession claimant (defendant Huff-
man made June 18, 194 7), H up to the time this 
action was commenced, the Superior Oil Co. 'tlad 
spent practically a million dollars on this prop-
erty.' • 
Not even the location quality and usabil-. 
ity of the land involved are similar to that in-
volved in the Huffman case. The eiridence 
shows that the land involved was cultivatable, 
had been cultivated, irrigated and crops pro-
duced on it; that it is contiguous to other lands 
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on the east, and nearby other lands on the south 
which were continiously under cultivation. John 
G. Bolton, former County Commissioner, a 
resident, a farme:r, engaged in farming areas 
some within a half mile of this land, testified 
that its highest and best use is to cultivate and 
raise crops on it, (App. 82-85 ). Boyd Winn 
and Morley Dean testified that its best use is 
to pla.nt it with grass seed, get water on it, and 
fence it for pasture (App. 82 .... 85). 
We submit that no case can be found in 
Utah or in any other state supporting the con~ 
elusions of the trial court in its "Memorandum 
Decision" with reference to appellants alleged 
occupation and uo?e of the involved lands; that, 
on the contrary, a,ll of the cases in which the 
issue involved the question of adverse possess-
ion by alleged use of land for grc;~.zing purposes 
including those in which the evidence was held 
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sufficient and those held insufficient, and in ... 
eluding the case of Adams v La:micq 117 Utah 
__ , are to the effect that the evidence in this 
case is wholly insufficient, to support such 
conclusions. 
The doctrine of adverse possession must 
be strictly construced. Such a possession is 
not to be made out by inference, but by clear 
and pos j.tive proof. 
Jenkins v. Morgan, 113 Utah, 534; 
Central Fac. Ry. v. Tarpey, Utah, 107 
D. H. Perry Es tate v. Ferd, 46 Utah, 
439 
Day v. Steele, 111 Utah 471 
~'Acts of alleged occupant must be so open 
and exclusive as tQ leave no inquiry as to his 
intentions, so notorious that the owner may be 
presumed to have knowledge that occupancy is 
adverse, and so continuous as to have furnished 
a cause of action every day during the required 
period.', 
HTo constitute adverse possession, the ten-
ant must either remain permanently on the land 
or else occupy it in such a way as to leave no 
doubt in the mind of the true owner, not only 
who the adverse claimant was, but that it was 
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his purpose to keep him out of his land." 
HThe claimant, as one court has said, 
must ~keep her flag flying and present a hostile 
front to aU adverse pretentious' , ' 
Reeves v. Porta (A ''grazing" case) 144 
P a c. 2nd. 4 9 3 (Ore) , citing, 
Ole wine v, Messmore, 128 Pac. 4-70 
McNear v. Gust in, 9 2 P a c . l 0 7 6 
Denham v. Hoteman, 71 Am Dec. 198, 
201, 
HColor of title itself is not capable of 
generating possession. There must be actual 
entry amoQnting to disseise:n," 
"Actual occupancy is necessary." 
2 Corpus Juris, Sec. Pages 772, 538 
"The mere intention to occupy land is not 
such possession as will ripen into title by ad-
verse possession. The intention must be carried 
into execution by open unequiv~cal and notorious 
acts of dominion indicating to the public that 
the posses~or h~s appropirated the land and 
claims the exclusive dominion over it." 
Madden v. Hall, 132 Pac. 291 (<;al.) 
"Isolated acts of ownership, not exclusive 
and more clandestine than open and notoriou~, 
is not occupancy constituting adverse possess-
ion.'' 
In re Wasson, 201 Pac. 793 (CaliL) 
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64 The building of a brush fence around a 
lot without taking other steps to put the prop-
erty to use is not an actual possession~" 
Hulton v. S hurnake r, 21 Cal. 4 53 
"The plowing of two furrows on two sides 
of certain land and placing a small pile qf 
boards on such land shortly thereafter did not 
constitute sufficient evidence of occupancy to 
start the running of the statute of limitations.'' 
Nicholson v. Aronson, 48 Pac. 917 (Kan.) 
HThere is a conflict of authority as to 
whether one may be in adverse possession of 
land which is not fenced, where the only use 
of the land is for the grazing of livestock. In 
some cases it is held that claimant maybe in 
adverse possession of unenclosed land by us~ 
ing it for grazing.'' 
170 A.L.R. p. 839 
But in all the cases wherein such evidence 
has been held sufficient the live:;tock have been 
placed on land usually in outlying desert areas 
and of no use for any other purpose, and kept 
there by herders regularly each year, to the 
exclusion of any other livestock therefrom dur-
ing any part of the year, and, with camps, carr-
als, troughs, or similar installations placed 
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thereon by the claimants in connection with 
such use. In no case has evidence of use for 
grazing livestock been held sqfficient to con-
stitute adverse possession if it is not shown to 
have been exclusive is well as continuous. 
Where no livestock have ever been driven onto 
and herded upon land by the claimant either 
to the exclusion of other livestock therefrom 
or at all, as in this case, and as stated by the 
trial co'l,lrt in it's BMemorandum Decision", 
no such adverse possession ever occl,lrred. 
In Cory v. Hotchkiss, 160 P. 841 (Cal. 
App.) the Court said: 
uThe record title to the land, having been 
shown to be in the plaintiff, presumptively he 
was seised of the possession within the time 
required by law, and therefore the burden was 
upon the defendants to show that they, or e it her 
of them, having color of title to the land, had 
held and possessed the same as against the 
plaintiff for the full statutory period of five 
years preceding the commencement of the present 
action." 
~ ~rn support of the burden thus placed upon 
the defendants, they showed that yearly for seven 
or eight years prior to the commencement of 
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the action, the defenda:pt, Canty, in writing 
Leased the land in suit to one Pucheu for the pur~ 
pose of pasturing sheep thereon, and that during 
a portion of each of those several years Pucheu 
did run and pasture as many as three sepal;'•'? 
ate herds of sheep upon the land for a period 
of from two to ~ ix months in each year. Each 
band of sheep had a herder, and these herders, 
during the time that the sheep were pasturing, 
were in the habit of traveHng back and forth 
over the land. Bands of sheep belonging to 
other persons at times traveled across the 
land to water at a well sitq.ated on the Southeast 
corp.er of the land. Pucheu 's sheep were upon 
the lanc,l only during the pasture season, and 
although during that season he was upon the land 
once a week, he did not know of his own know-
ledge whether his herders prevented the sheep 
of other persons pasturing u·pon the land leased 
by him; and because of his lack of knowledge 
at to where the lines of the land ac;:tually ran, 
he was unable to say whether or not the sheep 
of other persons had roamed and pastured upon 
the land at the times his sheep were there. 
Supplementing the evidence of Pucheu, there was 
testimony o~ another witness for the defense to 
the effect that he knew that Pucheu had pastured 
sheep upon the land in suit, and that, in so far 
as he knew, no other sheep were permitted to 
pasture there." 
"This is substantially a statement of the 
evidence introduced at the trial and relied upon 
by the defendants with reference to the actual 
use and occupation of the land. * * * * * 
'~we are of the opinion that the evidence 
adduced relative to the use and occupation of the 
land by Canty's lessee would not have sufficed 
-51 .. 
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to support a finding that the defendants, or 
either of them, had exclusive use and occupation, 
of the land for the statutory period within the 
intent and meaning of the pro vis ions of Section 
323 of the Code of Civil procedure. The mere 
fact that Canty assumed the ownership of the 
land and leased the same to Pucheu may have 
been some evidepce that it was the intent of 
Canty to claim the land; but if, as the evidence 
shows, he did no more, and that the land ~as 
not oc<;:upied by Pucheu u:Qder the lease in the 
manner and for the period prescribeq by the 
Statute, then of course the mere intent of Canty 
would not afford any substantial support to the 
claim of adverse possession; and certain it 
is that the defendants did not affirmatively show, 
as they were required to do, that during the 
time the land was not used for grazing purposes, 
it was not otherwise used qnd occupied by 
plaintiff, or other persons claiming under him 
or independent of him. The testimony that 
'this quarter sec;tion is used for nothing after 
the end of the pasture season' is the only evid-
ence to be found in the record upon this phase 
of the case; and obviously the scope of the testi-
mony must be confined to tp.e use to which the 
land was usually put, and cannot be construed 
as establishing the fact that the land was not 
occupied during and after the close of the pas~ 
turing season. In brief, the proof preferred in 
the present case, in support of the claim of ad-
verse possession, as in the case of Strauss 
v. Canty, 169 Cal. 101; 145 P. 1012, 6 was en= 
tirely consistent with the view that the possess-
ion of those holding under Canty was causual 
and intermittant • and therefore, as was said in 
that case: 'The court was entirely justified in 
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concluding that the defendant had not proven 
an exclusive and continuous possession suffici-
ent to satisfy the Statute.' 
The evidence in Strauss case was as 
follows: 
uThe detendant testified tQ.at in May, 1905, 
he went on the land, measured it off, and placed 
stakes at the corners. He was on the land at 
that time during parts of two days 4 In the fall 
of 1905 he rented it for the purpose of feeding 
sheep. He rented it similarly during the sue-
c~eding years up to 1912, receivi:og a total of 
$50.00 for five yea:r;s. He saw sheep feeding 
on the land several times. His testimony was 
som~what qualified by the later statement that 
he gave no written lease, but merely charged and 
collected money 4 for the feed on the sheep on 
the land., 
The Court: ' 4 While possession may be 
maintained by using the land for pasture during 
the grazing season (Webber v. Clarke, 15 P. 
431) even though there be no enclosure (Bul-
lock v. Rouse (Cal.) 22 P. 919) the possession 
must be of an exclusive character. The proof 
here was silent on the question of occupancy 
by others and was entirely cons is tent with the 
view that the possession of those holding under 
Canty was causual and intermittent., 
In the case of De Frieze v. Quint, 30 P. 
L, the evidence related by the court was: 
q The land had no improvements upon it, 
and never had been inclosed, cultivated or oc-
cupied by any person. The greater portion of 
it was low, boggy land but during portions of 
the year it afforded feed for cattle which had 
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been accustomed to graze upon it. Miller•s 
father had a ranch adjoining the land on the 
West side, but which was :pot fenced on that 
$ide. 'Cattle could :roam at will over this land 
(the land in question) from any contiguous 
land. 
"Miller's father kept a dairy and a number 
of cows on his ranch, which his son, plaintiff's 
lessee, also leased, al').d thereafter allowed 
these cows and others of his own, to graze upon 
the la;nd, but without a herder, except to drive 
the cows from the land for the purpose of milk~ 
ing and to return them after milking. The cows 
were not confined to the leased land, but could 
graze upon other adjoining land; and there was 
nothing to prevent the cattle of other persons 
from grazing upon the leased land. Being asked 
if other cattle than his own wel,"e pastured upon 
it during the term of the lease, Miller (lessee) 
answered, ~They might have been. I cannot say 
positively, Cattle get back and forth on the 
ranches once in a while. I cannot say pos i-
tively whether there were or not. ***** I never 
remembered seeing any cattle on here except-
ing my own and those I had rented from my 
fath,e r.' About a month after the date of the 
lease Miller constructed a shed on tne land, 
sufficient to shelter 3 cows, by setting a post 
in the ground at each of the four corners, and 
covering it with boards, and also boarding up 
three sides of it, but leaving one side open. 
This was the only improvement placed on the 
land by him or plaintiff and it does not appear 
whether the shed was ever used l;>y him or not. 
During the first four years of the lease he re-
sided about a half mile from the land, but within 
sight of it, and during the remainder of the 
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term he resided further from the land. It does 
not appear that he personally attended the dairy, 
but it does appear that he was abse:nt from it a 
considerable portion of the time. ln the way 
above described, he used the land in question 
during a term of five years before the com-
mencement of this action, but in no other way.'' 
The Court then says: HConceding that what 
is proven to have bee:n done on the land by plaint-
iff and his lessee, Miller~ constituted any kind 
of possession which may be regarded as doubt-
ful, such possession was not of such a character 
as to justify the inference that defendants had 
notice of its existence, ever. much less that 
it was hostile to his title.'' 
De Frieze v. Quint, 30 P. L. 
In the case of Reeves v. Porta, 144 P. 
2nd 493 (Ore.) the claimant's testimony was that 
the land in question adjoined a small farm owned 
by claimant who lived on it for sorr1e three 
years. During that period some ditching was 
done upon the premises. There was a large spring 
of water on one lot of the area which plaint ... 
iff Reeves caused to be drained, and a portion of 
the lot waa placed under cultivation. He refer-
red to this lot as ''clear ground'', the re ... 
mainder of the pl:operty being brush land. The 
tenants generally farmed the clear ground and 
sub·leased the brush land for pasture. The 
plaintiff Reeves testified: ''That during the 
enUre~ • period the entirecclear ground was used 
and occupied by his tenants being farmed by 
them and most of the time the brush land was 
pastured; that there were a few of the tenants 
who didn •t have cows, but his brother used it 
a part of the time; that the property was pas"" 
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tured ~ither by his brother using it or his ten-
ants, continuously to his best recollection. 
All he could say was that there were numerous 
tenants; that he didn't know which of them had 
cows or didn't, or what periods of tirne the prop-
erty was used by tenants with cows or weren't. 
The Court said, ''There were no buildings 
on the property in suit. Evidently the plaintiffs 
and their various ten~nts occupied buildings 
which were = on the old Reeves place. The 
four uncleared lots appear to be logged-over 
land, grown up to brush, and more than one wit-
ness described them as a wilderness. No doubt 
the plainti{fs and some of their tenants, from 
time to time, pastured cows upon them. Assuming 
that the land were adequately enclosed, this 
use would have been sufficient adverse possess-
ion, if it had been continuous, and if the other 
elements of adverse possession were also pre-
sent. Probably the pasture of livestock was the 
use to which the property was best adopted. 
We are of the opinion, however, that the evidence 
of continuous use by the plaintiffs or their ten-
ant~, was far from satisfactory, and may best 
be characterized as intermittant and dis conr 
nected acts of trespass. Adverse possession 
may have its basis in trespass, but the trespass 
must be continuous. The claimant, as one Court 
has said, must 'keep his flag flying and pre-
sent a hostile front to all adverse pretentious' 
(Citing Olewine v. Messmore, 128 P. 470)/ 
The Court further says: "It has been 
said that: 'the acts of the alleged occupant must 
be so open and exclusive as to leave no inquiry 
as to his intentions, so notorious that the owner 
may be presumed to have knowledge that the 
occupancy is adverse, and so continuous as to 
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have furnished a cause of action every day dur~ 
ing the required period. Acts not so continu-
ous and of brief duration do not constitute such 
an adverse possession as is contemplated by law'. 
(Citing McNear v. Gus tin, 9 2 P . 1 0 7 6 . ) " 
In Jenkins v. Morgan, Supra, the evidence 
was that the adverse claimant actually did graze 
cattle on the land in dispute, but not exclus-
ively; that "one Okelberry also used the lands 
for grazing his cattle during the years in ques-
tion. This Court held that, "It would thus 
appear that the defendants have failed to estab-
lish occupancy or possession within the limits 
of the statutory requirement". 
In Adams v. Lamicq, 117 Utah, as appears 
in this Court's dec is ion in that case, the County 
placed its lessee, Brady, upon the lands. "At 
the expiration of Brady's term, the respondents 
entered upon the lands under a one year's lease 
from the County, and after obtaining a contract 
to purchase they remained there until the com-
mencement of this action''. (As in Boziev ich vs. 
Schlecta), and that the occupancy for any other 
purpose than that for grazing by respondent's 
was exclusive, except as to a portion thereof, 
which exception appears to have been proved 
and admitted by respondents. 
In our case, as we contend, the evidence 
is that no one was even placed in possession 
of the land.by the County or by Burn's Hall-
ett, and the land remained unoccupied by App-
ellants and their predecessors for grazing pur-
poses or for any other purpose, either exclus-
ively or at all. 
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POINTS RAISED IN APPELLANTS BRIEF 
I. HAppellants contend that adverse 
possession commenGed on September 30, 1940, 
and was established September 30, 194 7." 
The amazing contention that Burns Hall-
ett occupied this land on September 30, 1940, 
by permitting his cattle to g:raze on Indian 
lands near his place five miles away because of 
a conversation he claims to have had about it 
in the latter part of March, 1941, is, it seems to 
u~, as fallacious as is the contention that any 
Indian cattle ever seen on the involved land 
was also a result of such conversation, if it 
occurred at all. 
It is St;lffici.ent to say here that the cases 
of Kellogg v. Huffman, supra, and Bozievich v. 
Slechta, cited by counsel do not support, but 
refute appellants contention~ 
If Burns Hallett on the date of his con-
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tract to purchase the lands th,erein described 
actually occupied, fenced, improved and con-
tinue'd to use the involved 80 Acres, exclus-
ively, as it appears that he did the 160 Acres 
in Township 2 South Range East, some 5 miles 
Southeast also described in his tax deed, the 
failure of those to whom he quit claimed this 
lp.nd to pay the 194 7 taxes woulc1. have been in 
itself fatal to their adverse possession claim. 
September 30, 194 7, was three fourths of the year 
1947 and th~ taxes assessed for th~t year were 
then payable, but were permitted to become de-
linquent and the sa~e for that year's taxes foL;... 
lowed. 
(See) Cl\,lb Land and Cattle Co., v. Wall, 
92 s. w. 984. 
Points II, III. and IV of appellants' brief 
are devoted to various ~rguments that a re-
demption on December 30, 1949, from the 194 7 
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tax sale 1 and the attached delinquent 1948 and 
1949 taxes 1 and payment of costs, and penal .. 
ties, "b;ad the same effect as if the taxes were 
paid before delinquency''. Their brief says, 
11 appellants were not deprived of their title by 
any tax sale prior to the filing of their com .. 
plaint''. 
Here is found strange reasoning for a 
lawyer to mak,e, which runs through those var-
ious arguments. 
In the first place appellants had no title 
and could not acquire one by adverse possess .. 
ipn without proving the several necessary el-
ements including payment of taxes each of the 
seven year period prior to filing their complaint. 
And the burden of proving them was on appell-
ants', not on respondent, as the confused argu-
ments in appellants' brief so often states or 
implies. For instance, their brief says, "the 
-60 ... 
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'Preliminary Tax Sale' which is used as a basis 
for defeating plaintiff's adverse title is shown on 
Page 60 of Plaintiff's Exhibit "J", (;made by 
Attorney for appellants) and there is no date of 
the sale given on thP.t E.xhibit. Therefore, 
"lt c;:ould have been made after the filing of the 
complaint on September 22. 1948." Of course 
if that were material the burden was on appell-
ants to prove it, and that the statutory prpvisions 
regarding tax sales were not complied with. 
However, the proof admittedly is that the taxes 
for 194 7 were not paid, and the land went to tax 
sale, as shown by Mr. Stanley's abstract of 
'~Tax Sale Record for the Year 194 7" (Page 60), 
which is material. 
Appellants' say, ''If it can be conceded, 
which appellants do not admit, that the redemp· 
tion of the 1947 taxes is 'acquiring title', under 
the facts and circumstances under the above 
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decision (Meagher v. Uintah Gas Co.) appell-
ants have perfected that title by paying the taxes 
on December 30, 1949", more than two months 
aft~r respondant had served and filed his orig-
inal answer to the complaint in which respond-
ant, ''admits that this defendant claims some 
right, title, interest and estate in, to, upon and 
against the real property desc::ribed in said 
complaint (which describes numerous parcels) 
or some part thereof adverse to the right title 
and interest of the plaintiffs'', and ''denies 
that such right title, interest and estate so 
claimed by this defendant is without any right 
or merit whatsoever against plaintiffs'·, and 
"prays that his right, title and interest in any 
of the ref;l.l property described in plaintiffs com-
plaint, he ascertained and determined, and that 
this defendant have judgment herein quieting 
his title herein as against plaintiffs and each 
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of them and for this defendants costs herein." 
(Verified and served October 21, 1949, 
and mailed to the County-Clerk same day. 
(Rec. 7, s. 9, 10} 
Under sub-division "C" of it's point 
IV, appellants' brief says, "even though" the 
redemptiofl from tax sale made on December 
30, 1949, did not "relate back and have the same 
effect as if the taxes were paid before delin-
quent, the taxes were paid before the filing of the 
cross-complaint on January 9, 1950, and the fil-
ing of the counter-claim on April 21st., 1950" 
(Citing Rowley v. Davis, 34 Cal., App. 184} 
(App. Br. 46} 
The substance and prayer of respondants 
answer in October, 1949, constitutes a co\lnter-
clairn, as well as denial of the claims of plaint-
iff$. The cross-complaint filed January 9, 1950, 
was unnecessary. It was not co11fined to the 
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land here involved and was only incidentally 
connected with this acti,on of appellants. That 
cross-complaint {Rec. 17, 18, 19, 20) it is true, 
made appellants cross~defendants, but it de .. 
scribed other lands than any lands described in 
appella.nts' complaint and was directed to other 
parties, ipdividyals and corporations I not par-
ties to the complaint, and to persons unknown, as 
defendants. That eros s "':'complaint was stricken 
on motion of appellants 1 and thereupon abandoned 
when it was learned that other lands described 
therein were not in Uintah County, but were in 
Duchesne County. No answer to it was made. 
As the first, second and third amended cross-
complaints and the final cross-complaint amend-
ing and replacing the third amendeq cross-
complaint show, they were all attacks on the val-
idity of the default judgment against appellant 
procured by J. Parry Bowen vs. Culbert L. 
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Olsen, on the 13th day of November, 1946, which 
appellants answers thereto claimed, and the trial 
court held, was valid and res adjudicata, and 
which this court, on respondants' appeal, held 
void on its face (Bowen et al v. Olson No. 7736) 
The several amendments devoted to amplifying 
and maki,ng more specific respondents allega-
tions as to the invalidity of that judgment were 
caused by the lower court's announced tend-
ancy to hold those cross -complaints as collateral 
attacks on that de(a.ult judgment. It was after 
the remittitur of this Courts' decision holding 
that judgment void on its face that respondent 
be came entiUed to judgment on his cross ... compl..-
aint raising that issue, against that default judg-
~ Appellants • claim to title relying on ad-
verse possession, was the only remaining issue 
to be tried. 
Appellants introduced testimony to support 
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their claim of title by adverse possession, on 
December 7, 1949, and the case was continued by 
the court until January 10, 1950 for further 
trial when the court found that respondant had not 
received sufficient notice of trial on December 
7, to enable him to be present on that date. 
Appellant, Morley Dean then, on December 
7, 1949 testified as follows: (App. 100-101-
102): 
Q. And you recall testifying in this case 
when I (Mr. Olson) was not here, and it was 
continued, as the record shows, on December 
7th, 1949? Do you remember testifying about 
this property, the Upp property, and also the 
Olson property? 
A. Yes, I did that. I forgot about it prob-
ably; I remember saying then that I had seeded 
the Upp property, or the property in Section 3 
of Tp. 2 S. R. I East at that time, and put 500 
pounds of grass seed on it. ************** 
Q. (by Mr. Stanley) Now the abstract of 
title for the north half of the southwest quarter 
of Section 34, Township 1 South Range 1 East, 
shows that all taxes were paid by you up to date 
on this land, is that correct on the one piece? 
A. No, I haven't paid any taxes on either 
one of them, since I got them. 
Q •. The Taxes have been ptl.id though, have 
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they not? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. And you have agreed to reimburse J. 
F. Upp for the payment of taxes he has made, 
is that right? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. And you have owned the ground since 
May 1947. Have you ever received any tax 
notices on it? 
A. After the first year I did every year. 
Q. After the first year, in 1948, but you 
didn't receive any in 1947? 
A. Only on the north one. I didn't receive 
any on this 120. 
Respondents' amep.ded answer and appell-
ants reply. thereto did not change the status 
that appellants claimed title in their complaint 
filed September 22, 1948, and respondants' an-
swer admitting that respondant claimed title, 
daying that respondants' cla~m was without right 
or merit against appellants, and praying that 
his right title and interest be determined and 
that he have judgment against the appellants and 
each of them quieting his title. Appellants did 
not need to allege title by adverse pos~ession 
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in their complaint in order to introduce evidence, 
as they did on Deceml;>er 7, 1949, and in December 
1952, to support that claim. 
The cases cited by appellants on pages 46, 
50, 52, do not support their arguments. 
Rf:DEMPTION FROM TAX SALE FOR 
1947, 1948 TAXES ON DECEM5ER 30, 1949 
WAS NOT PAYMENT OF TAXES UNDER SEC-
TION 78-12-lZ .. U.C.A. 1953. 
By tax deed dated September 22, and 
recorded September 28, 1943, Uintah County 
quit=claimed to Burns Hallett the 80 Acres here 
involved, also 125.93 Acres in Sec. 3, Tp. 2 S. 
R. lE, and 160 Acres in Sec. 13, Tp. 2S. R. lE. 
(Plfts. Ex. HJ" .) 
No tax assessment of the involved land 
was made in 1940 ~ 
In 1941 this land was ass e $sed to Uintah 
County (Olson) as ''unimproved farm land.'' 
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No taxes were paid. 
In 1942 it was assessed to Uintah County 
(Olson) care of Burns Hallett as ''unimproved 
farm lal)d"; $7,06 paid Nov. 13, 1942. 
In 1943, it was assessed to Uintah County 
(Olson) Burns Hallett 3/5th, Equity County as 
"unimproved farm land • ·; tax $7.52 paic;i. 
September 22, 1943. 
In 1944 it was af3sessed to Burns Hall-
ett as "l\nimproved farm land", tax $ 12.92; 
paid November 21, 1944. 
In 1945, it was assessed to Burns Hall..-
ett as ''un~provec:l farm land"; tax $14.63, 
paid October 15, 1945. 
In 194l>, it was asses sed to Burns Hall .... 
ett as ''unimproved ~arm land •'; tax of $ 15.68 
paid November 19, 1946. 
In 194 7, it was assessed as "unimproved 
farm land • ·, to J. Parry Bowen. The taxes for 
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194 7 were not paid and the lc;,_r,:i went to tax 
sale to the county fo:r $26.99. 
In 1948 it was assessed as ~'unimproved 
grazing land" to Morley Dean and lrene M. 
Dean. The taxes for 1948, were not paid. 
In 1949, it was asses sed to Mcrley Dean 
and Irene lVl. Dean, as "unimproved grazing 
land'' The taxes for 1949 were not paid before 
they became delinquent. 
On December 3'}, 1949. HJ. Parry Bowen 
by Morley Dean" paid the County $33.20 for 
redemption certificate from 1947 sale with added 
1948 delinquent taxes, including witq costs, 
penalties and interest. {Plaintiff's Exhibit 
II J' ') 
We cannot find any case in California or else ... 
where holding that a redemption from tax sale 
made after the commencement of the action, and 
certainly not after answer filed by the record 
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owner denying the claimant's right to the prop-
erty and praying for a decree quieting his title 
thereto; or, as in this case, after trial has 
commeneed. Furthermore the general rule 
followed by all Utah cases on the subject is that 
redemption from tax s~le is not the payment of 
taxes as required by the statute. 
Before citing cases in addition to cases 
cited by the court below in it's '• Memorandum 
Decision", it should be pointed out that app-
ellants and their predecessors did not pay 
taxes lawfully assessed on this land within the 
meaning of the statute prior to September 30, 
1943, when he received his t.ax deed from the 
county. Such taxes as he paid before that date 
were for the year 1942 only (Plaintiff's Ex. 
q J ") and were part of and inc:;luded in the con-
sideration given for th~t deed under his con-
tract of purchase from the county, which provided 
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that: 
HThe said vendor (the County) upon receipt 
of payments ($250~00 for 205.93 .Acres including 
the involved 80 acres, in installments of $50.00 
down a:p.d $ 2 00.00 in annual installments of 
$50.00 each) at the time and in the manner 
aforesaid, agrees to execute and deliver to said 
vendee or his assigns, a sQfficien,t quit claim 
deed to said property and the said vendee 
ag;rees to pay $uch taxes as may be levied on the 
said property, and to keep the buildings thereon 
in good repair and insured in the amount equal 
to the vendor's interest therein until the said 
property is paid in full'', (Page 35, plttfs. Ex. 
"J".) 
In Jenkins v. Morgan, 113 Utah, 534, 1948, 
196 Pac. 2nd. 8 71:. This Court said: 
''The record fails to sustain defendants' 
contention that they have paid taxes on the lands 
here in dispute for the statutory period. If 
any taxes were paid by defendants for the years 
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prior to l944, 1945 and 1946, they were part of 
and incllJded in the cons ide ration given for the 
deeds from Utah County". 
In Aggelos v. Zella Mining Co., 99 Utah 
417, 107 P. 2nd 170, 171, 132 A.L.R. 213, this 
Court, speaking through Justice Wolfe said: 
'It therefore appears that except for the 
tax deed which appellants obtained from the 
county, taxes were paid for only four years be-
fore the commencement of the quiet t;itle action, 
and not for seven years as req-qired by statute. 
It has been repeatedly held in other jurisdictions 
that the purchase of a tax title or redemption from 
a tax sale cannot be cons ide red as payment of 
taxes within the meaning of statutes similar to 
ours. (Citing cases)***** The tax deed con-
veyed to appellant the claimed interest of the 
different taxing units in the property and did not 
con$titute a payment of the taxes on the prop-
erty within the meaning of the statute.,' 
If payment of ta:x;es assessed against 
this land for 1943, was not a part of the consider ... 
ation for Halletts • tax deed from the County 
taxes were paid for only four years, and only 
th:r;"ee years if 1943 taxes were a part of the con-
sideration. 
As to the redemption or repurchase from the 
County on December 30, 1949, in addition to the 
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cases cited by the court below and the reason-
ing of his decision that this could not possibly 
be col)sidered as payment of such u;npaid taxes 
by an adverse possession claimant, we cite the 
following: 
Wyse v. Johnston, 83 Ark. 520, 104 S.W. 
204 (1907) 
Walsh v. Certain Lands, 209 Ark. 320, 
190 s. w ~ 2d 44 7' ( 1945) 
Webber v. Wannamaker, 39 Colo. 4:25, 
89 Pac. 780. (1907} 
Holbrook v. Dickenson, 56 Ill. 497. (1870) 
Robertson v. Bachmann, 352 Ill. 291, 185 
N.E. 618. (1933) 
McGrail v. Fields, 53 N. M, 158, 203 ]?. 
2d 1000. (1949) 
Cain v. Eh;rler, 33 S.D. 536, 146 N. W. 
694. (1914) 
Plowman v. MorQ,en, 33 S. D. 914, 146 
N.W. 914 (1914) 
Pueblo de Taos v. Gusdorf, (C.C.A. lOth 
Cir. N.M.) SO Fe(i. 2d 721. (1931) 
HThe payment of taxes made after the 
institution of an action relp.ting to the title of 
land which is claimed by adverse possession is 
unavailing to aid as a compliance with the statute 
requiring payment of taxes as a condition of ad-
verse possession. '• 
Etchison vs. Dail, 31 SW 2nd, 426 (Ark.) 
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125 Pac. 592, (Colo). 
Upham vs. Weisshaar, 128 Pac. 1129, 
(Colo). 
Converse vs. Dunn, 46 N.E. 74 7, (Ill). 
Club Land & Cattle Co. vs. Wall, 92 S.W. 
984. 
Bronstin vs. Brelle, 76 Pac. 2nd. 613, 
(Wash.). 
Reference in appellants' brief to the effect 
of every tax on real or personal property, and the 
right of the owner to redeem from tax sales, and 
appellants' deductions therefrom are made on the 
assumption that appellants, not respondent, are 
the owners unless and until appellants shall have 
failed to establish ownership by adverse poss-
ession, not only by occupancy for the required 
period but also by payment of all taxes assessed 
during that period and before the commence-
ment of their action claiming ownership. 
A tax sale does not extinguish the record 
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Appellants' counsel say (pages 41, 42 of 
their brief) that Morley Dean, in allowing the 
taxes to go delinquent and to tax sale, was in 
'''good faith" because of the void decree against 
respondant on December 2nd, 1946, and he 
thought he had a valid title when he received a 
warranty deed from Keith J. Bowen on May 
7th, 194 7, ''and did not think he stood in the 
position of an adverser". And, we add, that J. 
Parry Bowen and Keith J. Bowen did not think 
they were adversers after that date. They knew 
that neither they nor Burns Hallett had occupied 
the land when J. Parry Bowen obtained that 
default decree, making sure in the procedure 
that respondent was not served and would not 
know of the institution of that action. The record 
in that case refutes the statement that any at-
torney in the area, would have given Dean ap op-
inion that he had received a marketable title; 
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that Mr. Stanley, would not at that time have done 
so. However, Mr. Dean did not in good faith or 
otherwise pay the taxes, and did nothing on the 
land constituting occupancy and possession 
until the erection of a fence around it in the 
spring of 1952 as heretofore shown. 
Appellants' brief dwells on the neglect 
of respondent to see that his taxes were paid 
as an argument that, regardless of the failure 
of appellants to establish title by adverse poss-
ession, they should be given judgment. 
Point V of appellants' brief claims laches 
on the part of respondent as a substitute for the 
necessity of proving their claim to title by ad--
verse possession. Not only is the principle of 
laches not involved, but there is not the slight-
est evidence which could possibly invoke that 
principle in any case. Certainly respondent's 
neglect to see that the taxes were paid by him, 
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and not finding out that the land had gone to 
unredeemed tax sale for 194 7 taxes or prior 
thereto until he went to Vernal after January 
1, 1950, cannot supply proof that appellants 
paid these taxes as necessary element of acqu ... 
isition o! title by adverse possession. 
Appellants, abstract of title referred to 
as EXHIBIT qJ'' certified by Mr. Stanley on 
February 1, 1950 is not the abstract of title 
which respondent finally, after repeated requests, 
received from Mr. Stanley on or about Dec-
ember 19, 1949, which was introduced in evid·~ 
ence by appella;nts on December 7, 1949 as 
EXHIBIT "A' •. The abstract then did not con-
tain the yellow sheet now contained in it show· 
ing (pages 59 and 60) record of tax assess-
ments and payments, and of course it did not 
include the record of sale for the delinquent 
1947 taxes, and the redemption certificate 
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dated December 30, 1949. 
NO ERROR IN COURT'S REFUSAL 
TO REOPEN AND DENIAL OF NEW 
TRIAL. 
Under point III of appellants~ brief it is 
contended that the Lower Court should have 
granted their motions to reopen the case and for 
a new trial for the reasons first, and that the 
burden was on respondent to show that the un ... 
paid taxes were lawfully assessed, and second, 
that Mr. Stanley,s affidavit in support of the 
motions states that the date inserted in the 
auditor's affidavits was premature, which, al-
though he was aware of the affidavits attached, 
he neglected to notice. Such facts, if estab:-· 
lished, would not invalidate either the assess:-
ment, which the abstract of title show•s was 
made, or the levy, but would only indicate that 
the wrong date had been filled in~ 
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In Jenkins vs. Morgan, supra, this Court 
held that Halthough a failure to make or suo-
scribe to the auditor's affidavit will not in any 
manner affect the validity of the assess:r;nent, 
the affidavit is a condition precedent to a 
valid tax deed from the County.'' 
In All an v s . McKay, 1 2 0 Cal. 3 3 2 ; 52 P a c. 
829, it is held that the word ''assessed'' re;.. 
fers to the valuation by the Assessor and not to 
the pro-rating of the tax by the Auditor. 
Peoples Water Co. v. Bromeo, 31 Cal. 
App. 270; 160 P. 574. 
Ortiz v. Pac. States Propertie$, 215 P. 
(2d) 514. 
In Waterhouse v. Clatsop County, 5 Ore. 
176; 91 P. 1083, the court says: HThe exten-
sion of taxes on the tax roll and the delivery 
of the roll or a copy thereof to the tax collector 
with a warrant attached is a step in the colle c-
,..so-
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tion of taxes and not in the assessment, appor-
tionment of levy." 
Section 80-5-30, U.C.A. 1943, with refer-
ence to duties of the County Assessor, including 
subscription to an affidavit that he had per_;.. 
formed those duties provides that ''A failure 
to make or subscribe to such affidavit, or any 
affi~avit, will not in any rpann~r affect the val= 
idity of the assessment.'' 
A BALANCING OF EQUITIES 
At this point we desire to refer to the 
quotation in appellants' brief of the following 
statement found in the Lower Court H Memor-
andum Decision,.: 
"The situation of the facts, and the law of 
the instant case might well induce the same ex~ 
pression as the Court uses on page 545 of the 
Utah Report (Keller v. Chournos, 102. Utah, 
535) 'There are no equities on appellant's 
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(defendant's) side of this case**** it tends to of-
fend one' .s sense of jus tice***we are*>:o~forced 
to adhere to the cases so far dec;ided op the 
strict rule'.,' 
Respondent believes that he is not with ... 
out a sense of justice and he l;lelieves, with 
a sense of JUstice, that the Hsituatio:p of the 
facts and the law in t}l.e instant case" are not 
such as should induce the above quoted express-
ion by any judge finding it his duty under the 
fac;ts and the law to render judgment in favor 
of respondent. 
In addition to the costs to respondent of 
his acquisition of the land he paid all taxes 
assessed against it for a period of nineteen 
years except during the five years of the great 
depression following the year 1932. Appell-
ants and their preqecessors paid taxes on the 
land for not more than four years. All money 
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paid by appellants' predecessor, Hallett, to 
the County in consideration of the purchase 
of the County's interest in the land, and all taxes 
since paid and for redemption certificate, with 
interest thereon at the rate of six percent per 
annum from the date of each payment, is de-
posited with the Clerk of the Court for the use 
and benefit of appellants as ordered by the 
Lower Court. 
Furthermore, appellants and their pre-
decessors not only never have occupied the 
land, and have never made any expenditures what-
ever upon or in connection with it, unless the 
time spent by Burns Hallett in cleaning out the 
ditch on adjoining land in June, 1941 can be 
considered as an expenditure on the land. 
Certainly appellants do not claim any financial 
loss by the fact that Ercel Johnson's cattle and 
Boyd Wynn's cattle and John K. Arnold's cat-
-.83-
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tle and William Arnold's cattle grazed on it 
throughout the period involved. We fail to see 
where any inequity is involved or how a sense 
of justice is abused by the judgment of the 
Lower Court. Respondent believes that the 
only procedure shocking to a sense of justice 
to be found in this case is the procedure fol-
lowed in securing that default judgment again-
st Respondent in 1946, in a way to make it reas-
onably sure that Respondent would not learn 
that the plaintiff J. Parry Bowen claimed 
ownership of the land, and the Lower Court's 
decision that that default judgment was valid. 
SEVERANCE OF CLAIMS TO MINERAL 
RIGHTS FROM CLA!MS TO SURFACE. 
The pre-trial stipulations and the court's 
order stating the issues agreed upon re-
setved for decision this question: 
HWhat ef!ect does the severance of the 
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oil and gas mineral estate from the fee by ad-
verse possession claimants have upon the runn-
ing of the statute against the record title holder, 
when the full statutory period of the possession 
required has not expired before such severance?'' 
In his HMernorandum Decision" the lower 
court says, on page 23, 
~·As in Aggelos vs Zella Mining Co., supra, 
it is unnecessary for the Court to determine 
the question of law reserved in the Order Stat-
ing Issues, as to the effect of the attempted 
severance of surface and mineral rights. The 
faUure of the plaintiffs, whether holders of 
claims to surface rights or to the mineral estate, 
to pay the seventh year of taxes to protect the 
adverse possession under the defective, tax 
procedures, effects all of their claims equally." 
''A deed to an undivided interest in min-
erals underlying certain lands affects such a 
severance of the surface and the mineral rights 
that possession of the surface, even under deeds 
which fail to except mineral rights theretofore 
conveyed does not carry with it possession of 
minerals under the surface'' 
Uphoff vs. Tuffts College, 184 N.E. 213; 
93 A.L.R. 1224 (Anno) 
"Where by conveyance orreservation, 
the subsurface mineral rights are severed from 
the surface rights to the land, there are two dis-
tinct estates, and in such case possession of the 
mineral interest is not possession of the sur-
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face, and, conversely, the possession of the 
surface is not possession of the minerals there-
under.'' 
58 C.J .S. 225 
''Where there has been a severance, 
adverse possession of the surface is not 
adverse possession of the mineral Estate, even 
though title to the minerals be asserted all 
the time.'' 
Claybrook v. Barnes, 22 s .. w. 2nd 39; 
67 A.L.R. 1436 (Anno.) 
"Adverse possession of minerals means 
adverse occupation and uses which must be 
wrought on the property in question and can-
not be accomplished by recording of oil and 
gas leases.'' 
Harkins v. Keith, 102 S.W. 2nd 5; 
"The only way the statutes can be 
started running in favor of the surface holder' 
as against the owner of the minerals, is by the 
former taking actual possession of the miner-
al under claim of right, by opening mines or 
wells and operating the same.'' 
Summers on ''Oil and Gas'' Vol. 1, p. 358 
Separate and distinct interests in land 
maybe created whether the severance is solid 
minerals or the exclusive right to drill for 
and produce oil and gas from the land, consider-
ing the nature of oil and gas as distinct from 
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solid minerals. 
Summers on Oil and Gas. Vol..l, pages 
337-352; Sec. 136~ 
We find no conflict in the numerous author-
ities on this subject. 
A decision in Alabama, Ala. Fuel & Iron 
Co. vs. Broadhead, (1924), 210 Ala, 545, holding 
that a g:rantee of the surface of certain lands 
held the minerals thereunder for the benefit of 
his grantor, was overruled in the case of Brick-
elow vs, Yawkey, {Ala. 1945), 24 So. 2nd., 133, 
holding that decision to be Hclearly inconsis-
tent with the well cons ide red opinions by this 
court and the preponde ranee of authority, to the 
effect that the b,older of the legal title remains 
in constructive possession of the reserved estate 
and ri,ghts, and the possessor of the surface, 
claiming under conveyance evidencing such 
severance, who takes no steps to remove or 
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exploit the underlying minerals and reduce them 
to actual possession. open and hostile to the true 
owner does not acquire title to the minerals 
against the holder of the legal title, no matter how 
long his possession may continue~' 
P~aintif£, Phillips Petroleum Company, 
did not appeal. 
Respectfully submitted. 
C'Qlbert L. Olson 
Clyde 5. Johnson 
Cyrus G. Gatrell 
Attorneys for Respondent 
... ss-
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Stipulations of the Parties as to certain 
facts, and Order of the Trial Court stating the 
issues upon pretrial; and 
All of the testimony of all witnesses received 
in evidence by the trial court, related in narrative 
form, 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH IN AND FOR UINTAH 
COUNTY. 
-------0--------
FRANCES H. BOWEN, Administratrix of ) 
the Estate of J. PARRY BOWEN, Deceased ) 




CULBERT L. OLSON, ) 
Defendant and Cross -Claimant. ) 
) 
No. 2617 CIVIL ORDER STATING ISSUES UPON 
PRE-TRIAL 
------0------
"At the Pre -Trial of the above entitled cause 
held prior to presentation of evidence on December 
9, 1952, the plaintiffs being represented by George 
B. Stanl.ey, Esq., S. Rex Lewis, Esq. and Roscoe 
Walker, Jr., Esq., and the defendant being rep-
resented by himself, Cyrus G. Gatrell, Esq. and 
Clyde S. Johnso:p, Esq., the following facts were 
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stipulated: 
That the defendant Culbert L. Clson is the 
owner of the record title to the following described 
property, subject to the action between the plaint ... 
iffs and the defendant Culbert L. Olson, to•wit: 
The N 1/2 of the SW 1/4 of Section 34, 
Township 1 South, Range 1 East of the 
Uintah Special Meridian. 
''That the records of Uintah County disclose 
the following matters with respect to the title to 
such property, beginning with the year 1933 and 
continuing to the 22nd of September, 1948, when 
this action was filed: 
1. 1933 taxes became delinquent and the 
property went to tax sale. 
2. Auditor's Tax Deed issued to Uintah 
County in May, 1938, but that such Auditor's 
Tax Deed was fatally defective to convey 
title but was sufficient to pass color of title. 
3. Uintah County entered into a contract to 
sell the property to Burns Hallett on Sept-
ember 30, 1940. 
4. Uintah County conveyed its interest to 
Burns HaLlett on September 22, 1943, giving 
Burns Hallett color of title. 
5. On December 8, 1945, Keith J. Bowen and 
wife executed oil and gas mineral lease to 
Philips Petroleum Company. 
6. Burns Hallett and wife executed a quit-
-?.-
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claim deed to J. Parry Bowen on Decem-
ber 20, 1945. 
7. On August 19, 1946, J. Farry Bowen and 
wife executed a mineral deed to an undivided 
1/2 of all oil, gas and minerals to J. A. 
Cheney. 
8. On November 20, 1946, J. Parry Bowen and 
wife, and J. A. Cheney and wife, and Keith 
J. Bowen and wife, executed an oil and gas 
lease to Phillips Petroleum Company. 
9. On A?ril 26, 194 7, J. Parry Bowen and wife 
executed Quit-Claim Deed to Keith J. Bowen. 
10. On May 8, 1947, Keith J. Bowen and 
wife executed a Warranty Dee9. to Morley 
Dean and Irene M. Dean as Joint Tenants, 
reserving all minerals. 
11. On July 26, 194 7, J. A. Cheney and wife 
executed a HRoyalty Contract" to Guy T. 
Woodworth by which an undivided 1/4 in-
terest in all minerals was purportedly con-
veyed. 
12. On June 14, 1948, J. A. Cheney and wife 
executed a mineral deed to J. R. Robertson, 
purportedly conveying an undivided 1/8 in-
terest in all minerals. 
"That there has been nq development what-
soever of the mineral estate such as drilling, or any 
construction therefor on said land. 
''The following proposed exhibits were marked, 
and by stipulation are to be used in illustrating the 
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evidence, subject to additions and corrections, and 
may be offered in evidence at the conclusion of 
the testimony, Plaintiffs' Exhibits HA", HB", and 
''C''. 
''Plaintiffs' Exhibit "D", was received sub.,;. 
ject to any objection which d~fendants may make 
as to relevancy or materialHy. 
''Plaintiffs' Exhibit ''E'', was marked and 
defendant waived any objection as to its not being 
primary evidence. · 
''Upon the foregoing stipulation of f~cts, 
the following issues of fact were reserved: 
1, Have plaintiffs and their predecessors 
in interest occupied and claimed the above 
described property foJ; seven years prior to 
September 22, 1948, the date of commence-
ment of this action; 
(a) As to surface rights? 
(b) As to the mineral estate? 
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3. For what years have plaintiffs and their 
predecessors in interest paid taxes upon the 
property in question prior to Septemb~r 22, 
1948? 
4. Has the defendant and cross compl&inant 
Culbert L. Olson been seized or possessed 
of the property within seven years before 
the commencement of the action? 
5. What taxes, assessm~nts and improve-
ments have been paid and made by the plaint-, 
iffs upon the descr~bed property? 
"and the following issues of law were spec-
ifically reserved: 
1. What effect does the severance of the oil 
and gas mineral estate from the fee by 
adverse possession claimants have upon 
the running of the statute against the r~cord 
title holder, when the full statutory period 
of the possession required has not expired 
before such severanee? 
uDated and signed at Vernal, Uintah County, 
State of Utah this lOth d~y of December A. D. 1952." 
BY THE COURT, 
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THE COURT: We wil~ resume the further 
hearing of cause Number 2, 617, J. Parry 
Bowen et. al. v. Raymond J. Walker et. al. 
the record may show the parties are in court 
and represented by Counsel. You :may 
proceed. 
Culbert L. Olson, respondent, called by 
appellants under the rule allowing his interroga-
tion by appellants without their being bound by his 
testimony, testified (Trans. Pages 3 to 2Z inclus~ 
ive) upon Direct Examination by Mr. Walker: 
qi am the defendant. I am an Attorney at 
Law, and am proceeding in this action on my own 
behalf with associate counsel. I was born in 
Fillmore, Utah, in 1876. I lived in Utah except 
for periods out of the State in employment in 
Washington and going to college until the end of 
1920. In January 1921, I went to California and 
California h;;ts been my residence since then. 
I have practiced law in California, and am admitted 
to practice in th,e State of Utah. I was a member 
of the Legislature of the St ate of Utah 1916 to 
1920, and was state Senator in the Legislature of 
California 1934 to 1938. I became Governor of 
California January 4, 1939 for a four year term 
19 3 9 - 1943. I lived in Sacramento while in 
Governor's Office and part of the time when I was 
State Senator. The rest of the time in Los Angeles, 
which was always my home address and my office 
address. From 1921 on my office address was 
639 SoQth Spring St., Los Angeles • and was the 
same address as 910 Stock Exchange Building; 
and is the address which appeared on the assess-
ment rolls of Uintah County. 
I am familiar with and am the owner of the 
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the land involved in this action. I acquired 
title in February 1916, to the entire SW 1/4 of 
Section 34 Tp. 1. S.R.lE, as the abstract snows. 
In 1920 I conveyed this S 1/2 of the SW to Chris 
Papadopulos who still owns it. That is his land. 
Mine is the north half. With reference to this 
land being sold for taxes ·in 1933,., I only know what 
the abstract shows. I am not in a posltion to 
challange it's accuracy. As to whether I or any 
1 person on my behalf paid any ta,xes on it from that 
year on I cannot say, because some years may hp.ve 
been paid on my behalf, I don't recall having done 
it personally. The person who might have paid 
them on my behalf would have beep Clarence I. 
I Johnson, who was managing the property for me 
and looking after it; or somebody who he gave 
license to use it. I think that j.f I had received 
any tax notices personally during that time my at-
tention would have been called to it and my office 
would have paid it. I am quite sure no ta}f; notice 
ever reached me or my office. I state tn,at as a 
1: fact because I thin:k during that time they wol,lld 
have been called to my attention and it goes without 
saying that of course I know the comn"on practice 
is to pay taxes on real pt'operty. From 1934 on 
I was so occupied in public life that tpese matters 
were neglected by me to make inquiry into; and 
it is not only in this matter but other b~siness 
matters that I neglected while I w~s doing that 
~;, work in public life, and all my time was oc-
~ cupied and I left it to others. 
Clarence I Johnson 'Qecarne Manager a:q.d re-
presented me in connection with any land I acquired 
out here, beginning in 1911 when I acquired some 
land West of this land, and then on as long as he 
lived here, until 1946 when he went to Los .A-ngeles 
to life. I had no other representative out here in 
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that capacity. He was my sole representative. 
I would hear fro:rn him from time to time with re-
spect to this property, especially with regard to 
any offers to purchase it, and of that nature. He 
had a right to show it and secure a purchaser if 
possible a~d generally look after it. I know that 
frmntime to time he did write me about showing : 
the property and about certain propositions. I . 
don't have that correspondence any more and don't 
recall details abo1.,1t it. 
I don't think I executed a lease on this land, 
I thought at one time I did, because I had executed 
leases on some land that I had. I looked that up, 
and I think that when I executed ny written leases 
they had to do with the land in Duchesne County, 
which I mistook for awhile, when this matter first 
came up as being also in Uintah County. I do. 
not ha,ve any of those leases at the present time. 
After Clarence L John.son came to California 
he told me that he had given Ercel Johnson, his 
nephew, who lived about. a mile from this land 
license to use the land in what.ever way he cared 
to. In other words Clarence Johnson authorized 
Ercel Johnson to use this land and he was auth-
orized by me to do it under his general authority. 
According to Clarence 1. Johnson •s information 
to me it began in 1943, when Ercel Johnson was 
given the right to use the land. Ercel Johnson 
did not pay any consideration for use of the land -
not any more than looking after it and watching 
it. There was no one else that I recall that had 
such authority from Clarence I. Johnson." 
{M~. Olson identified letters marked for 
identification as plaintiffs Exhibits F .G.H. and I., 
as having been written by him, and made no objec-
-8-
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tion to their admission in evi,dence .) 
W~th reference to the st~tement in ExJ'dbits 
"F ": 
HI do llOt know at this time what in,te:r;est l 
still have in the land in Uintah County. I would have 
to look up my re <;:ords to find out whieh :particular 
description in the complaint covers lands the title 
to which I am connected", Mr. Olson testified, 
"I account for that statement in this: A complaint 
comes through with a blanket .. ~ a b~anket compl-
aint, including me1 for quieting titl~. I di~n't have 
available the description of this la-nd. As I have had 
experience before and found -that I had been con-
nected with titles in some way or another and was 
named nominally and difn 't have any further interest--
that it might be something of that sort anc;l I wanted 
to find out the prop~rties ...... the exact descrip-
tions that I did have of the pro?erty I ow~ed. And 
~~ that is the reason for writing ~uch a letter. I 
wasn't given any further information and I didn't 
have my old records available at all. While I was 
in office they had all been remov~d and stored and 
I couldn't ascertain,when I wrote that letter, as 
to whether the complaint covered any of those 
lands I did claim. 
The statement in Exhibit "H" is a fact that 
was based upon my recollection th,at I had made 
leases of lands, or rentals of land, with the ag:ree-
ment that all taxes and water assessments be 
paid by the tenants, and that I am sure was done 
for quite sometime. And I had in mind then that 
it may have been those leases or arrangement? 
that included the payment of taxes on this land, 
and therefore I thought possibly that had been 
neglected by them purposely and I mentioped it 
-9-
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for that reason. 
I thought I owned other land in Uintah County 
than the land involved in this action, but later on 
I found it was over the line in Duchesne County, 
but not until after I filed a eros$ complaint, think-
ing I had better protect the interest in that land 
and a motion to strike was made because it is in 
Duchesne County. I had forgotten that. 
Statements in letter Exhibit "F" shows 
why they were made I did not know at that time that 
I had no claiP'l to any other lands in Uinta~ County 
than the lands it\ controversy without being ab!e-
to find the records. Those records would have 
shown those leases I am referring to. But I con-
fes·s that I thought all the lands were in Uintah 
County. I had forgotten that this lan~ over near 
Roosevelt was in Duchesne. I was referring to my 
recollection. I couldn't find the actual papers, and 
I d~d try diligently. It was my recollection too 
that tax notices were mai~ed to persons looking after 
the lands, and that is a fact. The tax notices were 
mailed to the tena!fltS who were to pay the taxes and 
water asses~ments. With reference to this par-
ticular land::· in question, I don't think that that 
arrangement applied to any one using this particu-
lar ta.nd involved. I think that all had relation 
to the other lands. I thought at the time it 
covered them all and I have a little doubt now that 
they were to pay the taxes on this land as well 
as the other and that tax notices' went there. I do:. 
know that tax notices were sent out to them or to 
Clarence I. Johnson for them, whether they were 
as to this particular land or those parcels of other 
land, I arn not sure. I don't think the people who 
leased my ht;nds in Duchesne County were also 
supposed to pay the taxes on this land, but I did 
-10-
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~I 
think that; that since there were taxes to be paid 
on all the lands out here, if those who leased the 
lands over there would pay all those t~xe$ that 
would be consideration for the leases. But sin~e 
then, in finding OQt that they were \n Duche?ne 
County I don't think that is a fact. 
Referring back the Sta~emt::nt in Exhlbit "I" 
in which I said Htax notices were mai).ed to them", 
I did not mean that Ercel Johnson was on~ of them. 
During the period you are speaking of Ercel John .. 
son was not living out there; that is, prior to 1943. 
I was referring either to the tenants of such lands 
as had it on that basis or else to Clarence John~on. 
Q. Mr. Olson, do you k;now ~nything abpu.t 
a cutting of Morley Dean's fence qut here in t~e 
early part of this fall? 
A. Yes, I kpow about it. I sent him a notic;e 
!'" that I had learned that during the last spring he had 
.I run a fence around three sides p£ this land,' 9-:n.d 
:t included the 80 acres on the So-qth whic;:h pre-
tr. eluded my licencee's, anim«;ils from being turned 
on the land, and that if he didn't remove it with~ 
a reasonable time I would have to make an open-
ing in it, so that they could go in there, qnd that 
I did. I didn't do it personally, I hirtrP. a· man to do 
it. I am responsible for it. · 
PLAINTIFFS' WITNESS BURNS HALLETT, 
testified as follows on direct exfi.minatio;n by Mr. 
Stanley (Tr. Pages 23 to 49 both inc.) 
HI reside at Gusher, Utah; have resided in 
Uintah County about 30 years. Oh, you mi&ht say 
my occupation is farmer, raise a few stock. I was 
so engaged between 1940 and 1946. During that 
-11-
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period I resided at Fort Duchesne, Uintah County. 
I believe 1 moved from Ft. Duchesne to Gusher. 
It may have been before 1946. I don't remember. 
It may have been before or it may have been 
after. They are about 2-1/2 miles apart. I am fam-
iliar with the lands involved in this ~awsuit." 
(Abstract of Title marl<ed E~hibit "J", 
received in evidence for what it shows is material, 
and it was stipulated that Witness is the person in-
tended to be names in agreement for sale of real 
property by Uintah County shown on Page 37 of the 
abstract). 
Q. How long have you known about this prop~ .. 
erty, described as the North half of the South West 
Quarter of Section 35, Tp. lS.R.lE.U,S.M.? 
A. Well, I don't k:now }\ow you mean. I have 
known the property for a long while but don't know 
what it was described at·- What do you mean? 
O~ Well, h~ve yo'l,l been acq1,1ainted with the 
vicinity where this property was? 
A. Yes, for 25 years. 
Q. Referring to the Contract of Sale, when 
did you inspect this property, relative to entering 
into this Agreement for Sale of real property? 
A. 1940. l knew where it was, looked at it; 
not very much. I rode over it before I bought 
it; never went over it. After 1 bought it I looked 
it all over and checked the boundaries. There 
was no fence aroQnd it. There were some indica-
tions that it had been fenced- -looked like there 
might have been some post holes dug, and a few 
-17.-
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broken off posts in places. The general condition 
of this land as to growth on it was oh, just sage-
brush, and maybe a little grass. Just natural 
ground. Just about natural on it. All of the ~and 
lacking about 15 Acres was on a bench. I imagine 
there was quite a bit of grass on the 15 Acres in 
the Northeast corner. Just kinda river grass, 
kind of a wheat grass. Jqst grass, native grass, 
some river grass. 
In the same transaction as the abstract 
shows I purchased lots 3 and 4 and the Southeast 
quarter of the NW 1/4 of Sec. 3 in Tp. 2 South 
Range 1 East U.S.M. Containing 125.93 Acres. 
That is the tract shown here Exhibit ''B.,, 
"Morley Dean" in Section 3 described in the 
abstract, with an 80 Acre tract between the 
two tracts~ I don't know whether I owned any other 
land in this gei}eral vicinity at that time. Right 
after that I bought that other place, the place 
in 2 South and 2 East, Section 13. But I believe 
that was after I bought this. I believe it was 
the same year 1940. It may have been before. 
I wouldn't say fo;r sure. It was close together. 
Referring to Plaintiff's Exhibit "C", 
showing the lands in Sec. 13, Tp 2 S.R. IE, next 
to the Indian School lands, That is the piece I 
bought then. I lived about four or five miles 
from, this land. I never measured it, and about 
4 miles from the lands in Section 34. 
I think there was a fence I may have been. 
I recall for sure, what they caH the Grant Place, 
on the north--it would be on the Northeast. It 
would be exactly east of this 80 Acres. 
Q. Exactly East? 
-13-
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A. Yes, I believe it would be east. 
Q. Well this piece you bought was east or 
the Grant Place was on the East? 
A. That's right I :mea11-t West. I mean the 
fence was on the West of the J?iece that I bought. 
There were no fences on the North, South or 
East. I didn't notice there were any fences on the 
West side of the 120 Acres I bought. I didn't notice. 
There were no fences in the bottom lands of the 
Indians. This bottom land was \}sed for grazing. 
It was Indian grazing. I don't know who grazed it 
but the Indian~ run their cattle there. I think they 
grazed it in the fall, and maybe the late spring 
and winter and probably up into Spring, probably, 
that was their (:ustom as far as I know it. I believe 
it was the custom at the time I purchased this land 
in Section 34. I know that it was. 
I made all the payments that were required 
on the Agreement of Sale from the County. 
I owned cattle when I purchased the land, 
about 30 head. 
Q. Did you purchase this land for the pur-
pose of grazing those cattle? 
A. Yes. 
(Objection to this question was overruled.) 
In the Fal1 of 1940 I gre;tzed r:ny cattle in Ferd 
Manning's field, about four miles South of this 
property. I did not graze any cattle on this land 
in the Fall of 1940. I grazed my cattle on my 
land in Sec. 13, in 2 So. lE. in the Fall of 1940. 
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I grazed my cattle on Indian grazing land, 
school section'"'l941, which ~djoins my land in Sec-
tion 13 on the North. 
I know Joe .A. w·agner and Ralph J. Richard$ 
I knew them Oh, along 1940. I believe Wagner was 
a grazer and Richards was a farmer with the I:n-
dian Department. They were Offic;::ials of the In-
dian Department. 
I know Oran Curry -- have known him 30 years 
--1 guess he was range rider for the Indian De ... 
partment, for maybe 20 years. He was range 
rider in 1940 ... 41. 
I had a conversation with Ralph J. Richar~s 
_ and Joe A. Wagner in 1941, I imagine al;>out the 20th 
or 21st. of March. I believe Oran Curry and Henry 
Harris were there. It was at Fe~d Manning's 
place. Henry liarris and I beheve sqme other 
fellows were branding so;m~ calves at that time. 
The subj~ct came up to see about trespassing my 
cattle running on this Indian School Section. 
Richards and Wagner and I believ~ <;:>rq.n 
Curry were there. I told them I had this ground, 
the 200 Acres up in Section 34. We called it t~e 
Old Greek Place. And I said they run ~heir 
cattle on there in the fall and winter and I told them 
I wanted to run out here in the Sl.lmme::r and fall. 
I told them that it was no more than fair that I 
should take some of the grazing down here in the 
summer if they took that in the winter and fall. 
Richards said it would be all right ~~we would see 
about it". 
Q. What did you say you would agree to do? 
-Is:.. 
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(The question was objected to as leading and 
asking for a conclusion, which was overruled.) 
A. I said all right. 
Q. Well, what else did you say besides all ·~! 
right? 
A. We made an agreement to let my cattle 
run out there, and them to run up there in the fall, 
and they said they figured it would be all right, 
and I said it would be all right and make that 
exchange of pasture. I used the School grazing 
lands from 1941 in March until along in '45 in the 
fall. I was never trespassed by the Indian Depart-
ment. 
Q. Do you know whether or not the Indian 
Department used you lands in the N 1/2 of the SW 
1/4 of Sec. 34 for winter grazing purposes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Every year? 
A. Every year. 
(Note: Attention is called here to the facts 
that Plaintiffs took the Deposition of Joseph Hag-
ner and secured an extension of time for trial to 
allow for their taking the deposition of Ralph J. 
Richards regarding this matter, but did not intro-
duce the Wagner deposition in evidence or take 
the deposition of Richards. Record pages 130 to 
136 both inclusive). 
Between the time I purchased this property 
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made a claim to me that they owned any -intere~t 
in it. 
I don't know Culbert L. Olson; have never 
met him officially. I first heard of him when they 
first had court over here in this action- ... when he 
was here in court. I first started ~laiming this 
land in September 1940 - ... no one disputed p1y cl-aim 
until I conveyed it away. I ~now C. I. Johnson. 
He never told me he was asserting any interest 
in this land. I know Ercel Johnso~, J never saw 
Ercel Johnson on this property. 
Q. (After re(::ess) Itt c;>rc:ler to (::larify t11e 
record regarding the conversation that yQu had with 
Richards and Wagner, now what <;lid they a~tually 
say to you? 
A. They said I could 1,1se that ground down 
there. 
Q. DoWn where? 
A. Down around the Section 13-2 South 
1 East. 
Q. And what diQ. you say to them? 
A. I said they Gould use the 200 Acre~ up 
there on Section 34 and Section 8, I think tt is. 
Q. The other South Piece there? 
.A. Yes. 
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Q. In Sec. 34? 
A. Yes. 
(Questions objected to as leading, overruled). 
I operated my cattle on Indian lands in 1941, 
in the spring, summer, fall. About 30 head of cattle 
and did the same in 1943, 1944 and 1945. During 
that time Indian cattle grazed my land. I do not know 
how many was in that area. I wouldn't know. 
There was quite a few. I would say there might 
have been two or three hundred up there that grazed 
on my land in Section 34 every year that I owned 
it in fall, winter and early spring. 
I do not know of any one else grazing this land 
during that period. 
I paid the taxes on this land as shown by the 
abstract of title in 1942, 1943, 1944 and 1945. 
I irrigated this land Section 34 some in June 
1941. I rebuilt that ditch that comes into the corner 
of the land. I put water on the land. It ran 10 days. 
I spent 10 days with 3 men, two besides myself, 
and two teams. I didn't do any more work up there 
then, put the ditch out on the land, turn the water 
on. I wouldn't say whether it ran after that ten day 
period. I don't know. I did not irrigate it any other 
year. This land was not suitable for farming when 
I purchased it. 
Cross-Examination of BURNS HALLETT 
by Mr. Olson. 
(Trans. Pages 49 to 61 both inclusive) 
-lR-
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Q. What were you running water onto it for? 
A. They irrigate this country to make pasture. 
Q. To make pastu;re? 
A. Yes,Sir. 
1!: 
I lived in Ft. Duchesne from 1940 until and 
~including 1944 to the best p£ my recollection~ I 
was farming there. I had my livestock up at Mann-
ing. Ft. DucQ.esne is about five miles f:r;om the land 
!r: in controversy here. I believe we were in 2 So. 
1 E I don't know the Section. I was farming. I 
did not keep or feed or raise cattle on my farm. 
I acquired cattle in the first place in 19 3 7. I kept 
them on the 40 Acres that belonged to Jamnic, a 
lease. I had ten head. That was near where I was 
living. I did not claim any interest in any land 
north of Tp. I So. R. IE, at that time, ap.d I never 
grazed any cattle up in this towns hip wkre this 
land in dispute is. I don't remember how many 
cattle I had in 1938. My best judgment is oh, 30 
head. I did not graze them up in this area. In 
1939 I had about 30 head. I had sold my cattle at 
different time. I sold all my cattle at one time. 
1 I think it was in 1945. I don't know who I sold to. 
I can't remember the name. To identify him I 
will go back and get where I put the check in the 
bank for them. His check that he gave me for my 
cattle. That was along th~ late summer. 'fhen I 
sold all the cattle I had but one cow and calf, I 
think it was '44 that I moved from Ft. Duchesne. 
I then resided at Gusher, Utah, south of highway 
40, right on the highway. I had a small farm there. 
I got 3 Acres. That is where I live. I think it 
was '44. I am sure it was '44; but I can easily find 
out when I bought the place. I never did raise 
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(graze) any cattle on this land in controversy here, 
Section 34. I grazed my cattle on Indian land. 
I grazed my cattle on that school land north of the 
N. E. 1/4 of Section 13 Tp. 2 So. R. lE, included 
in my deed from the County, and I grazed them on 
Section 13. That was open land there unfencee 
Section 13. 160 Acres was fenced in 1941. I fenced 
it. There was two lots fenced in 1941, on Section 
13. Two lots amount to about 100 Acres, lots 1 
and 2. At that time 100 Acres was fenced by me. 
I fenced more of it afterwards so that it was all under 
fence. I fenced it to keep the other cattle out and 
my cattle in. Sometimes my cattle \\0 uld graze on 
this Indian land adjoining this land in Section 13. 
I had a conversation with Mr. Wagner and Mr. 
Richards there. They said I could use that Indian 
land and they would use my 200 Acres I had up the 
river. I was claiming the Acres according to my 
deed 126 Acres or nearly in Tp. 2 So. R. lE. and 
the 80 Acres here in controversy. In this conver-
sation I said that Indian cattle going up there could 
graze on this land, either one of these pieces of 
land, and that I wante_d to graze some of my cattle 
on this Indian land adjoining th.is acreage down in 
Section 13, in the other Township. I went up there 
in the fall of 1941. I was up there maybe, riding 
for cattle. See if the Indians was using my ground. 
I didn't take any of my cattle up there. I went up 
there one fall hunting pheasants. As a matter of 
fact I know that all of this at the time was unfenced, 
open land, where cattle could graze on it anO. get ~pon 
it and there was nothing to keep them out, so far 
as fences were concerned. I never seen anybody 
else's cattle; but I have seen Indian cattle on th.is 
particular land. I was never there when other 
cattle were grazing on it. I couldn't say they 
didn't graze on it. They may have grazed. I 
couldn't say they didn't graze on that land every 
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·~ 
... 'year from 1941 to 1948. 
I don't know what other cattle rnay have grazed 
on that land every year from 1940 on, but I have seen, 
.. when I have ridden up there, Indian Cattl~ on the 
land. That is my Statement. I never saw any (f; 
... Indian drive any cattle on that land either. Sure, I 
l know that Indian cattle grazing on Indian land might · 
well roam on this land without any intention of 
Indians to place them on it. 
... 
i Q. And isn't that what you meant by your 
. conversation down there that the Indians had land 
up there, and that their cattle sometimes roamed 
on-----
Mr. Stanley: Just a minute .... 
Mr. Olson: Let me finish my question. 
Witness: What I meant--
The Court: Just a minute Mr. Hallett--
Mr. Olson: Didn't you mean now--
The Court: \Nait a minute. Let's start the 
question over again. Now don't answer until the 
question is all asked. 
Mr. Olson: Shall I repeat it, your honor? 
The Court: Would you, please. 
Mr. Olson: Mr. Hallett--
A. Yes. Knowing that this land was all 
open, and th"afindians grazed their cattle on ad-
joining Indian lands. What my conversation was, 
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was that Indian cattle roamed on this land up there, 
and therefore I would have no objection to that, 
if I could be permitted to graze some of my cat-
tle down on the Indian land; that is right. 
I never did see and I don't know whether 
at any time anyone in charge of Indian cattle from 
Indian lands ever placed any cattle on this land 
in Sec. 34, Tp. lS R. lE. and kept them there with 
a herder, and kept other cattle out. I never saw 
a herder. I saw the cattle. I never saw a herder 
on that land keeping cattle on it and keeping other 
cattle out. So far as I know, any cattle in that wh-
ole neighborhood could have roamed on that 80 
Acres, as well as the Indian cattle. 
It was March 20th. or 21st. that this con-
versation I said I had with Mr. Richards and Mr. 
Wagner, and Mr. Curry regarding the matter of 
my grazing some of my cattle on Indian land. 
I grazed my cattle on my land, and they fed on 
other land. It was right there on that Mann-
ing place. It is straight across about a half mile 
west of Section 13. The Manning Place was 80 
Acres. That is all unfenced. I had my cattle on 
that place from in the spring and in the fall. They 
took the early spring pasture and the late fall 
pasture on the Manning Place. Besides my own 
place in Sec. 13. Tp. 2 So., and the Manning 
Place, I grazed my cattle on no other land besides 
the Indian lands. The only time I had any of my 
30 head of cattle or however many I had, that went 
on the so called Indian land, was when I was not 
keeping them on my 160 Acres in Section 13 and on 
the Manning Place. Some of them probably been 
on Indian land once a day, maybe feed sometimes 
--I was feeding so the cattle could go out on the 
Indian land, or the Manning Place,- -they could have 
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~ roamed off the Manning Place or off my 160 Acres 
in Section 13 on to Indian land if I had let them 
go. There was a fence around the other place and 
a:z:omid the Manning Place The Manning Place 
has been fenced from 1940 on all the time. Some-
times turned them oQt and they would go on the 
Indian land. 
I said that I went up to the north line of this 
80 Acres in question here and cleaned out a ditch. 
that was there. I repaired that ditch to facilitate 
water coming down onto the land. I found an old 
ditch extending from that north line of that 80 
Acres on northeasterly toward the iHntah River. 
And that I cleaned out at that time, and that is the 
only thing that I have ever done on or about the 
land personally. 1hat was all in 1941. It may 
have been my purpose to have this water r1,1n down 
to the land in Tp. 2 South, this 125.93 Acres that I 
had in my deed from the County but I put it onto 
the place they come to first. ·I wouldn't haye had 
to run through this 80 Acres, and down through the · 
Greek tract, 80 Acres, which separated the land 
I claimed to the south of it.· It could have co:p1e 
down the lane. It could have turned that corner= ... 
I wanted to get it on my 80 as soon as I could. I 
would have gotten it down there if I had kept the 
place. 
Plaintiff's Witness KEITH J. BOWEN testif-
ied as follows, on direct examination by Mr. 
Stanley: (Trans. Pages 67 to 76 both inclusive) 
I am familiar with the 80 Acre tract involved 
in this litigation. I know Burns Hallett since 1936. 
He is my father-in-law. 
I first became acquainted with this 80 Acre 
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tract of land involved in this litigation around 
1940, when Burns Hallett purchased it. I had occa-
sion to accompany him to this tract and inspect it. 
I am acquainted with the surrounding tracts. I 
know the tract called the Grant tract consisting 
of 125 Acres. I acquired this property in Decem-
ber of 1945. I had not used the tract prior to that 
time. When I purchased the property Mr. Hallett 
and his wife deeded it to my father J. Parry Bowen. 
That was the original transaction. The property 
was later conveyed to me by deed. The property 
was mine all the time, while it was acquired 
in my father's name. December 20, 1945 the date 
of the deed shown on the abstract of title by 
Burns Hallett and Ruby Hallett his wife, to J. Parry 
Bowen, was the date I purchased the property. 
I am the Keith J. Bowen and my wife are the per-
sons named in the oil and gas lease to Phillip's 
Petroleum Company dated December 8, 1945. 
That was before the other deal because I knowed 
the land was going to be deeded to me, and rather 
than have to have the oil lease transferred in my 
name I decided it was just as well to do it then 
as later. I am the Keith J. Bowen named in a quit 
claim deed from J. Parry Bowen and wife to Keith 
J. Bowen dated April 26, 194 7, shown as entry No. 
53 of the abstract. 
Q. After you acquired this property in the 
fall of 1945, what did you do with it? 
A. Well I knowed the trade that Burns had 
made, Burns Hallett with the Indians. My father 
made the deed, he talked with him ... 
Mr. Olson: I am sorry, I didn't get any of 
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The Witness: Well, I knew of the trade that 
Burns Hallett had made on his land with the In~ 
dian Department on this land we purchased from him 
to allow his stack to graze on their land - ~ -
Mr. Olson: Wait a minute. I object to this 
statement as voluntary, incompetent and hearsay 
and I move to strike out aU that has been said by 
the Witness on that matter. 
The Court: It couldn •t be possible that it 
could be proof, Mr. Olson. It is merely prelim-
inary to answer the question, I think, and it be= 
ing so it doesn't in itself constitute any proof at 
all. 
Mr. Olson: He means he heard of such an 
arrangement. I suppose. 
The Court: I presume yes; but it is a mat-
ter of locating it, like "by that willow bush over 
there". That is all it means. I would not accept 
it as evidence because it would be hearsay. 
(Question read) 
We used it in joint use with the Indians as 
a horse pasture. There was around 20 head of 
horses grazed there in that area. 
My home place is between 5 and 6 miles 
northwest of this property, I'd say--I first 
took horses down to this property on, it would 
be sometime between December 20th and the 
first of January 1945. We took them to this 
particular piece o! land that is described. I had 
occasion to return to that area and check on the 
horses, at that time or soon after the day I took 
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them down there. I continued to use the land un·· 
til 194 7. I sold it to Morley Dean and wife dated 
May 28, 1947, shown on the abstract Plaintiff's 
Exhibit "J ". 
The season I used it as a horse pasture 
was fall, winter apd spring. Just used it with the 
other land we had there, . along with the Indians. 
Their cattle roamed on it and our horses roamed 
on theirs, because there was no fence to keep them 
segregated. 
Q. Did you use this 80 Acres or in the ar:-
rangement you had for exchange in the use of the 
land, the 125 Acres of land that was conveyed in 
the same conveyance? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Burns Hallett paid the taxes on this property 
in 1945. I paid them in 1946. 
I am familiar with the manner in which this 
land is grazed and I'd say it is a winter grazing 
area. I grazed that land as other Indian lands 
are grazed. 
On cross-examination by Mr. Olson, Keith 
J. Bowen testified: (Trans. pages 76 to 84 both 
inclusive) 
''You are to understand that I placed 20 head 
of horses on this 80 Acres, the N 1/2 of the SW 
1/4 of Sec. 34 Tp. 1 So. Range 1 East. I drove them 
there myself. I kept them there. I did not he;rd 
them on there. I leave them there when I drove 
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Q. You didn't drive them down on the 125 
Acres you have down in the next towns hip? 
A. They ranged both places. 
Q. Well, but you particularly drove them 
onto this 80? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. You didn't mean to drive them down here 
(indicating on the map the 125.93 Acres in the 
next township south) they just roamed down here? 
A. No. Sir. 
Q. Did you intend they should pasture down 
there too? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. So that after all, Mr. Bowen, if yo\l 
drove any horses, ever drove a horse down 
there, and put them on any of this land, it was with 
reference to--then you might say, in fairness to 
you both tracts ? 
A. Yes, Sir: 
Witness continuing: Could be more than five 
miles away where I live. I don't think it is eight. 
It is away up to the northwest-of this land. I keep 
my horses up there part of the time. During the 
1 
time that this tax title stood in my name me and 
my father together had 20 head of horses. They were 
range horses and work horses, mixed. I took them 
down because of the splended pasture down there, 
winter pasture and good winter, and it would be 
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good summer pasture, but we didn't have the right 
to run them there in the summer. We were runn-
ing in joint use with the Indians. I cons ide red I 
had a right to run them on any of this land fall, 
winter a;n.d right early spring, but not the summer. 
I took 20 head down there in the winter of 1945. 
The exact date I don't know, I'd say it was between 
December 20th., 1945 and the first of January 
1946. They were there until around May the next 
spring, in that vicinity. None of the land was fencedJ 
either the 125 Acres in the Tp. 2 So. or this 80 
Acres involved in this action. So, if I left them 
there they could roam anywhere, and they may have 
done so far as I know. Then when I wanted them 
I would go down and find them wherever they were 
and that might be on the Indian lands, or it might 
be on some other adjoining privately owned un-
fenced lands. I often found them that way. I 
explain why I would take 20 head of horses that 
I and my father had up there where I lived down 
to this uninclosed land for the purpose of graz-
ing them on t hat in the winter, instead of graz-
ing and keeping them up there nearer where we 
had use for work horses and all, was for the 
purpose of feed, grass. There was feed up where 
we were. I would take 20 horses down to graze 
on this land to get some of that feed in the 
winter time. 
At times we had use for those work horses 
in the winter time. Then I would have to go down 
and take the ones I wanted up to where I lived, 
some time to eight miles away. Horses is the 
only thing I ever put on this land. 
I never for any length of time put any horses 
on this land, this 80 Acres in Section 34 and herded 
them there so they wouldn't get off the Section 
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or so that no one else would come in and inter.-
fere with them feeding in that Section. I would 
drive them on there and leave them, either on 
this 80 or on the 125 Acres in the next town-
... ship and let them roam. I did that first in Dec-
ember, of 1945, and I did it again the next fall, 
probably November, at least at the beginning of 
the winter in 1946, and I left them there. Then in 
the spring of '4 7 I deeded to Morley Dean. I 
~ put horses on after that. It was in the summer 
of 1949. I wouldn't say it was twice I put horses 
in before that. I would gather them up at dif-
~ ferent times and then put them back in that area, 
so I would generally know where they were. I 
f think I do know whether the horses or the cattle 
of any other persons in that neighborhood were 
running on this land and grazing it. There were 
Indian ·cattle and horses tl1.at I knowed was runn-
ing there. I would know whether other animals 
were running there, belonging to other people 
only if they had been trespassed. I don't know 
when I was not at the land or in the vicinity 
whether any other cattle or horses of other 
people were put upon and grazed upon the land. 
On Redirect Examination by Mr. Stanley 
Keith J. Bowen testified (Tr. ?P· 84 to 89 both 
inclusive) 
It was between December 20th and January 
first 1946 that I first took horses there. The 
next year it would have been around the first 
part of November 1946. The approximate date 
I took horses out of the area after the first time 
I put them in was the first of May 1946, around 
the same time in 194 7. 
Q. Was it on account of the agreement 
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you had with the Indians to use that only for fall 
and winter and spring range? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Mr. Olson: Don't answer that. I object to 
that as involving or implying something which is 
not in evidence. There is no agreement that has 
been proved, that he had with the Indians about 
anything, about putting his horses on or anything 
else. 
The Court: Overruled. 
(Witness continuing) I have been engaged 
in the livestock business in connection with my 
father all my life, cattle, sheep, horses and a 
few hogs. During that period I have become 
acquainted with carrying capacities of range land 
as to how many stock can graze on a certain 
area. If you had the 80 Acres involved in this 
lawsuit and the 125 that I purchased at the same 
time enclosed in a fence there would be suffici-
ent feed in there to teed the 20 head of horses 
I took down and grazed in the area. They would 
use all the feed that was on that 225 Acres if 
they had been confined there. I never saw Mr. 
Olson in the vicinity of this property or in the 
State. I never heard of him. I never heard of 
him before this lawsuit started. Mr. Olson did 
not and anyone purporting to act for him did not 
ever object to my using th!is land or question 
the deeds or leases that I made concerning the 
land. 
I knew Mr. C. I. Johnson. He never came 
to me and said, HThis is Mr. Olson's land", or 
anything to that effect. He never represented 
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himself as being in charge of the land, or object 
in any way to my use of it. 
I know Ercel Johnson when I see him. He 
never objected to me using this land on behalf 
of himself or Mr. Olson or anyone else. I never 
saw either Mr. Olson, Mr. C. I. Johnson or Ercel 
Johnson on or near this land- -no one at any time 
ever objected to my using this land, or raised 
any question concerning it until this lawsuit was 
started. 
I never saw any cattle or horses or live-
stock of any kind grazing on this 80 Acres of land 
involved in this lawsuit, other than mine or the 
people I permitted to run on there. 
On Re-Cross Examination KEITH J. BOWEN 
testified (Tr. 89 to 90 inclusive): 
I never told C. I. Johnson or Ercel Johnson 
or you (Mr. Olson) that I ever claimed that land. 
Q. Now you said that you had never heard 
of me (Mr. Olson) until this lawsuit and you said 
you were interested with your father in the land; 
that in fact you were the one who acquired in your 
father's name from Burns Hallett, acquired the 
tax title; is that right? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. And you must have known that in 1946 
your father sued me to quiet the title, through Mr. 
Colton here, to this 80 Acres, didn't you? 
A. No, Sir. 
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Q. You didn't know that? 
A. No, Sir. 
Q. You hadn't heard of that suit? 
A. No, Sir. 
Q. How old are you? 
A. 33. 
(Witness Excused} 
Plaintiff's Witness MORLEY DEAN (A Pl~int­
iff) on Direct Examination by Mr. Stanley (Trans. 
Pages 90 to 100 both inclusive) testified: 
I reside in Independence Uintah County; have 
resided there for 15 years. I am the Morley Dean 
mentioned in the Warranty Deed from Keith J. 
Bowen and wife to Morley Dean and Irene M. Dean, 
shown on the abstract of title, plaintiff's Exhibit 
HJ" dated May 8, 1947. I purchased the lands 
described in that deed on that date, consisting 
of 80 Acres in Section 34, Tp. 1 So. R. lE and 205. 
93 Acres consisting of lots 3 and 4 in Section 3 
Tp. 2 So. R. lE.Uintah special meridian. I 
paid $ 2,000 for it. 
In 1948 I fenced lots 3 and 4 and in 1952 I 
fenced the north 80 on three sides. I am the Mor-
ley Dean mentioned in Plaintiff's Exhibit 44 D,--
minutes of the Uintah and Ouray Tribal Business 
Committee of May 19, 194 7 and a resolution con-
tained within the minutes that Hpermission be 
granted to Morley Dean, Myton, Utah, to construct 
1-1/2 mile of boundry fence between his land 
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within Section 34 Tp. 1 S. R. lE and Sec. 3 T 2S 
R lE; provided that he constructs the fence on the 
boundary line as a permanent structure; authority 
is granted herein for an issuance of free timber 
cutting permit for 480 Juniper posts off tribal 
lands, west of the Neola-Power Plant road on 
Uintah Flat for construction of the fence. 
I made application for this permit. I did 
not go through with that permissive grant. Just 
after, I got a permit from the Taylor grazing on 
Willow Creek and cut 600 posts to fence that. 
(Produces permit received in evidence as Plaint-
iff's Exhibit "K ") This is a permit and contract 
ml· I got here above the Vernal Post Office- -to get 
these posts. I did not fulfil the contract. I got 
600 by the time that run out. It says I was to get 
a thousand there. 
Q. You testified that you fenced the one 
(Lots 3 and 4 in Tp. 3 S R lE the 105 Acres) in 
1948. What time of year did you fence it? 
A. Oh, I started digging the holes and stuff 
in the spring. It took me all summer close to 
, September when I got through.- -I got the wire all 
stretched. I can see the biggest share of the 80 
Acres in Section 34 from my south piece of prop-
erty- -all but that down in the bottom~ -about 15 
or 20 Acres. I have irrigated this land ever since 
I got it, about 3 weeks 1 I would judge 1 after I ac-
quired it I hired a caterpillar and they put the 
water on it out of the river. The caterpillar wol;"ked 
up there the biggest shar'eof a day and a half from 
the time he was there until he left. Every year 
since I have had it I have made a few ditches in 
the spring and fall on both of those pieces of 
ground, and brung water on it. 
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I considered this land as raw land, virgin. 
There was a little bunch grass down there in the 
bottoms. I figured up on top it was just sagebrush. 
There wasn't hardly any grass there. There is 
a fair start of grass on two-thirds of it today that 
I growed up this summer. Since I have finished 
fencing it, I have run in the neighborhood of 60 
head of cattle there this summer, on the two pieces. 
Mr. Olson: This testimony with respect to 
anything he has done s inC'e he put a fence there 
this year, is outside the issqes, your honor. And 
so far as this particular 80 is concerned, it is 
a little confusing sometimes to get just which piece 
he is referring to. But as far as the fencing of 
this 80 is concerned, d.on~ this year, anything that 
relates to anything that was done a~ter the commence-
ment of this action see;ms to me to be immaterial 
to the claim of adverse possession. 
The Court: Would it be better for our re-
cord to let it in pro -formally, with your right to 
strike or keep it out until they prove they are de-
serving it? 
Mr. Olson: I yield to wP.atever your honor 
thinks will facilitate the case, and if your honor 
considers hearing it now, subject to a motion and 
right to strike--
The Court: I wouldn't hear it otherwise at 
this point because my persuasions are 'presently 
with your objection. It is only to allow counsel 
additional time to check. 
Witness: (Continuing) Prior to September 
22, 1948 I planted seed on this land, it was in the 
spring of 1948. I couldn't remember just exactly 
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the exact date, but it was along in the early spring, 
snow was still on the ground. I went up there and 
planted five or six sacks of seed. I have made a 
filing for water on this land. I believe it was in 
1951. 
I know Culbert L. Olson - just since the trial 
came up. I first met him when we had the trial. 
He came down to my place one day at Independence. 
I never heard of him before I bought this land, or 
before this suit was commenced. No other than 
down there. I don't think that the suit was com-
menced when he come down there. I have never 
seen him on this land. I seen him in the vicinity 
of this land. I believe it was a year ago this sum-
mer sometime. Ercel Johnson was with him. 
I don't know what they was doing down there at the 
time but I was irrigating. Yes, I had a conversa-
tion with them. We had a spat. We had some 
words concerning this ground. 
I have known this land for 25 years. I was 
born and raised about 4 miles west of this place. 
I heard about the purchase of this land by Burns 
Hallett just after he bought it '42 or '43. I have 
known Ercel Johnson about 18 years. From the time 
I purchased it up until the time I had this spat with 
Mr. Olson and Ercel Johnson, I had never seen 
Ercel Johnson on this land or in this vicinity. 
From the time I purchased it until I had this spat 
I never saw any of his cattle on this 80 Acres in 
Section 34. I know C. I. Johnson. I never saw 
him in the vicinity of this land at anytime. Neither 
Culbert L Olson nor C. I. Johnson, nor Ercel 
Johnson ever objected to me use of this land up 
to the time I had this spat. No one else objected 
to my use of this land. 
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Q.. What taxes have you paid? 
A. I paid ~47, ~48, and ~49. 
Mr. Olson: Just pardon me a minute, that is 
this witnesses conclusion; contrary to the facts 
as shown on the abstract, your honor. The taxes 
for 194 7 and '48 were not paid when payable, nor 
were the taxes for 1949. 
The Court: He didn't say when he paid them. 
He said he paid taxes for ~47, ~48 and '49. 
Mr. Stanley: That is a matter of law Mr. 
Olson. 
(Argument) 
The Court: Isn't that only a question of cred-
ibility, and a matter of weight? You may proceed. 
Witness: (Continuing) I planted different 
kinds of seed on this land, gra$ s seed, t:iroothy, 
red clover and orchard grass mostly. In the 
years '48 and '49 it grew. Some ·of it I got pretty 
good and some of it didn't get so good.- ... 
MORLEY DEAN on Cross -Examination by 
Mr. Olson (Trans. Pages 101 to 113) testified: 
I still reside at Independence, about eight 
miles from this land, straight through the way 
I go. 
I don't remember having a conversation with 
you (Mr. Olson) when this case was up here in court 
on April 3, 1950, in which I stated that I paid $1, 
000 for that Warranty Deed for the 205 (225. 93) 
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Acres. I don't think so. It shows right there on 
the deed, or abstract. I did fence lots 3 and 4 in 
Section 3, of Tp. 2 S. I started in the spring of 
1948 and finished in the fall of 1948. That is the 
piece in Township 2 south, the 126 Acres. I put 
a fence along the north line, of that land, along 
the township line at that time. That was a cedar 
post fence and wires. That then fenced this south-
erly land off from the -·land- -the 80 Acres that lie 
between that land and the 80 Acres involved in 
this action. I fenced this piece in Township 2 on 
all sides but the south side which was already 
fenced. It is entirely enclosed. Before that it 
was open and cattle could roam on it. It was as 
open as the rest of the land north of it. I planted 
grass on it. I planted grass on both. I planted 
that up there on that other first. I did that some-
time this summer and a year ago this fall. I mean 
to say that I planted on this 80 Acres involved here 
first without any fence to keep animals out. I 
think I planted on that one before I had the lower 
one fenced; I am quite sure. There was neither 
one fenced when I first started planting grass. 
My purpose in fencing any of it was that I figured 
on having some stock and I was going to run them 
there and have them pasture there and my planting 
grass was for the purpose of producing a pasture 
for them, and the fence was to keep other cattle 
out. But I didn't put any fence up there on this 
80 in 1948, nor 1949, nor 1950, nor 1951, but I 
did last spring-1952. I then fenced not only three 
sides of this land involved here, but I also fenced 
two sides of this land (the Greek Tract) belong-
ing to Chris Papadopulos that lies between the 
two areas, so as to keep other livestock out and 
animals out generally, so that I could proceed 
with the cultivation of that land for its use as 
pasturage without inte rfe renee. 
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In the latter part of May or the first of June, 
194 7, I went up to the north line of this 80 involved 
in this action. I found there a ditch, or old canal, 
that ran from the northwest corner of this land to 
the river bed. At that time I went through it with 
a tractor and cleaned it out so as to facilitate the 
running of water on to this land. I got enough 
water and made enough ditch to irrigate all the 
land I claimed there. The whole thing. I filed a 
·protest against your (Mr. Olson's) water filing, and 
I have made another fili:pg. 
Q. When did you file that? 
Mr. Colton: Well, we submit, your honor, 
that that is immaterial in this case. 
The Court: Because that is in 1951, we may 
determine that all to be incompetent, irrelevant 
and immaterial, depending on what you find for 
me, you see. Think this is all right as it is. It 
may remain. 
The Witness: The 80 Acres involved here was 
all raw land when I got my deed, when I first saw 
it after that; all but 15 or 20 Acres in the river 
bottom and it had bunch grass what I call it. I 
mean by raw land sagebrush growing all over it. 
It was then not being cultivated o:r;- used for the 
production of crops or anything of that sort. It 
appeared to have been in that condition for a good 
many years. When I first looked it over I never 
found animals grazing on it. I never seen any-
thing there when I first looked it over. I seen a 
lot of stuff there afterwards. I saw lots of 
cattle up there, graze there on the place. I know 
Ercel Johnson. I know where he lives and where 
he lived then. I wouldn't say he didn't have cattle 
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grazing on that land. 
I know the Arnold boys that have land south 
and west of this 12 6 Acres in Towns hip 2 South that 
they are farming there, one of the Arnold boys 
having land gontiguous to this 12 6 Acres in 
that Township. I wouldn't say that some of their 
cattle didn't also graze, not only on this 126 Acres 
in that Township but also on the SE 1/2 of Section 
34. They did graze there. They grazed on all of 
the Southwest quarter of Section 34. I don't think 
I identified cattle on that land of Ercel Johnson. 
(Photograph marked for identification as de-
fendants Ex. ''I'') 
The Witness: (After being shown that photo-
graph) I recognize that that photograph shows a 
part of the land and adjoining land. This Grant 
house is all I actually can say I recognize, which 
is on the land immediately to the west adjoining 
this 80 Acres. There is a man and some cows 
on this 80 Acres. I don't recognize the cows but 
the man I see is Ercel Johnson. 
Q. Now if those cattle had been on this place, 
among the cattle you had seen on the place, you 
wouldn't have recognized whether they were Ercel 
Johnson's or not; is that right? 
A. I don't know Ercel Johnson's cattle. 
I don't know his brand. 
I didn't say I saw you (Mr. Olson) on the 
ground, I didn't see you on the ground. I saw you 
on this Papadopulos property on the S 1/2 of the 
SW 1/4 of Section 34. I could not swear whether 
you was on that land (involved) or not. I don't 
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know what you were doing. You were having a 
bad time. 
In 194 7 I would come up to this land from 
my place in Independence, if the time arised, every 
day, and other times I wouldn't come that often. 
If they was making that ditch, I would be there 
every day. I was busy getting the machine up there 
to make it. When I was making them fences I 
was there practically every day. When I wasn't 
making them fences, I didn't go but maybe once 
a week. Sometimes once a week. In the winter 
time I would put it once a month. Until I put this 
fen.ce around this 80 involved and around the 
Greek's 80, I didn't know who was using that land, 
or what cattle was using it, or what use was being 
made of it. That was the situation all the time 
since I got this deed to the land from Keith Bowen 
and wife. 
Q. ·You say no one objected to your use of 
this land. You say there was some words between 
you and Ercel Johnson and me (Mr. Olson}. I 
will ask you if we didn't object then to your com-
ing on to this land? 
A. Well, I wouldn't say off hand. That is 
quite a while ago. I was pretty mad. 
Q. You didn't like to be told to keep off the 
land; is that it? 
A. No. 
On Re-Direct Examination MORLEY DEAN 
testified: (Page 113.) 
!-know John K. Arnold. He is my brother-
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in-law. His wife is my sister. I did not permit him ::1, 
to use this property that was unfenced after I pur- ~,11 
chased it any more than I did any orie else. They ::ul 
all run· on there. I didn't tell anybody to keep off :!1 
until I got it fenced. ·Jn 
I can•t remember exactly when it was that I 
was talking to Ercel Johnson and Mr. Olson. It 
was just after the trial we had up here previously. 
The first on 2nd. day of May or the 9th day of 
May 1950. 
On further Re-Cross Examination MORLEY 
DEAN testified: (Tr. Pages 114 to 118 inc.) 
I received from you (Mr. Olson) on or ab.out 
the 22nd. day of August last a notice to remove 
that fence or part of it, so~ licencee 's cattle 
co-uld get through on to it. Defendants Exhibit 2 
(received in evidence) is a true duplicate of the 
notice I received. I understood that it was referr-
ing to thi$ 80 Acres. I procured a commitment 
from the P. M.A., a Federal Agency here who 
does that for their payment of one-half of the con-
struct-ion of that fence. After getting that notice 
to remove the fence and make an opening in it I 
did not do so. It was 2 or 3 weeks after that, that 
an opening was cut into it which permitted other 
animals to go in it. 
On further Re-Direct Examination MORLEY 
DEAN testified: (Trans. Pages 118 to 119 inc.) 
I couldn't say off hand how long other animals 
that went in there stayed after the fence was cut. 
The fence was cut in the neighborhood of two weeks. 
I imagine I found out about it about a week after 
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, and left it down until I come to Vernal and talked 
to Mr. Colton about it, to see what could be done 
about it. There were no animals there when I 
went back. I repaired the fence about a week after. 
From the time I built the fence until it was <;ut 
no one else put any animals in there, or &ince I 
repaired it. Ercel Johnson never made a demand 
on me to let him use the land. I never gave him 
permission at any time to use the land. I do not 
know whether at any time he did use it. From the 
time I purchased the property in May 1947 until 
September 194 7 I did not see anybody' s animals 
on that property. 
On further Re--Cross Examination MORLEY 
DEAN testified: {Tr. pages 120 to 122 inc.) 
I was not there all the time to see during 
that period whether any animals were there in my 
absence from being near the place. There may 
have been animals on the land and I did not see 
them at all. 
Q. You say you don't know whether any 
animals of Ercel Johnson's were on the land at any 
time. Is that what you stated? 
A. If they had been I would have kic;ked them 
off. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that you found animals on 
that land in 1950 of Ercel Johnson's, and you went 
to the Sheriff and complained to the Sheriff about 
it. 
A. I never did to to the Sheriff over some-
thing like that. I didn't complain to the Sheriff. 
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I complained to Keith Bowen. 
Q So you did see Ercel Johnson's cattle on 
that land at that time? 
A. They could have been close but I don't 
know whether they was right on there or not. They 
were near there and could have been on there. 
When I mentioned in my previous testimony 
that I had words with Ercel Johnson and you (Mr. 
o1son) on the Greek 80 just adjoining this land, those 
words were over the fact that then Ercel Johnson's 
cattle were there, that caused the controversy. I 
did see them there at that time. 
Mr. Stanley: That was in 1950, Mr. Dean, 
just to make the record clear. 
Witness: Thats right that was after we had 
this court hearing> and he come out there--
Mr. Olson: Might I complete this by asking 
you, Mr. Dean; when did you have your conversation, 
your complaint to Keith Bowen about it? 
Witness: I think it was in 1950 too. 
Mr. Olson: Could you tell me what time of 
the year? 
Witness: It was in the summer. That is 
all I can say. 
(Witness Excused) 
Plaintiff's Witness JOHN -K. ARNOLD on 
Direct Examination by Mr. Walker (Trans. Pages 
122 to 140 inc.) testified as follows: 
_,4?_ 
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I am John K. Arnold, the same person also 
known as Kay Arnold. 
I am familiar with the land involved in this 
controversy Sec. 34. I live near this land. It 
adjoins me on the north, that 125 Acres. This is 
my place right here, (pointing to mep) this stretch 
right here 114, and sevententh. Colored in green. 
I have lived on that property since 1932. I have 
not been away for any period of time since then. 
Been there pretty regularly all of that time. I _ 
farm it. I have cattle. I have had cattle for this 
period of time since 1932 to the prese;nt time. I 
live on this tract. 
I have known Burns Hallett for 30 years 
or better. I know something about the purchase of 
this land by Bur;ns Hallett, somewhere around 1939 
or '40. I have seen Burns Hallett on the lanq. I 
have known Keith Bowen in the neighborhood of 
15 years. I know whether or not Keith: Bowen cl .. 
aimed to own this land. I couldn't say when but I 
know it was around '44, '46. I have seen Keith 
Bowen on this particular land. I know Morley Dean. 
Have known him for 25 years. I know whether 
Morley Dean ever claimed any interest in this land. 
Cannot fix the date right off when I might have 
known of it. It w~s around '4 7 I think .;This land 
is open ground. It was open ground in 1940. No 
fence around it. Just have to call the ground native-
land, I guess. The character of the ground did not 
entirely stay the same during the period from 
1940 up to 194 7. Where the water and that spilled 
on it, there is grass on it. When the extra stream 
came down the ditch it WO\lld overflow on it. 
I know Ercel Johnson. Have known him quite 
awhile. Didn't know him too personally until he 
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moved up in the neighborhood. He has lived in 
the vicinity where I lived, during this period of 
time where I could see--. From the period 1943 
to 1948 Ercel Johnson lived there on the John 
Herr 80 just west of me. That is this piece 
right here, I guess. The purple, (referring to 
map) the house is located on the northwest corner 
of that tract of right in here, 
(referring to map). I am familiar with the land 
in the vicinity where I have lived. The John Herr 
tract upon which Ercel Johnson lived is all fenced 
in on all four sides. Has a fence on the north 
side. There is a road from the White Forks High-
way comes down here east, turns north, comes 
back up here and comes west again right on both 
sides of the north and south end of the 80. That 
road goes in front of my place, on the west side. 
William H. Arnold adjoins me right here. 
This is his place in here. That is the one colored 
.&.\. 
in Orange. Not all of William Arnold's land is 
fenced. He has about 14 acres on this northwest 
80 that is cut up in pieces. He has about 14 or 
15 Acres fenced in here. It runs from the road 
north, lacks about 20 rods of going clear up to the 
other Section. It is about 23 or 24 rods wide, comes 
clear on down to the road on the south end. This 
has been fenced for years since he owned it. It 
isn't all fenced. He has 14 or 15 Acres in this 
northwest 80 that is fenced. The rest of it is all 
open. He joins the John Herr Place on the west 
and this is all fenced on all four sides. There 
is a road between this Herr piece and the Arnold 
piece, comes right in between. The ·william Ar-
nold is not fenced on this tract here. This here 
is fenced on the west adjoining the John Herr 
Place. There is a gate on the north and also on 
the south of the John Herr Place. The gate on the 
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north I'd say is about two thirds across the 40, 
in the northwest corner. There is a govern-
ment ditch comes down through here and hits thi~ 
John Herr 80, and also ditch enough to pack water 
for the John Herr piece and the south Arnold piece. 
Up here on the north section another canal comes 
to the river right down across this land here. I 
have a ditch that comes right down through this 
stretch here to my north 40, and it goes right down 
to the river, to the Indian farm. The main canal 
would be in Section 5 and I'd say the Indian farm 
would be down here in Section 2. It would be nec-
essary to cross that ditch here on the Section line 
to get to the property up here, the property in 
question. It is a deep ditch to get up to th_is sec-
tion here. The character of the grass around those 
ditches is just native grass, some clovers. I 
would say the grass is better around the ditches 
than it is on this piece of property in controversy. 
I own a few milk cows, and they run out on it. I 
know where they usually feed. They would fol-
low the ditches, where the water would stay be-
cause the grass would graw on each side of the 
ditches. That is where the cattle would graze, 
clear on down around this ditch here, and down to 
the Indian Farm, graze up and down. 
I thin\t it was '48, '49 that Morley Dean fenced 
this piece here this 12' some Acres, and it was in 
'51 or '52 that he fenced the upper place. I can 
see the biggest majority of the land in controversy 
theN 1/2 of the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34 from my house. 
It is some higher land than mine. There is nothing 
in the way of canals and ditches crossing the land 
in controversy. There is only that one on the north 
side of this 120 Acres. Cattle would follow that 
canal running from west to east most of the time~­
drifted along grazing along that canal. That started 
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about 37 up until '50. The fencing of that particular 
piece, the 125.93 Acres, didn't have much change 
in the pattern of grazing, only the ditch carne inside 
of the fence line on the north. The cattle went 
on out around and went on down usually. Cattle 
have to go around that fence to graze along that 
ditch. They crossed the canal here on the north-
west side, corner, and they would go down around 
that way until he hit the ditch again. 
I saw Indian cattle on the property in con-
troversy from the period of 1940 to 1948. Haven't 
seen nothing on this land but Indian cattle and my 
own. Have not seen any of the Keith Bowen cattle 
on this land. I have seen horses. 
Ercel Johnson come to the Herr Tract about 
1943. He had a few milk cows and a Hereford Bull 
when he first carne. He lived there from 1943 to 
1952. He just moved this summer. I can see 
Ercel Johnson's house, the house he lived in during 
that period from my house. I would see Ercel 
Johnson around there practically every day, every 
morning especially. I never saw Ercel Johnson 
drive any cattle from his place to the land in ques= 
tion. I have seen him open the north gate of the 
Herr place and turn them out like the rest of us 
around there. Those cattle usually grazed on this 
lateral that carne around from this upper one here, 
across my brothers and around on the Gilsonite 
Claim here, and also around here. Not very much 
down here, they usually fed up here, and on this 
Indian 40 in here. They would be grazing on Bill 
Arnold's place, on part of his land. I never saw 
any of his cattle up on the property subject of this 
action. This land isn't no good for grazing milk 
cows. I never drove my cows up on this land for 
grazing. 
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Ercel Johnson's cattle run out on the range in 
the summer, same as the rest of the neighbors. 
Not altogether everybody did so. There was just 
Boyd Winn, up here on the northwj;!st, joined him--
it would be on the west--northwest corner here, 
of each section, where Winn was at. He had 
some cattle. At times he would turn them out. 
While he irrigated, maybe, and this in here was all 
open country and with ditches. My neighbors cattle 
grazed on my land. My cattle grazed on my brother 
Bill's place there. Boyd Winn's cattle grazed on 
my place a few times. During the nineteen forties 
other neighbor's cattle would get on my place at 
times. I didn't tell them to keep off my land. Mine 
was bothering them. My cattle were probably both-
ering the neighbors- -would probably be running on 
the neighbor's land. The number of cattle I saw that 
Ercel Johnson had in 1943 I would say was 10, 
maybe 15, and in 1944 somewhere in that neighbor-
hood, maybe. He sold out in ~45 down to a certain 
number, one or two. Might have had more in ~46. 
He started to build back up in ~4 7. I would say he 
had seven or eight in ~48. 
I know C. I. Johnson, have known him about 
33 years. I never saw C. I. Johnson up at my 
house, or around my place. I never saw him on 
the land in controversy. (Witness indicates on 
the map where he says the course of the road goes 
that leads up to the land in controversy.) There 
is a wagon road that runs on up to the land in contra~ 
versy fr6m the corner of Boyd Winn's place. It 
goes on the east side of Boyd Winn's Place. The 
condition of the road from Boyd Winn's corner to 
this property in the wintertime is, that if there is 
much snow it is impassable, with a car. The road 
that runs south of Boyd Winn's Place toward the 
west is not a better road than the other one. The 
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road is open to Boyd Winn's southwest corner, as 
far as the road is ever opened up iri the wintertime. 
I have seen Burns Hallett on the land in 
controversy. Not after--after he bought it, yes. He 
was making ditch. 
I have seen Morley Dean on the land, fencing, 
making ditches. That was ever since he bought 
the property. I went in with him on the ditch there 
from the river. I helped him. 
On Cross-Examination by Mr. Olson, JOHN 
K. ARNOLD testified as follows: (Tr. Pages 142 
to 156 inc.) 
Morley Dean fenced this land immediately 
adjoining mine, this land adjoining is red, that 
adjoins mine in green (on the map). He also cleaned 
out this ditch up here that extends into the north 
80, and I helped him. I went in with him on it. 
That helped to bring the water through that ditch 
down into this 125 Acres here and to my land. 
That was the purpose of doing it. 
I designated that I saw Burns Hallett there 
anytime, as when I understood he bought the land. 
He tried to clean out this canal up here with the 
equipment he had. He had horses, and ditchers 
and rooters but it was too rocky. He couldn•t make 
the big one but he did get water to the ground. I 
understood · at' the time he claimed the right to 
all this 125 off acres, as well as this north piece 
up here. He also had the purpose of getting water 
down to all this 125 Acres. 
After that time I never saw Burns Hallett 
doing anything on the land. I seen him there a 
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time or two but not doing anything on or about the 
land. 
Q. I think, Mr. Arnold you said that you ha9. 
never seen Clarence I. Johnson at your house or 
around your plac;"~r the lan~ in controversy. Have-
n't you ever seen at yoqr place or around the land 
in controversy, when he was O'Ut there in conn~c-
tion with buying seed? 
A. That is the only time. He did not look 
at any ground that I know Qf. I did see him there 
at my place and around my place c:tnd near this land 
in controversy one time, and the time you (Mr. 
Olson) came with him. Prior to that time I saw him 
one time. 
Q. You didn't see him there when he was in 
the seed business there? 
A. No, he didn't come there; when he was 
in the seed business, we didn't live there. We lived 
up on a homestead, southeast of LaPoint. 
Q. How long did you live on this land described 
as your land, colored green on that Exhibit? 
A. Since '32. 
Q. You say he wasn't in the seed business 
since '32? 
A. He bought a little, yes, sir. He didn't 
buy seed from Bill, he didn't have the nerve to come 
around. He wasn't around my place at all. We 
raised a bunch pf seed on this southeast of La 
Point and he beat us out of every pound of it. He 
didn't buy any seed from me after that. There was 
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something occurred that aroused my animosity 
against Clarence Johnson. I said I once saw him 
with you (Mr. Olson). It was before the cas.e came 
up the first time. I had a talk with him and you 
there. I didn't show any animosity toward him then. 
By gones, you might as well call them bygones. 
I am a relative of Morley Dean. 
Q. And yo1,1 kinda resent the fact that Clar-
ence Johnson is a witness on my side of this case, 
a little bit don't you? 
A. That's all right. 
Q. That's all right. But I know that has some-
thing to do with your resentment, doesn't it of 
Clarence Johnson? 
A. Not exactly. 
Q. Well, at that time, anyhow, you had a 
conversation with him an me, didn't you, out in your 
plowed ground? Remember that? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. And you overlooked this land at that time, 
didn't you with me and Johnson? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. And didn't you say at that time to me and 
to Mr. Johnson, that you knew that Ercel Johnson's 
cattle grazed on that land, and you knew that other 
cattle grazed on that land, and, as you stated here 
a while ago, that neighbors such as your brother 
Bill, and your own cattle, or Boyd Winn's cattle, 
and all. They would graze on that land from time 
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to time and that your cattle would graze up that 
far? Didn '[you say- ... 
A. Yes, mine. 
Q. Didn't you say that at that time? 
A. They never did--
Q. No, didn~t you say at that time in words 
or substance of that kind? 
A. Well they was close there yes, Sir. From 
1940 on until 1948 there was no fence between my 
land and this 125 Acres just adjoining me on the 
north this was open and unfenced, and my cattle 
would graze; on that land too, and the other neigh-
bor's cattle would graze on that land. There was 
no obstruction to their grazing on up there to this 
80 Acres in controversy here, which you call the 
Olson land, and Morley Dean calls the Dean land 
until 1948. They would roam that far up there.· 
Not very often, sometimes. Could be true of Bill 
Arnold's cattle, Winn's cattle and Ercel Johnson's 
cattle. 
There was not a bit to obstruct Ercel Johns-
on's cattle. I expressed an opinion as to what he 
may have had when he came to the Herr Place in 
1943, from the number I had seen around there. 
It might have been a few head. It might have been 
as many as twenty. It could not have been 25 or 30. 
I don't think so. Between 10 and 15 more or less. 
I am not sure. It would be all right to say less 
than 30. -Ercel Johnson would know better than I 
do the number of cattle he brought there and 
started with on that Herr Place in 1943. 
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When we speak of this grazing around on the 
open land of cattle of various neighbors, it was a 
sort of custom, that the neighbors there wouldn't 
interfere or object to the other neighbors cattle 
grazing on open and unfenced land among them. 
That was the custom all the time ever since I have 
been there. It was the custom from 1943 to 1948. 
I mean by native land it hadn't been cultivated. 
Q. And it wasn't cultivated from 1943 and 
hasn't been up to 1948 at least had it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And has it been cultivated at all up to the 
present time? 
A. Well, there have been ditches, reseeded 
and things like that put on it. 
This 125 and a fraction Acres adjoining me 
was fenced by Morley Dean, he got water on it. 
He seeded that in 1948. By native land I mean 
land that hasn't been cultivated and there will be 
natural growth on it whether cultivated or not. 
There will be grasses • if the soil is deep enough to 
hold the moisture and sagebrush. On this land in 
controversy and other land there nearby there was 
high sagebrush growing there all the time, and it 
is there today. 
On my farm down here I plow it out, and 
raise crops on it, on that 40 Acres here. If this 
other land would get water on it and I put it under 
cultivation I can raise some grass. Not all kinds 
of agricultural crops. Soil isn't deep enough. 
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On this particular land all kinds of agricul-
tural products could have been raised when it was 
cultivated in 1909, to 1911 and '12. The alkali 
comes up now until you have so much alkali it will 
not produce. 
Q. You are pointing to your own land. I 
am not talking about that. I am talking about the 
land here in controversy, I am talking about this 
Olson 80, called the Dean 80, up here in the N 
1/2 of the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34 T. 1 S. R. lE and the 
Greek 80 that Lies between that and the land on the 
south. Do you know that that was cultivated and crops 
raised on it at one time? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. So that it is cultivable land, and is good 
for agricultural production isn't it? 
A. I wouldn't ~ay so now. There is alkali 
up there now. After the water hits it, it brings it 
up. I have seen alkali on that land. When high 
sagebrush is produced on land it is usually pretty 
good land for cultivation for a few years. 
I do not say it is no good for milk cows. It 
is good for other range cattle for winter feed. It 
is not good for milk cows for winter feed but is 
good for other cattle is the way I figure it. The 
milk cows won't eat it during the winter time. The 
neighbor's milk cows don't go out there in the 
winter time, but their other cattle do. If they are 
dry cows they will graze there too, It is better for 
horses than it is for cattle. There isn't anything in 
the nature or character of this land here in con ... 
troversy that would be more attractive to the horses 
now I mean to graze on, then would be other lands 
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to the north or south or west. If any horses were 
ever on there at any time- -and it is unfenced--
they will roam around where they might find graz-
ing anywhere around there. For them to stay on 
that land it would have to be fenced, or somebody 
stay with them and herd them there, unless the 
snow was quite deep. If Indian cattle or any other 
cattle go on that land or are put on it, there has to 
be somebody in attendance to drive them back on 
there once in a while or it has to be fenced. If 
Indian cattle happen to be grazin·g there, the Indian 
Cattle couldn't be kept on that land, without it 
being fenced or somebody hearding them. If itis 
unfenced, there would be nothing to prevent Indian 
cattle from roaming on that land from time to 
time, and·they could be driven off once in a while. 
They could have been driven off by· Ercel Johnson 
once in a while. 
Ercel Johnson could have been on that land 
without my seeing him but I never did see him. 
I have seen Bill Arnold up there at times, gether-
ing his cattle. I have seen him bring the cattle down 
here off the Indian grazing, Indian ground• I have 
seen them brought off the Indian ground through 
here to his place. ·I haven't seen him up north of 
that particularly, only once or twice gathering 
his cattle. 
On Re-Direct Examination JOHN K. ARNOLD 
testified: Tr. Pages 156 to 158 inc.) 
Q. During the period from 1943 the spring of 
194 7, did you observe cattle or livestock on the 
lands in controversy? Did you see them there, 
see cattle or livestock on this land? 
A. On this certain piece of land? 
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Q. Yes, on the land in controversy. 
A. Just Indian cattle. 
Q Did the Indian cattle graze on this land? 
A. Well, they passed back on forth on it. 
I guess mine has crossed it a time or two. · I 
haven't seen no bodys l know of, only Indian 
cattle. 
At times my cattle would be around that 
way every day for a week, and then they'd change 
their course and be back up this way. My cattle 
got on this particular land in that time when I 
saw them at times. They crossed there. I saw 
my cattle a time or two up here op the northwest 
corner, around through there. I did not claim any 
right to use it. 
Q. Are you familiar with any practice of the 
Indian Department in respect to grazing their 
cattle in their Indian district? 
A. A little. 
Q. Did they tak~ any steps to protect their 
land from grazing from other people? 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Witness excused) 
Plaintiff's Witness WILLIAM H. ARNOLD, 
on Direct Examination by Mr. Walker testified 
as follows: (Tr. Pages 159 to 167 inc.) 
I am familiar with the land in controversy 
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I live about three quarters of a mile from those lands, 
My home is right here in the top of this area 
above the Gilsonite Area. I have lived there sinc-e 
1939. This would be my property colored in 
Orange. I guess you would call it. (Referring to 
map). I have other land. I own parts of five 
forties. Dee Alread owns the land adjoining my 
land on the west now. John Herr did own it. 
This land adjoins me on the north. The pencil 
marks put on during the testimony of John K. 
Arnold appears accurate to me on the drawing 
in of these roads. 
I know Burns Hallett. I have seen him on 
the land here in controversy. I don't know the 
exact date when he first claimed an interest in 
this la:nd. But in the early forties, '40 or '41 ~ 
I saw him there right after he bought it. He stop-
ped to my place on the road up and talked to me 
a few minutes. When they were building ditches 
up there. 
I know Keither Bowen. I know whether 
Keith Bowen ever claimed any interest in the land. 
First I knew was about '46 along in there, '4 7 -
'46 I think I am not sure. I have seen Keith Bowen 
on this land. I saw him one time when he bought 
a bunch of horses down, and talked to him. 
I know Morley Dean. I have seen Morley 
Dean on the land lots of times, I first saw him 
on the land about '4 7, I think. I lived on this 
piece colored in yellow orange. That is across 
to the west of Kay Arnold's Place. From my house 
I can see just part of the land in controversy. 
Not all. There is some over the ridge. I would 
say I could see approximately half of it. You could 
see a big share of the south and the west half. 
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The east, northeast corner is hidden from my 
house. 
I know C. I. Johnson ever since 1 was a 
kid, 30 years or 35. He has been to my place a 
time or two during the period 1940 to 1948. He 
came to see me about seed and one thing and 
another. 
He was buying and selling seed, I think. 
He never said anything to me about this land. 
I know Ercel Johnson~ He lived on the John 
Herr Place. but he moved back west q. quarter of 
a mile on his own property now. I have got the 
south piece of my la;n.d fenced, and a strip along the 
east side of that north of the John H·err Place. 
The rest is unfenced. The John Herr Place is 
fenced, all four sides. There is a gate on the north 
end and on the south, and there used to be a gate 
on the east side coming from his place to mine, 
but we closed that. 
I first saw Ercel Johnson on the John 
Herr Place about the spring of 1943. He moved in-
to the house on that land, until this last summer. 
He moved over on a piece of ground next to the 
White Rocks Highway. He has a lot over there. 
Here is Ercel Johnson,s property (referring 
to map) right there. I would call it colored in 
brown or some other color. I observed livestock 
on the John Herr Place while Ercel Johnson 
was living there. Ercel Johnson used to run them, 
some on the Herr Place, and part on the time he 
would run them and on part of my laJ;'ld. He 
turned the cattle out at the north gate there. l 
:'lever saw him drive the cattle from that north 
gate to the lands in controversy in the period 
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from 1943 to 1948, or since. I never saw any-
body else driving cattle from the Herr Place 
clear up to the property in question. I believe 
Ercel Johnson had a kind of Duke's Mixture of 
cattle, He had a good bull and the cows were 
crossed. His cows were milk cows. During 
the period from 1940 to 1946 I observed cattle, 
grazing on the lands in controversy. I have 
seen cattle on that land. I wasn't close enough 
to tell what kind of cattle they were. I didn't 
observe that. I don't know whose -cattle they 
were. I never saw any of Ercel Johnson's 
cattle on the lands in controversy to be sure of, 
I don't know. I have seen Indian cattle on that 
land but not very often. 
From the time Ercel Johnson first came 
to the John Herr Place up until the time he left 
I saw him quite often- ~about twice a week. I 
talked to him once in a while when we were close 
enough. We were neighbors. He never said he 
claimed any interest in the land in controversy, 
or his making use of the land. He said some-
thing about C. I. Johnson but not in regards to any 
lands or anything. At any of those times that I 
saw C. I. Johnson at my place he did not talk to 
me or say anything about the lands, subject of 
this controversy. He come to my place and would 
go up to Ercel's. 
On Cross Examination, WILLIAM H. 
ARNOLD testified as follows: (Tr. pages 167 
to 170 inc.) 
I saw cattle grazing on this 80 Acres, the N 
1/2 of the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34, Tp. 1 So. R. IE., 
but I was not close enough to tell what kind of 
cattle or whose they were. That is a fact all the 
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time from 1940 up to 1950 I saw. I had not seen 
Ercel Johnson drive his own cattle up on to this 
land, and did not see any one else drive them all 
the way up there. I seen Ercel's little boys drive 
his cattle over towards the ditch but not all the 
way up. When I speak of towards the ditch I am 
speaking over towards the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34, 
Tp. 1 So., R IE, along this road. If they had the 
tendency to do so they could easily go up and graze 
on this land. There may have been many times 
when Ercel Johnson drove them up himself, to that 
point, or clear up to the land itself without my 
knowing it. --
Q. ·. You never saw any Indian ever drive any 
cattle on to that land? 
A I have seen them bring Indian cattle 
down past that land. 
Q Bringing them down past that land? 
A. Yes, bringing them down to the grazing 
land. 
Q. In other words you have seen Indians 
bring cattle down the Indian lands west of these 
all the way down? 
A. Yes, and east too also .. -
Q. And east too? 
A. Uh, uh. 
Q. But you have never seen any Indians dir-
ectly driving any cattle onto th:ls 80 Acres or onto 
the 125.93 Acres south of there which Morley Dean 
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owns? 
A. Not driving them on and leaving them 
there, No. 
Q. And you didn't see anybody herding any 
cattle on either of those pieces of land, did you? 
A. No, Sir. 
It was the common practice of the people in 
this vicinity to use all the public lands. Every-
one used everyone else's lands; that's about the way 
it- wa-s. That common practice prevailed relative 
to this land in litigation before it was fenced: 
That was up to the time it was fenced. · Th_ere was 
never anything done when the white people's 
cattle got on there. 
On Re-Direct Examination WILLIAM H. 
ARNOLD testified as follows: (Trans. pages 
170 to 171 inc.) 
I would say the proper use of this land in 
the matter of grazing cattle would be late spring 
and summer mostly. As a rule most of the people 
in that area clear our fields of the crops, then we 
turn our cattle in the fields where the crops were 
produced, then they would feed in the winter time 
and leave them in the field until about a certain 
time in the spring, a growing time. When the 
crops started growing we would clean the cattle 
out of the fields, and turn them to outside graz-
ing lands. I kept my own cattle up in the winter. 
My brother Kay Arnold does the same. I think 
it is a practice for E reel Johnson to do the same 
thing. That is the general practice in the area. 
The feed was good in the fall, and there is always 
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good feed in the fields where you produced a crop. 
By, that time the grazing la.nd is dry, a:p.d burned 
up and we turn. them in the field~. The cattle 
pick up and get in better shape for the winter. 
I have not seen cattle on these lands in the winter. 
Indians and all of them usually gather their cat-
tle off that area in the fall~ There are a £ew, 
but not many Indian cattle in that area in the 
winter time. 
On Re-Cross Examination WIL~IAM H. 
ARNOLD testified (Tr. pages 171 ... 172 inc.) 
I don't know where the Indians take their 
cattle when they gather them in the late fall. I 
think they take them to fields and feed them q.nd that 
they use this river bottom ground for early winter 
feed, but I don't beliey'e they leave them in there 
all winter. 
(Witness excused) 
Plaintiff's Witness DELPHIA ARNOLD 
on Direct Examination by Mr. Walker testified 
as follows: (Trans. pages 172 to 178 inc.) 
I am the wife of Bill Arnold, married 
22 years. I am presently living on the land which 
my husband testified was our home, bordering 
the John Herr Place on the east. Have lived 
there since about April 1939. I work about the 
house and outside. I don't have any outside employ-
ment. I stay there. My husband has some out-
side employment .. He works for Uintah County 
on the road. He has been doing that since January 
1945. He usually leaves about 8 O'clock and some-
times he doesn't get horne until after dark; some-
times shortly after 5. He does his farming week 
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ends and holidays. When he is gone during the 
day I am at home. For two years he worked over 
at Roosevelt in the shops. 
I am familiar with the land in controversy. 
I can see most of it from the house where I live. 
I know where Ercel Johnson lives. I know where 
he moved to in 1943 and where he lives now. I 
could see the house where he lived from 1943 to 
1950 from my house. That is the John Herr Place. 
We have kept cattle from 1932. In the winter we 
bring them in the fields, gather up the fall pasture 
and then feed them through the winter on our own 
land. Kay Arnold does the same. That is the 
common practice of the various neighbors and 
all the people in this vicinity. In the spring we 
drive them out on the grazing ground. They usu-
ally run loose. Oh, just as soon as they start 
plowing the fields and plant crops. They clear the 
field, and they don't bring them in only at night; 
we gather them in at night and corral them and 
turn them out next morning. The children and I 
have helped. We have a few white faced cattle. 
Ours are mostly milk cows. Kay Arnold is the 
only one in the vicinity t~at has predominating 
white faced in his herd. The Indian cattle 
are white faced. We all have oh, maybe one or 
two; sometimes we have maybe as high as a half 
dozen in the herd, but they are not predominating 
in our milk strain. 
I have seen a few cattle on the lands in 
controversy during the period from 1940 to 
1948. I made the observations at different times. 
They run out and they will go to the river, and 
there will be a time or two that they stay there. 
But there wasn't enough feed on this land in con-
troversy for them to stay there. They will pass 
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through but they won't stay where there isn't 
a good stand of grass. I have seen cattle on the 
land in question in the winter·-mostly. I believe, 
the Indians - -I be lie ve that most of them would 
be Challmers Wash. I have not seen anybody put 
cattle on these lands in the winter--only the In-
dians. Then herders drive them into that vic;inity 
then eve:ry few days they round th ern up and drive 
them into there. They'd be down into the river 
where they get shelter from the storms and that. 
I would say their herders ride those two, maybe 
three times. a week, sometimes maybe not that 
often. But they look after their cattle pretty 
good- -I recall seeing Indian cattle on these lands 
in the winter of 1940. From the time we moved 
there until, I'd say, about 1946 there was quite 
a few Indian cattle around there. But the last 
three or four years they have thinned down and there 
aren't so many there in the winter time. They 
would be there until quite late into the spring. 
Right in cold weather, when there was deep snow, 
they didn't have too many in there. The horses 
usually carne in there in the right deep winter. 
A horse will winter whe:re a cow won't, because they 
don~t have to have so much wate]," to drink, and 
they will eat snow. 
I know Keith Bowen. I personally never saw 
him drive horses on this land. I do not consider 
this land particularly desirable for grazing milk 
cattle. It is too dry. The only time there is 
water is in the early spring. The high water, and 
for just a short period of time. The feed along 
those ditches that has been made is fair, but not 
very good. I never saw Ercel Johnson himself 
drive any cattle up to these lands, but I saw his 
children, in ~51. Just a year ago this last summer 
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is the first time I have ever noticed them drive 
any cattle there. I have talked to Ercel John-
son on occasions. He goes by our place some·r-· 
times, well, not so much since he moved up to the 
highway, but he used to go by our place, just driv-
ing by, maybe twice a week. Maybe oftener, maybe 
not that often, and we have went by his place the 
same way. He never told me that he asserted 
any claim or interest in these lands until a couple 
of years ago, ~him and Mr. Olson stopped at our 
place one day. They just mentioned it is all, 
to me. I have never seen any other cattle than 
Indian cattle graze- these particular lands in the 
winter. I have seen a few in the summer, some ... 
times maybe a half dozen, sometimes 10 or 15, 
just whoever's herd it happened to be. 
On Cross-Examination by Mr. Olson DEL-. 
PHIA ARNOLD testified as follows: {Trans. 
pages 179 to 183 inc.) 
Generally I could tell in that vicinity, whose 
cattle they are. 
Q. And you can tell from your house look.-
ing down there, if you see animals on there, whe-: 
ther they are Indian cattle or someone elses cattle 
can you? 
A. Well, there are only Kay Arnold•s 
and Boyd Winn at one time had a few, and Mr. 
Ercel Johnson's and our own. There is no one 
else around there with white faces, other than 
Kay Arnold. We had some white faces, but if 
a herd is completely white faces, they are not 
one of ours. I mean to say the Indians cattle are 
usually white faces. There is no neighbor a-
round there that has any large number of white 
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faces. I did not say that I have never seen any 
other cattle on these lands than the white faces. 
I have said before that there were other cattle 
there at times. 
Q. Are you kind of an expert on the lands 
as to the value for grazing and agricultural pur-
poses? 
A. If you walk over a place after cows 
time and again, you are going to know whether 
there is anything growing on there 'or not, and I 
have done that, walked up to on this north half 
of the southwest quarter of Section 34, and have 
seen the condition there. Cattle won't stay on there 
any length of time. Th,ere l.s not that much feed. 
Q And if Indian cattle were driven on there 
by anyone, they wouldn't stay on there would they? 
A. Well, there is a di;fference between range 
cattle and cows. A range calf is brought up to rough 
it and a milk cow won't. I am confining myself to 
milk cows instead of range cows in that statement 
more or less. As a matter of fact if you came to 
Indian cattle, or any other range cattle, down there, 
where the land is all unfenced, including the In-
dian land, the cattle will naturally roam and grad-
uate toward where the grass is the greenest and is 
the best feed.. There is no difference between 
Indian cattle than any other one else's cattle with 
respect to that. But as I said before, we all keep 
our cattle up in the winter time. In the summer 
time the grass is green and in the winter time 
it .isn 9 t. 
When I am speaking of these lands up here, 
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I am speaking also of the lands adjoining Kay 
Arnold's land. I know the ground Morley Dean 
fenced in adjoining Kay Arnold's land, and I 
was referring to all these lands in my discussion, 
Excel Johnson's children might have driven 
his cattle toward the land involved in this case 
in any other year than 1951, without my see-
ing them. I couldn't say they didn't. But we watched 
for our own cattle. 
(Witness Excused) 
Plaintiff's Witness ORAN CURRY under 
Direct Examination by Mr. Stanley testified as 
follows: (Trans. pages 183 to 193 inc.) 
· I live at Neola, Utah. It is above Roose-
velt, in Duchesne County, I believe. I am forest'" 
ing and grazing and in the forestry work, Indian 
Service, Forestry--since 1926. I am familiar with 
the lands involved in this action. I have had sup-
ervision of grazing in this vicinity certain per-
iods of time. Since the year 1940 I have had sup-
ervision over this general area during the winter 
months and two months in the spring, beginning 
November 15th. until the first of May; about 
six months, I guess, since 1940. 
I am acquainted with Burns Hallett- -have 
known him 30 years. In 1940 my boss or man 
in charge of my work was Joe Wagner, the range 
supervisor. He was that in 1941. I had a con-
versation with Burns Hallett regarding the grazing 
of this land somewhere in March of 1941. The 
first time I talked to him about it was at Ft. 
Duchesne, near the post,...office. No one else 
was there. He wanted to know what procedure 
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was necessary to get land exchange use under 
the grazing, that he had recently purchased the 
Greek lands, they called it, and he wanted to know 
if there was some way that he could get the 
privilege of running his stock in there becta:use 
of owning this land. This land adjoins the graz-
ing lands, surrounded by grazing lands. I •bold 
him what had to be done, and among the things 
I said to him was that he had better contact my 
boss, that he would help him get that permit th-
rough. Shortly after that, a few days later I had 
a conversation with my boss regarding this mat-
ter on our office. We had an office at the agency, 
a forestry office at Ft. Duchesne. 
Q. What was the gist of that conversa-
tion? 
Mr. Johnson: We object to it on the ground 
it is purely hearsay. 
The Court: Very frankly, I have wondered 
why that objection hasn't been urged before. 
Mr. Olson: Nell we move to strike out the 
last answeP.s with regard to conversations with 
Burns Hallett q,s incompetent. 
The Court: We run into a peculiar situa-
tion he:re ~ 
Mr. Olson: To make the record clear and 
our position Q!l it now, not only objection do 
we make to th@ pre§ent que~tion to this witness 
and the motion tQ strike hi~ previous qu~etions 
of pis converi?t.tiOl.'Hi with Burns Hallett as incompe-
tent and heariety, w~ ;move to strike out a.ll the 
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conversations which Burns Hallett gave with 
reference to this matter of exchange, as equ; ... 
ally incompetent and that we are not precluded 
from doing so because we always have the 
statement, "this is preliminary". And I would 
like to have a ruling on the striking out of all of 
the testimony with reference to conversations 
in connection with that, this matter of exchange 
of pasture rights, because there has been noth-
ing but hearsay in connection with that particular 
matter. 
The Court: I will have to sustain the ob-
jection on relating the conversation that took 
place. Now, in order that that :may be made 
clear, I am not ruling that the witness cannot 
tell of oral arrangements made, but relating the 
conversations out of the presence of interested 
parties is hearsay. The objection is timely 
raised as to that and is sustained. 
Mr. Olson: As to this time, my motion, if 
your honor please. 
The Court: The court will deny the motion, 
for the reason that to grant the motion now would 
expunge a considerable amount of the record that 
would require too much time of the court to go 
back and substitute properevidence in it's place. 
There being no proper evidence available, and not 
having been timely raised, the court for that 
reason denies the motion. 
Mr. Olson: I take it, your honor, your 
present ruling applies to striking out, however, 
the previous answer to this question, reference 
to the conversation with Bu.rns Hallett? 
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The Court: Now maybe I should have the re-
cord read back i:n respect to that, Mr. Olson, 
because I don't know how much of that is timely, 
I intend to sustain the motion on. Let me have 
the record. (Record read) 
The Court: The objection is sustained that 
was just to the last objection. The record may 
otherwise remain in tact. 
The Witness: I do not know of any arrange-
ments that were made for exchange of grazing be-
tween the Indian Agency and Burns Hallett in 
March, 1941. 
Q. Haven't you ever heard of an arrange-
ment of that sort? 
Mr. Olson: I object to that as calling for 
hearsay testimony, is incompetent and calling for 
incompetent evidence. 
The Court: The objection is overruled. 
Mr. Johnson: If your honor please, the 
Witness answered, HNo. ". We object to it 
further on the ground that it is leading. 
The Court: Well it is ~eading. I doubt 
that it would be harmful, Mr. Johnson. 
(Question repeated) 
The Witness: Yes, Sir. 
Q. What was the arrangement? 
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Mr. Olson: Wait a minute. I think there is 
no foundation laid for this, and I object to the 
question, and woull like before the matter is ruled 
on to ask this Witness a few questions on voir 
dire. 
The Court: I am wondering if we need any 
voir dire on the matter Mr. Olson. I think your 
primary idea, Mr. Stanley, is, has he heard of 
any arrangements. And ~en ask him what those 
arrangements were. 
Mr. Stanley: That is what I asked him. 
The Court: I know you did. .Are we going 
to be sitting here listening to just rumors, what 
anyone may have heard about arrangements? 
Q. Do you know of what arrangements was 
made? 
The Witness: No, sir, I don't. 
Q. Where did Burns Hallett graze his cat-
tle in the year 1941 ? 
A. On the grazing near his home. 
Q. You mean the Indian grazing area? 
A. Yes, sir, part of it. I did not file a 
trespass report on that grazing. 
Q. Why not? 
Mr. Olson: That is objected to as irrele-
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The Court: It is overruled. :He m~y answer. 
Mr. Stanley: _You may answer 
The Witness: Arrangements was to have 
been made for their privelege. of grazing-.-
Mr. Olson: Wait a minute, 
Qitness: (continuing) and exchang~ ~ 
Mr. Olson: Now I move to strike that out. 
He doesn't know. He's testified he doesn't know 
about the arrangements made, and this is hear-
say, and a conclusion of his without being sup-
ported by anything but hearsay. 
The Court: He may answer. 
The Witness: At the time that Hallett and I 
had the conversation at the agency, which led up 
to Joe Wagner meeting with him at his home, it 
was at that time that I heard the c;:onversation 
between Hallett and Joe Wagner, and at that time 
it was agreed that:-= 
Mr. Olson: I have got to object to the 
answer the Witness is attempting to give now, as 
incompetent and hearsay, and a conclusion of 
his as to what it was agreed. 
The Court: T~re isn't any question but 
what the word "agreed" isn't in it's common con-
notation of a conclusion. I can't see that it WO'Uld 
be any worse than saying it was understood, or 
because of that conversation we proceeded to act 
in a certain way. lam going to overrule it and 
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let the Witness continue. 
Witness: (continuing) That Mr. Wagner would 
arrange for the grazing privilege for Hallett on 
our grazing claim in exchange for that land he had. 
Just what details followed up, 1 only heard that 
conversation at that time, in the presence of 
Richards in this conversation. 
Q. In your official capacity did you carry 
out that agreement? 
A. Yes--
Mr. Olson: Wait a minute. He didn't say there 
was an agreement. It was agreed that Mr. Wagner 
would try to get him a grazing permit. 
The Court: That's true. In other words the 
objection specifically is that it makes an assump-
-tion of a fact that the record doesn't justify. 
Q. What do you mean by trespassing an 
individual? 
A. st ray pound them, take tbem off, where 
we have to pen them up for collecting for tres-
passing on that land, that they have no right to be 
on. 
Q. Did you have any instructions concerning 
this· grazing after that meeting? 
A. No, Sir, I did not. Burns Hallett's 
cattle run on the Indian land from that time on. 
I saw them there for four or 5 years I suppose 
after 1941. Indian cattle winter grazed on Burns 
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Hallett's purchased land, well, some. Every fall, 
every winter q.nd spring. ldon't think in the summer 
because that was not a summer range. 
It was my duty in my position to bring a tres-
pass action against people who were wrongfully 
on the Indian grazing land. I n~ver brought a 
trespass action against Burns Hallett during this 
period. 
Q. Why? 
A. I presumed that an agreement--
Mr. Olson: I don't believe that is matte rial--
Mr. Stanley: We will strike this question and 
answer. 
Q. Mr. Curry, did you search the records 
in the office of the reservation at Ft. Duchesne 
for such a grazing agreement? 
A. Yes, Sir. I could not find one. 
Q. ·Why didn't you trespass Burns Hallett? 
A. I presumed he had the privilege, a right 
to graze there under that agreemen-t that Mr. 
Wagner was to have arranged for him. 
On Cross Examination by Mr. Olson, ORAN 
CURRY testified as follows: (Trans. pages 194 
to 197 inc.) 
I didn't find any grazing permit in the office 
of the agency either, for Burns Hallett to graze 
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his cattle on Indian lands. It is the usual practice 
when that is allowed, that it is in writing, and a 
grazing permit given to the person who is per-
mitted to graze Indian land. I know it is a rule 
binding upon the agency and upon the parties that 
that be done, if it is done. 
Wlth regard to Indian cattle grazing on this 
area when I am referring to land up here, I am 
referring to land Burns Hallett had acquired, or 
thought he had acquired up here. That would in-
clude not only the N 1/2 of the SW 1/4 of Sec. 
34, Tp. lS R lE, but also 125.93 Acres, contig-
ious to which is known as the Greek 80 Acres, 
south of the land we first mentioned, down here 
in Township 2. Long before I had any conversa-
tions with Burns Hallett, Indian cattle had grazed 
and were at the time grazing up through this area 
at certain times of the year. During the time 
between 1940 and 1948 I was up there two or 
three times a month during the winter months and 
the spring. That was my district. During the 
period from 1940 to the fall of 1948 I was up there 
during the winter months, each year two or three 
times a month. A few Indian cattle thoughout 
this section on Indian lands during that period, 
that is the winter and spring of each year. I would 
say possible a hundred. It would vary some-
times a hundred sometimes a half a hundred and 
something o£ that sort. There were always some 
in varying numbers. 
Maybe a few head one winter and more the 
next winter .. It would depend upon the weather. 
They were allowed to go on graz"ing down on the 
Indian lands that surrounded these private lands 
that were owned by different people and that were 
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unfenced. And whether or not anybody that claimed 
those lands gave permission, as long as that situa-
tion existed, there was nothing to prevent the 
Indian cattle from roaming on to those unfenced 
lands and grazing on them, and they often did. 
They did before I ever had any conversation with 
Burns Hallett, Unless somebody drove them off 
or did something to trespass them, as you say, 
they inevitably might sometimes roam on those 
lands until they were fenced, Nothing was changed 
so far as the Indians grazing on Indian lands · 
adjoining the other lands that were unfenced, noth-
ing was changed, after or because. of my conversa-
tions with Burns Hallett, or Burns Hallett's con-
versations with any one else about this matter~ 
Only giving him that privilege. I know that Burns 
Hallett didn't graze a11y of his cattle up in this 
area during that perioQ. from 1940 a.nd since. I 
do know that so far· as the Indian cattle grazing 
on the Indian lands Up there adjoining unfenced 
privately own lands', the thing went on jus't as 
it had before, 
The PlaintiH's Rest. 
BOYD WINN, called as a witness by defendant, 
on Direct Examination by Mr. Olson, testified 
as follows. (Tr. pages 198 to 205 inc.) 
I live a mile and a quarter west of this 
tract of land involved in this controversy. I did 
live nearer this tract beginning i~ 1943 until 1949 
and then moved further away to the point just 
mentioned. 
The place I lived in until 1949 was right here 
{indicating) that marked in blue on Plaintiff's 
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Exhibit "B". I had a house there. My name is 
written in there. That immediately adjoins the 
80 Acres marked here as "Greek Tract,, and 
adjoins on the corner, the northwest corner, the 
N 1/2 of the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34 Tp. lS, R lE. I 
lived there all the time from 1943 until 1949. 
I farmed land there near my home during that 
period. This tract of land they called the Grant 
Place. I farmed pat"t of that, and I farmed part 
of my own place. I farmed about 20 Acres of my 
own and 20 or 30 Acres of the Grant land. There 
was three forties in the Grant land. Out of the 
three forties I farmed somewhere between 20 and 
30 Acres. I have a lease on the whole 120. 
(The letter "G" is put on the Grant land istai~t· 
ify it on Plain tiff's Exhibit '• B' ') That Grant land 
i.s -allotted Indian lands. {The photograph marked 
"Defendant's Exhibit 3 was shown the Witness) 
I recognize that view and what land it shows. The 
house is on what they call the Old Grant Place. 
This land immediately shown on the picture lays 
along the SE corner of the Grant place. The 
farming shown on there was done by me. I 
think I raised wheat there. The other crops I 
raised on the land contigious to the land involved 
in this case were barley and oats. There was 
about four years I raised crops. Before that I 
pastured it. During and since 1943 while I was 
living up there, up to and including September 
1948 I kept cattle and raised cattle there, in 
connection with my farming operations. At the 
beginning of '43 until around '46 about all I had 
was milk. cows, all the way from seven to 10, 
12 head. After that, from '46 on, until the fall 
of '48 I had, Oh, I'd say 25 head. Sometimes I 
turned my milk cows out. I mean outside of my 
fences. They would sometimes go on the land 
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in dispute here, the N 1/2 of the SW 1/4 of se·c. 
34, as well as other lands in the surrounding area. 
That would be every year, Other neighbors of 
mine turned cattle out there that went on that 
land, as well as other unfenced land in the par-
ticular area. 
I know Ercel Johnson. I have known him 
since 1943. He was a. close neighbor of mine. 
I noticed that he had cattle on his place, called 
the Herr Place up there, from 1943 on until the 
fall of 1948 and afterwards. I knew his cattle be-
cause they would come down towards my place 
quite a bit. I knew the.m when I see them, as 
distinguished from other cattle if I was close. I 
was pretty close to this land as shown by this 
pl)otograph. I was pretty close right there, Our-
ing that period 1943 to 1948 I have seen Ercel John-
son9s cattle on this land in controversy at times. 
I have not seen them driven down toward that 
land by his children.: I have seen rny own cattle 
on that land. I have seen William Arnold's cattle 
there. I have seen John A.rnold's cattle there. I 
have seen Indian cattle on there. When I moved 
there I saw the neighbors milk cows out, and I 
was short of feed, so I turned mine out. It seemed 
like we all get along pT'etty well. If they get in 
some of our crop~ we more or less have to look 
over it, because if one of us trespassed the 
other fellows cows, why he'd get even with us for 
it.- With reference to the open land which Was not 
under cultivation they roamed on each others land 
without interference. The period of time I am 
s:peaking of l.s from 1943 to the fall of 1948. The 
tune of the year that these cattle of mine and other 
neighbors would graze on the land in controversy 
was during the summer months, maybe late spring . 
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Usually during thew inter months they ,.f:ed. 
During the late spring and summer months, during 
all that period of time since 1943, I have seen 
Ercel Johnson,s cattle grazing on this land in 
controversy as well as other neighbors cattle. 
On Cross Examination by MR. STANLEY, 
BOYD WINN testified as follows: (Trans. pages 
206 to 211 inc.) 
This picture shown here, that piece of land 
runs along the west side of the tract involved. 
There is a strip right down here in the corner 
is too rocky. In fact all of this land is awful rocky 
and about 30 acres is all the farming ground I 
wanted to fool with, out of that 120 Acres. 
I never went over this other land on the 
east, the subject land here in controversy, too 
much, but what I have been over it, it is awfully 
_rocky. In my opinion the best use that can be 
made of that land is pasture. It seems to me 
since Morley Dean started to irrigate that, it seems 
to me like he is getting a pretty nice stand of 
grass, which should mean that it will soon be 
a good summer pasture. Befo!re he started to irri-
gate it, it was more a winter pasture. It was 
mainly used as such. That is the use it was put 
to by the Indians . 
I never drove my eows onto this land. I 
did·n 't claim any right to graze it. 
I heard the testimony of Mrs. Arnold that 
the cows would go over on it, but they would go 
right through it. That's right they wouldn't stop 
to graze on it for a very long time. That is true 
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of all the cattle turned out inthe late summer 
and late spring. 
I met the defen)dant Culbert L. Olson, I 
believe it was just a few days before they had the 
trial over here in ~48 or '50--I don't recall. I 
had never heard of him before that time-- I know 
C. I Johnson. Have known him 15 years. I have 
not seen him in the vicinity of this land at any 
time. I have known Ercel Johnson since '43. He 
never told me he had a right to use this land. 
My neighbors never did trespass me and I never 
trespassed them. There was no agreement made 
that we would do that. :eut that is the way we done 
it. I don't -= didn't exactly know what he thought, 
but he never bothered me a:p.d I never bothered 
him. 
I know Burns Hallett. I heard that he claimed 
this land. I kne.w Keith Bowen and J. Parry Bowen. 
Yes, I heard they claimed ownership of this land. 
I know Morley Dean. I know that he claimed the 
ownership of this land= -until this lawsuit came up 
I had not heard of any other claims of title to 
this land. 
On Re Direct Examaination BOYD WINNt 
testified as follows: (Trans. pages 21' to 214 
Inc.) 
I. first heard that Burns Hallett made claim 
to this land, at the time I bought this land. That 
was in '43, I believe. I bought this land for county 
taxes, and I wanted this land here and it was on 
record that Burns Hallett owned it. That was how 
I found it out. I didn't find out from anything that 
Burns Hallett did on the land. I don't know when 
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I heard that Keith Bowen claimed this land. I 
don't think it was long after Burns sold it to 
them. I met Keith's dad in town one day, and he 
wanted to know if I was interested in buying this 
land. That is where I learned it. I couldn't say 
what year it was. .At sometime or other before the 
fall of ~48. It was from conversation with Keith's 
father that I learned about that. It was not from 
anything I had seen done on the land by him or 
Keith. 
I observed Morley Dean there in connection 
with that land. 
Q. Now as to Morley Dean, you know that 
Morley Dean came up and fenced this 125 and a 
fraction Acres south of the Greek 80, in the Town-
ship south of the land in controversy, didn't he? 
{Objected to and objection sustained) 
Q. ·Did you observe Morley Dean there in 
connection with that land? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. What was he doing there? 
A. Fencing it. I wouldn't know for sure the 
year. 
Q. That indicated to you that Morley Dean 
claimed that land we were just referring to; 
is that right? 
A. Yes, Sir? That is because he had done 
that on the land. 
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Q. Then here this year did you notice that 
Morley Dean put a wire fence all ~he way around 
the three sides of this land, the north halfJand on 
the east and west line of the south half of this 
Section 34. Did you notice 'that he didthat this 
year? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. And that of course indicated he claimed 
that land too? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
(Witness excused) 
Defendant's witness, CHARLES LAWRENCE 
DE VED, on Direct Examination by Mr. Olson 
testified as follows: (Tr. pages 214 to 218 inc~) 
I work for Mr. Thortle, photographer, the 
Thorne Studios. I do comn\ercial photography 
as well. I was taking photographs for Thorne 
Sturios on the 1st of April of 1950. I believe these 
eight photographs you show me are the ones I 
took. I haven't examined the backs of them. I 
made the notations on the back. (Photographs, 
marked by the cler~ for identification as defend-
ant's exhibits 4 through 11) These appear to be 
the ones I took. Those are my notations. They 
have my markings on the back as to when they 
were taken, and the description. You, Mr. 
Olson, was with me when they were taken. Mr. 
Clyde Johson, the attorney, was with us the first 
time. I don't know Ercel Johnson by name. I 
saw someone else tQ.ere, particularly I believe 
the last time we were there. I recall going up , 
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to the land shown by these pictures, with you 
and Mr. Johnson, and pointing out to me the points 
from which I took them--you directed me where 
the pictures you wished taken and the points from 
which they were to be taken and what points they 
were. The pictures were taken with a Speed 
Graphic Camera, press camera, a four by five inch 
film, and it has 135 millimeter lens. It is what 
would be called anormal press camera. 
(Witness excused) 
Defendant's Witness JOHN G. BOLTON, 
on Direct Examination by Mr. Olson, testified 
as follows: (Tr. pages 218 to 226 inc.) 
I am 77 years old. I live on the Indian Bench, 
what they call the Bennet Ward. I have lived there 
40 years. I know where the old Greek Place was. 
I know that land that the Greek's occupied was 
the southwest 1/4 of Sec. 34, in Tp. IS of Range 
l East. 
Q. Part of that quarter Section that is in 
controversy here, is the north half. So when we 
are speaking of the land in controversy here, we 
are speaking of the N l/2 of the SW 1/4 of Sec-
tion 34, Tp. 1 So. R. lE, a part of the old Greek 
Place? 
A. Yes, Sir. I live one mile west and I 
guess just a mile north. The name of John G. 
in Sec. 29, Tp. l S. R lE, shown on Plaintiff's 
Exhibit HB,. is where I live. (Marked with "X") 
It is the SW 1/4 of theSE l/4. In addition to that 
land. I own 140 Acres right there, and then I 
own 160 Acres right across from the Parry Bowen 
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Place, to the north across the river. 
Down south of this I also lease some land. 
I have got five Indian forties. That brings that 
land within about a half a mile of the land in 
controversy. I have five forties south and east 
of where I live in Section 29 which I farm, leased 
from the Indians, the easterly part of it with-
in a half a mile from the land in controversy. 
When I first came out here, I used to ride the 
river, and we went on horseback at that time, and 
of course I got acquainted with all that country 
down there. It will be forty years next year since 
I landed here. I saw the land a good many times. 
There was a large log house right on the south-
right across from where Mr. 'Ninn lives now, there 
was a large house there, and there was two Greeks 
living there at the time. There had been quite 
a number of Greeks and but they had disagreed 
and split up. I never went right over their farm, 
but they had been raising considerable, up to that 
time, but there was only two of them there and they 
were discouraged. I couldn't say what crops 
they raised. I never did ask them. I just met them 
once. I went along the land and observed the land. 
I haven't been familiar with the land in the last 
20 years. I haven't traveled that road much, 
because as soon as automobiles got to going, I 
quit traveling down that road. The first 20 years 
I was there I knew the counrty, down there. I 
didn't pay much attention to it after 20 years, be-
cause I hardly ever went down there only to the 
Arnold's place, to have grain chopped and sold. 
I never paid any attention, given any particular 
attention to the conditions there since then. 
I am a farmer; have been all my life. I 
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have farmed land where I am in this district, the 
land I have referred to. I had one Indian lease that 
we broke up, besides our own land, that I had 
for 15 years that ajoins me on the north. It was a 
barren desert when I took hold of it, and before we 
let it go to someone else, we were raising as high 
as 200 tons of hay on that land, besides grain, 
and it was just like most of the land that we have 
out there, so that I know it can be made produc-
tive. And another thing that I have observed is 
this; that if you farm the land, that you raise 
enough more to feed your cattle to have five times 
as many cattle on your place, as you do if it is 
nothing but pasture. I have learned that by ex-
perience. The land in controversy here, I would 
say, was similar kind of land that we had on this 
80 Acres of Indian land that was just north of me. 
It had all kinds of soil on, or the right rocky soil. 
The right rocky soil wasn't as good until you got 
the rocks off, then it was much better than the 
land that was swampy. If the land in controversy 
was mine it would be plowed up, but of course 
other people have different ideas. 
Q. What is your opinion then as to it's high-
est value being for plowing up and irrigating and 
producing, as against leaving it for grazing land? 
A. Well, according to my experience with 
our land, why I think I have answered that ques ~ 
tion. 
Q. I guess you have. But then are we to in-
fer from that, that you regard it's highest and best 
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A. That is what I would say, yes, Sir. 
I was a farmer commissioner of this county 
for two years. 
On Cross-Examination by MR. STANLEY, 
JOHN G. BOLTON testified as follows: 
(Trans. pages 226 to 22 7 inc.) 
Certa.inly there are differences of opinion 
among farmers. Every man has his own ideas. 
Every man has a different idea, but, if I owned 
it, I know what I would do. But what the other 
fellow would, I couldn't answer, because I have 
met farmers out here that didn't know straight 
up. No, I do not go by this land when I go to 
Roosevelt or Ft. Duchesne. I wouldn't travel 
a road like that when I could get down. I have 
been on this land in the last 20 years on horseback, 
not very often because I have been working on my 
own farm. 
(Witness Excused· 
Defendant's Witness PAUL ELLIOTT, test-
ified as follows on Direct Examination by Mr. 
Olson: (Trans. pages 228 to 233 ine.) 
I live in Bennett Ward. I live on a farm, 
with my father, 80 Acres, in Section 33 Tp 15. 
and Range lE. It is two forties shown on the 
map, Plaintiff's Exhibit ''B'' in yellow marked 
Paul Elliott. Their relative distance from the land 
in controversy in Section 34 is shown on the map, 
the NE 1/4 of the SW 1/4 and the SE 1/4 of the 
NW 1/4 of Sec. 33. That is a mile distant from the 
land here, the N 1/2 of SW 1/4 of Sec. 34. 
-ss .. 
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I have lived on that land 40 years and have 
farmed it all the time. During all that time and the 
time between 1940 and the present time I have been 
familiar with the land here in controversy the 
N l/2 of Sec. 34 and the SW l/4 of that section 
generally. I have been across that land, maybe 
two or three times a year, I can't remember 
exactly. I eros sed it for hunting pheasants, rabb-
its. I have gathered wood on the east of it and 
brought it back. We used to go down there to get 
wood, in the fall and winter, get a permit from the 
agency. We got the wood on the river. That took 
us along past this land. Didn't do anything else 
besides hunting across there and getting wood 
across there. 
I know Ercel Johnson, since he moved over 
there on the Herr Place. That was in '43. I know 
that he had cattle out there. I knew his cattle when 
I saw them. I saw them down that way. I never 
saw them on that land. I seen the kids drive them 
down about the corner of Boyd Winn's Place. 
I have seen them drive at least that far, and I 
seen them north of Grant's Place once. I haven't 
seen them west of the point north of the Grant 
Place. But I have seen them north of the Grant 
Place, as well as seen them drive at least as far 
as the corner of the Winn Place. The Grant Place 
lies up here immediately adjoining the N 1/2 
of theSE l/2 of Sec. 34. 
{No cross-examination Witness excused) 
Defendant, CULBERT L. OLSON on 
Direct Examination by CLYDE S. JOHNSON, 
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I first saw this land in the early summer 
of 1911 about June of that year. Clarence I. 
Johnson showed it to me. I made an examination 
of it. I went over it. There were improve-
ments on it at that time, Part of the land was 
under cultivation, growing crops, both the north 
half of Section 34 involved here and the south 
half, that is now owned by c-hris Papadopulos. 
At that time in 1911 I saw all of the land, the south 
half as well as the north half; and later on, I 
bought all of the southwest quarter. There were 
other improvements besides crops. There was 
housing on it, housing for a number of persons 
and I think in the south half of the quarter section 
there was a small house which would accomo-
date, oh, perhaps one person. North of that, 
extending quite a ways north, there was housing 
there, which was larger and accommodated the 
people living on the property. There were a 
number of Greeks who were farming the prop-
erty. There were several people living there on 
the· property. They were all Greeks, and their 
names are given in the Abstract of Title which 
sets forth a contract between Constantine Contis, 
who had the patent on the land, as the Abstract 
shows, and those Greeks, I didn't count how many 
there were, but there were a number there at 
that time. My purpose in going over the land was 
to consider purchasing it. I did not purchase it 
that year. I next saw the land when I acquired it 
in 1915. I visited the lan,d again in 1915. The 
conditions of the land then were that the Greeks 
had left it. There was no one living on it. The 
improvements that were there were delapidated. 
All implements of agriculture had been taken 
away. And the fences by the way, which were 
around the land the fence that was around the 
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entire q-uarter section,--! will say that I didn't 
go to the east line which is down by the river bed--
I went along the westerly side of the quarter sec-
tion in 1911 and 1915 ~-I found the conditions as 
I have mentioned, not only where the improve-
ments partly had gone, or were deterioated an 
all, but the fences had not been kept up. 
Clarence I. Johnson accompanied me to this 
land in 1915. The abstract of title shows that I 
bought the SW 1/4 of Section 34 at a Sheriff's 
Sale, August 19, 1915. In 1920 I sold to Chris 
Papadopulos the south half and conveyed it to him 
at that time. I have retained the north half ever 
s-ince. I have been out to Uin.tah basin since 1915. 
I came out when this business came up. I placed 
Clarence I. Johnson in charge of my properties 
both in Uintah County and in Duchesne County. I 
first met Clarence I. Johnson in 1911. with my 
brother who drove me over here from Price. 
He and Mr. Johns on were both employed by the 
consolidated wagon and machine Company. 
Clarence I. Johnson had charge of lands in 
Duchesne County that I bought in 1911. My 
d€alings with Mr. Johnson were that he looked after 
getting tenants on the lands, and collecting any 
rents, seeing that they were paid also they were 
in connection with his showing lands for sale, 
in the event of any attractive bid for them. 
I gave him authority to iook after the land 
here in controversy and have charge of it for me, 
the same as if I were here. I had correspond-
ence with him. I think he wrote me regarding 
this land on certain propos it ions of sale that I 
didn't consider acceptable, and they were not 
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accepted. I do not have any of that correspondence 
at the present time. All of my files with respect 
to this were lost during the time I was in public 
office. They were all removed. I have searched 
diligently for them and I don't find them. The 
next time after 1915 that I visited the basin was 
in the later part of March, 1950. I came out here 
in connection of his action against me by the 
plaintiff's. My first notice that this land was 
claimed by other parties, that I realized that it 
involved this land particularly, was after December 
19 1 1949, when I received from Mr. Stanley this 
abstract of title, and when I got to examining 
it later on and found that it was the Contis prop-
erty. That was in the following January. This 
came just before Christmas time and I think it 
was in January 1950, that I discovered that. I 
came directly to Vernal, and went to see this land 
right away. I think I got you to drive me out, 
Mr. Johnson. If I recall it, you drove me out at 
this time. That was before the first of April, 
1950, along two or three days before the first of 
April.. I went over this land, all of it so that I 
could see all of the land and it's condition. There 
was nothing on it. It was in the same condition 
as when I went back and saw it on the first of 
April and had some photographs taken of it. There 
were no improvements on it at all, and the fences 
had all disappeared. The only thing that remained 
was some of the stumps of the old posts of the 
fences. I don't think there was ever a fence sep-
arating the north half from the south half. I 
am speaking now of the fences with reference to 
this land in the north half. The fences on the 
east and west and north, apparently, had all dis-
appeared, so far as I could see. At that time I 
didn't go to the furtherest line of the property. 
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Back in 1911, a considerable part of the land 
in the north h:alf and in the south half of this 
quarter section was under cultivation, and crops 
were being raised on it. Not only field crops but 
vegetables. I know there were field crops, and the 
best of my recollection, there was alfalfa and there 
was other crops, whether it was wheat or what 
other field crop it was, I don't recall, but as I 
recall it there was corn growing there and pota-
tores. There was water on the land, I know from 
where it came. I went up to see whastqit came 
from. There was a canal extending from the 
north-west corner of the north half to the Unitah 
river. I didri •t follow that canal up there, or ditch, 
but water was coming through it down to this land 
and also to the land in the south half. Referring 
to Plaintiff's Exhibit "B" representing the area 
with various patented lands and Indian allot-
ments in portions of Section 34, Section 3, Section 
33, Section 32 and Section 4, Section 3 and 4 are 
in Township 2 south. Sections 34, 33, 32 and 28 
are in Township 1 South. The townships are shown 
on that map. Referring to the SW 1/4 of Sec-
tion 34, divided into two areas, one marked, 
"Greek Tract", the other marked, "Morley 
Dean'', tract on Plaintiff's Exhibit ''B", I could-
n't delineate what portion was under cultivation. 
I could say generally it was largely the Western 
part. I think it was all the Western part ,from the 
south 1/2, the Greek Tract on up to my land that 
is marked, "Morley Dean" here; and the point 
where the water came in was up at this point 
near the northwest corner of this 80. Ditches 
ran southerly through my land and the Greek 
land. They were just ordinary ditches suffici-
ent to carry. water. When I went back to this 
land in March, 1950, I could see where the .old 
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ditches had been. They hadn't been maintained 
and opened, but there was evidence to me there 
that where the ditches had run on the westerly part, 
at least some of them- -I didn't see any use of 
the ditches, except that it seemed to me then or 
later water was running through the canal leading 
to the river, down through on to the property 
which would run without direction through any 
of the old ditches that had been there. I don't 
know whether that canal had been cleaned out. 
The canal ran only a little ways onto this north 
section and there the water would spread out in 
whatever little crevices and ditches there would 
be that it would naturally run to. As to the canal 
up to the point where it entered the land, I 
couldn't say whether there had been at that time 
some cleaning of that canal. 
I didn't see anybody on the land when I went 
up there in March, 1950; I didn't see any cattle 
on the land; I didn't see anything on the land. 
I did this, as I recall on my first trip up there: 
I went on the road up to the SW corner of the 
land, then I followed up on the West line of the 
land, up to the northwest corner, and from all of 
those places, I was able to look over the land, and 
I saw nothing on it, except growing sagebrush and 
the spar.aeparts where there was not high sage-
brush. There was nothing else on the land, no 
one on it- -nobody= -no fence around it; nothing of 
that sort. I came back to Vernal and on April 
1st~ I took a photographer, Mr. De Ved, who has 
testified here, out there and had photographs 
taken from different points around the land, to show 
it's condition as I found it there. I believe you 
(Clyde S Johnson~ went with me. I think you are 
in one of those pictures. I went to the lines of 
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the property with this photographer, and directed 
the direction of the pictures that should be taken, 
so as to cover the entire land. Defendant's E/~­
hibit 7, (Photograph handed to Witness) was taken 
in my presence from the point indicated on the 
back of it. Defendant's Exhibit 8, (Photograph 
handed to Witness) was taken looking south near 
the northeast corner of the land. That picture 
shows yourself and myself at that place. De-
fendant's Exhibit 5 (photograph shown Witness). 
That is I standing out there in that picture on 
the land. Defendant's Exhibit 4 (photograph shown 
Witness). I was there when that picture was 
taken from the point indicated. Defendant's Exhibit 
11 (photograph shown Witness) was taken on 
April ls t. I think I am also in that picture. 
It is a little dim for me to identify it there. But 
I was there and that was taken from the point 
indicated. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 6, (photograph), taken 
looking south along the north side of the land is, 
I think taken from a little north of the north line 
for the purpose of showing this canal, or ditch, that 
I saw there in 1911 and also in 1915. 
Defendant's Exhibit 10 {photograph), taken 
near the east side of the land was taken down at 
the so called 'river bed. The portion of the land 
that runs along the river bed to which east line 
extends. 
Defendant's Exhibit 9 taken near the south-
east corner of the land looking north west, we 
got around the southeast corner. That was down 
by the river there. 
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When I first went down there, when you 
(Mr. Johnson) took me down there, I saw Ercel 
Johnson at his home within a mile of the land. 
I went to see him because he had charge of the 
land. Perhaps the word, ''had charge of the land'', 
may be right and it may not be exactly it. I went 
to see Mr. Ercel Johnson, because he had been 
.L' 
given permission to use the land. A ter Clarence 
Johnson came to Los Angeles, I had a conver-
sation with him about that. He told me that he left 
the land in care of his nephew, El= eel Johnson, 
with the right to use it as much a·s he chose. When 
I went up to Ercel Johnson's, in March you 
mean? Well, as I have .explained, I went over the 
land then, and later on, went back and took these 
pictures. After that I next visited the land April 
1st. I was here the biggest part of the month in 
April. I think I had gone back to Los Angeles the 
middle of the month and came back here. The 
next time I was back here I went to the land on 
April 27th. I took the photographer with me on 
that date, and I don't . know whether anyone else 
went with me on that date or not. I don't recall. 
I took certain pictures. I remember the occas-
ion. That one was April 27th., and the next trip 
when I took pictures was April 29th. When I went 
there on April 2 7th1 I found no one on the land 
unless it was Ercel Johnson. Whether Ercel· 
Johnson was on the land at that time, on April 
27th, or whether I went direct to the land with 
the photographer, I don't recall. But the pictures 
will show, and I do recall this, there was no one 
occupying the land and no animals on the land. 
I believe there weren't any at that time. As far 
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Defendant~ s Exhibit 13 (photograph) looking 
east from the center of the west line of the prop-
erty was taken when I was there,when I was pre:-
sent at that time. 
Defendant's Exhibit 3 (photograph) is a 
view of the house and field just west of the property 
in litigation. I was there. That picture was taken 
at--the time. That is the property known as the 
Grant House, as it was told to me. 
Defendant's Exhibit 14 (photograph) looking 
northeast overlooking the land in litigation, taken 
from the Ercel Johnson Place, or John Herr Ranch 
was taken from the gate of the house on the hill 
overlooking the area. Ercel Johnson was there, 
I know, at that time when that picture was taken 
overlooking the land from his house. 
On April 27th, I say I went out and went a-
round the land just so far as the points from which 
these pictures were taken I was there and looked 
over the property, as shown in these pictures 
and more of it, of course. 
I made my next trip to the property April 
29th, 1950, When I made that trip the photogra-
pher was with me- -no one else. When I got to 
the land on that date the only thing I found on it 
was Ercel Johnson's cattle and his boy with 
some of them. I went back to Ercel Johnson's 
house and asked him to=-he went down with me 
then. And this picture was taken. Defendant's 
Exhibit l is the picture that was taken when 
Ercel came back with me and that picture was 
taken. Defendant's Exhibit 12 was taken from the 
property in litigation looking to the southwest, 
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as indicated. I could tell you what it shows there, 
but perhaps Ercel Johnson can point out his house, 
as shown on there better than I can. 
I never knew that Burns Hallett ever claimed 
any interest in the property until I saw his name on 
that abstract of title that I received about the 
19th of December, 1949, and then examined it 
later, and then I saw his name there in connec-
tion with it. That I would say would be the first 
information I ever had or heard about Burns 
Hallett, or knew anything of his name. I certainly 
never knew that he ever made any claim to this 
property. The same is true as to J. Parry Bowen. 
It is the same as to all parties in this action in-
cluding Morley Dean. However, I didn't know at 
that time that they claimed this property that 
was described. I had other property, and I didn't 
know that this property was the property described, 
until I found out later. But that abstract led me 
to ascertain, of course, and so did this action by 
plaintiffs. 
On Cross ... Examination by MR. WALKER, 
MR. OLSON testified: (Trans. pages 256 to 260 
inc.) 
I testified that I owned lands in Duchesne 
County at the time I owned these lands in Uintah 
County. I acquired the lands in Duchesne County 
in 1911. The lands in controversy here were 
acquired in 1915. I understand that my lands in 
Duc-hesne county were also sold for taxes and 
I can give you the reasons if you want. Yes, I 
testified that C. I. Johnson was manager of these 
lands from 1915 to 1946. He had charge of them. 
Whether he was a good manager is a conclusion 
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you can draw if you want to. The last time I saw 
the lands before this recent time was in 1915. 
I don't believe it possible that the character of the 
land can change in that time, but the improve-
ments can be obliterated and the land left to grow 
what naturally will grow on it. I don't believe 
that natural forces like erosion and so on can make 
changes in the character of the land in that long 
a period. When I see land like that with sagebrush 
growing on it as high as that, and as prolific as 
that, I consider that the character of that land 
is agricultural, cultivable land and, I might say, 
I have had some experience with that too. I din't 
cultivate it because I wasn't out here to cultiv-
ate. it, and I did hope to get someone who would 
rent it and cultivate it, but I was not able to do 
so. I had other work to do to make a living. As 
I reme_mber it yes, it was in 1946 that C. I. John-
son moved to Los Angeles -- he. came and lived 
in Long Beac]l at first, as I remember it, and I 
think he was living there when I talked to him whe:Q. 
he came back--he said he had given Ercel John-
son his nephew· up the.re, permission to use the land 
as he saw fit. 
Q. So you knew at that time, tb,at C. I. 
Johnson had in a sense put E:rcel Johnson in 
charge -of the land? 
A. Yes, in that way, that I have stated, he 
had the right to use it in any way, he saw fit. 
I had sev~ral conversations with Mr. 
Stanley on the telephone. I am quite sure that he 
told me there was an oil well about nine miles 
from this land, or they were drilling for oil 
about nine miles from this land. I think he told 
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me that in some conversation there, either toward 
the end of the year 1949 or in the first part of 
January--It was along that time--. 
No, I do not recall that Mr. Stanley referred 
to the well as the Ute Tribal Well. He didn't tell 
me anything about the Ute Tribal Well, or any 
other well producing near this property, or any 
time=-. He told me there was drilling about nine 
miles away from the property that was described 
in his complaint. 
Mr. Walker: That's all. 
On Re-Direct Examination MR. OLSON 
testified: (Trans. page 260.) 
When I answered no as to whether there was 
erosion of land, I had reference to this particular 
piece of property. 
Mr. Johnson: That's all. 
MORLEY DEAN, called by defendant under 
the provision of the rule permitting an opposite 
party to be examined without being bound by his 
, testimony, on direct examination by Mr. Olson 
testified as follows: (Trans. pages 261 to 265 inc.) 
I guess the property I claimed under my deed 
from Keith Bowen1 in Township 2 South, Range 
1 East, the 125.93 Acres was known as the Upp 
Property. I don't know. I thought it was the Hall 
property. 
Q. And the N 1/2 d. the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34, 
the la.nd here involved, was known as the Olson 
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Property, Culbert L. Olson property, wasn't 
it? 
A. Well, I didn't pay that much attention 
to it. 
With reference to the Upp Property, I test-
ified I fenced that in in 1948, and I sowed part of 
it with grass, about 500 pounds of grass seed. 
Q. And .you recall testifying in this case 
when I (Mr. Olson) was not here, and it was con-
tinued as the record shows, on December 7th, 
1949? Do you remember testifying about this 
property, the Upp Property, and also the Olson 
Property? 
A. ·Yes, I did that. I forgot about it prob-
ably. I remember saying then that I had seeded 
the Upp Property, or the property in Section 3 
of Tp 2 S. R lE at that time, and put 500 pounds 
of grass seed on it. When I fenced it and seeded 
the Upp land in the other township, I considered 
as a farmer, that it would be more valuable to 
seed it and hold it for either pastureage or culti-
vation, than to leave it open for mere permitting 
.grazing stock to go on it. 
Q. And it was your intention in pulling a 
fence this year around the Olson property, the N 
1/2 of the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34, the land here in-
volved, as well as around the Greek 80 Acres 
adjoining on the south, 'that it would be more 
valuable to cultivate that ground and see it and 
grow crops on it, th~n to leave it open for graz-
ing purposes; is that right? 
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A. Well, the way it was when it was open 
I run my stock up there and I couldn't control them 
unless I put them inside, so I fenced it so I could 
put them ins ide. 
Q. Didn't you ever start seeding the Upp 
Place at all? 
A. The Upp Place? 
A. Yes, in 1948. I can show 5 sacks of grass 
seed on there. I can show you where part of it is 
growing. 
Q. Oh, you did on this land too. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Oh, you considered it more valuable for 
growing a pasture there and for cultivation than 
for leaving it open for grazing land did you? 
A. Well, it is like I say, the way it was 
before it was fenced, I couldn't handle them at 
all, with my setup== 
Q. Well, I heard that answer. Let me ask 
you this question, and you can answer yes or no: 
What did you put the seed in for, to grow pasture? 
A. That's right. 
Q. So you considered it more valuable to 
seed it and grow pasture there, than to leave it 
open; is that right? 
A. Oh, it was mine. I figured I could 
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control--
Q. Well, would you answer the questiort1\ow? 
I want to know what you considered as a farmer 
the better value that could be placed, on that land 
I want you opinion on thaL 
A. That can't be placed on it. It i.s too rocky. 
Q. Can grass grow with rdcks? 
A. Yes, it can--
Q. What did you want to seed it for? 
A. To grow something on there for my stock 
to eat. 
Q. To pasture them? 
A. Yes, that's right. 
Q. And in that way to provide a real pasture 
instead of open land without feed is that right? 
A. Oh, I cauldn 't have no good out of it 
as tong as it was open. And, you'd have to fence 
it to get any good out of it. I know that cattle did 
graze on it though. 
- Q. You also testified about taxes at that time. 
On December 7, 1949, did you not, Mr. Dean? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now I will ask you if you didn't testify 
as follows: 
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''/• 
"Q. (By Mr. Stanley) Now the Abstract of 
Title for the north half of the southwest quarter 
of Section 34, Township 1 South, Range 1 East, 
shows that all taxes were paid by you up to date 
on this land, is that correct on the one piece? 
A. No. I haven't paid any taxes on either 
ope of them, since I got them. 
Q. The taxes have been paid though, have 
they not? 
A. Yes, Sir, 
Q. And you have agreed to reimburse H. 
F. Upp for the payment of taxes he has made, 
is that right? 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. And you have owned the ground since 
May 194 7. Have you ever received any tax notices 
on it? 
A. After the first year I did every year. 
Q. After the first year, in 1948, but you 
didn't receive any in 1947? 
A. Only on the north one. I didn't receive 
any on this 120." 
Q. Now you were referring, when you 
said the taxes had been paid by Upp, and you were 
going to re-imburse Upp, you were £erring to 
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thi.s 120 odd acres of the Upp Land, south of the 
Greek Land in the next Township, weren't you? 
A. That's right~ 
Q. And yo\l did~ 't state then, and you didn't 
intend to state then, that yoQ had paid any taxes on 
this land at that time? 
.A.. Yes. 
Mr. Olson: That's aU. 
Pef~ndant's Witness, CLARENCE I. 
JOHNSON, in his testimony taken and as con-
tained in transcript of proceedings on that date 
before the court, on May 2, 1950 -- (Additional 
Tr. 154 - 168) Testified as follows on direct 
examination by Mr. Olson: 
I am 71 years old. I· wa$ bol,"n in Vernal. 
I lived in Vernal about 25- years. After that I 
lived at Roosevelt most of the time, over in 
Duchesne County up to 1946. My business was 
the implement business. Commission business. 
Working for the State at times on the obnoxious 
weed work through Uintah and Duchesne Counties. 
I also engaged in farming. I ow;ned a farm over 
there near Roosevelt. My business, during my 
residence there at Roosevelt, required me to 
travel over and visit lands and farms improved 
and unimproved land in Uintah and Duchesne 
Counties. I made trips to various lands in these 
col,lnties almost continuously from one part of the 
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country to the other. I was visiting ~he farmer's 
homes around. I am familiar with the land here 
in controversy, desc;:ribed as the N 1/2 of the 
SW 1/4 of Sec. 34, Tp. ls., R. lE, known originally 
as the Contis Land, afterwards as the Olson L;;J,nd. 
I first became acquainted with this land I believe 
in l911. 
I was working in the implement business. 
I vfsited the people there, selling them imple-
ments and so on, and then, at the same time, I 
think your (Mr. Olson's) brother, Frank Olson 
of Price, Utah was with me. There were 160 
Acres that I then identified as the Contis property, 
and that I visited with you. That's the SW 1/4 
of Sectioh 34 ·that I referred to. I knew Const-
antine Centis .. I saw him on the land. His help 
was there. They were cleaning off pieces of ground 
for farming purposes. Hauling the rock off the 
grou;nd and just general clean up on the place. 
With reference to their getting water on the land 
they were plowing up the ditches. They put up 
a little house there on the corner of the property. 
They raised crops on the north half Qf the SW 
quarter. I am familiar with this land, and with 
the land adjoining as to the character Qf the land 
in a general way. The character of the soil of 
this land, there's clay soil, Sandy soil, gravel soil, 
soil on which crops could be raised. I know when 
you (Mr. Olson) again visited the land. I think 
it was in 1915. I know you visited the land at that 
time, because I was with you. The condition of the 
land was practically the same as the work they 
had done on it. Whether the land was fenced on 
the north east or south side, not that I remember. 
I couldn't say. There was a fe~ce on the west side, 
on Indian property. 
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When I left Roosevelt in 1946, I went to 
California, and have resided there since. From 
1915 up to the time I left in 1946 to live in Calif-
ornia~ I saw this N 1/2 of the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34~ 
Tp.- IS~ R. lE, so many times I couldn 9 t tell you 
how often. I'd say every month. I would say 
nearly so.lktiowthecondition of the property during 
all of those years p and what was growing on it, 
sagebrush, willows and squaw bu~hes. Just general 
wild brushes, outside of the little crops that Contis 
raised there at the time he was on it. I don't 
remember how long when Contis ceased to be on 
the land. 
I have been upon the land within the past 
month. I have been over it and observed it's 
present condition. No. there is not any differ= 
ence in iCs condition now than it was when I last 
saw it, before I moved to California. I think not. 
I had not observed any change in the land whatso-
ever from the time Contis was on it and during 
any of those years up to the time I left for ca lif= 
ornia. The condition in 1945 and 1946 when I went 
to California was the same as prior to that time. 
I had business relations with you (Mr. Olson). 
I had business relations with you in connection with 
this land, looking after the land. Trying to sell 
it or lease it, or whatever I could do with it. 
That relation existed of looking after the land for 
you, I think it was about 1915 up to the time I 
left here. I saw it every year during that time. 
In looking after the land for you, I gave per~ 
mission to my nephew, Ercel Johnson, to raise 
(graze ') his cattle on t.he land. He lives south-
west of the land in question here» I'd say a mile 
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and a half, something like that. He's lived there 
about 8 years, something like that. He is a farmer· 
He raises livestock. I know that he has grazed 
his cattle on this land during the time he has been 
there. I have seen him graze cattle on the land. 
He grazed cattle on the land, was only a few times 
that I have seen cattle on the place 
I ~now Burns Hallett. I never did learn, 
from anything I observed op, or in connection with 
that land, nor did I ever }lear that Burns Hallett 
claimed to own thfl,t land, have the right to it's 
possession or any interest in it. I never saw 
Burns Hallett on the land. I never saw any cattle 
of Burns Hallett to my knowledge on that land. I 
know J. Parry Bowen and Keith Bowen. It's been 
several years fve been acquainted with Mr. 
Bowen and his family. I knew Burns Hallett for 
several years I knew them prior to 1940. 
Q. Did you ever learn from anything you 
observed on, or in connection with the land, or 
did you ever hear that J. Parry Bowen or Keith 
Bowen claimed to own that land, or the right to 
it's possession or any interest in it? 
Mr. Stanley: We object to that as calling 
for hearsay ... -
The Court: The objection will be sustained. 
He may testify as to whether he's ever seen Bowen 
on the property, seen Bowen doing anything on the 
property, or if he ever had a conversation with 
Bowen or anything of that sort~ 
The Witness: I never have seen J. Parry 
Bowen or Keith Bowen on the property. I never have 
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seen any livestock of J. Parry Bowen of Keith 
Bowen on the property. 
Mr. Olson: You may Cross-examine. 
On Cross Examination by Mr. STANLEY 
CLARENCE I. JOHNSON testified as follows: 
(Trans. pp. 168 - 178) 
I testified I lived in Vernal tor about 25 years 
a;nd then moved to Roosevelt, and stayed at Roos-
evelt from that time until the fore part of 1946. I 
th.ink that's right. I lived at Roosevelt. I stayed 
at the hotel. I had a horne there. I didn't live in 
it. My wife was in Ca lifornia during this period. 
She moved to California, oh, 20 years ago. I 
lived at the hotel practically all during that 20 years, 
that botel and other hotels around the basin here. 
I was engaged for several years as a seed braked. 
I purchased and sold seed in the Roosevelt area. 
I went around as obnoxious week inspector, oh, 
'44 or '45, working for the state. My immediate 
supervisor was Russell Keech. He was County 
Agent. It is not a fact that for several years prior 
to 1946, before I rpoved permanently to California, 
I spent most of my time in California. In 1945 I 
spent 12 months in Roosevelt, I believe. I stayed 
at the Shurtleff Hotel, and in a hotel here at 
Vernal, Gipson, Hotel, both of them. I couldn't 
tell t}le days that I stayed. One night here and one 
over there. In 1945 besides the Shurtleff Hotel 
I stayed at the Gipson Hotel, and my brother's 
place over here, A. N. Johnson. It's impossible to 
answer your question, how many months I stayed 
at the Shurtleff Hotel in 1945. I don't know. 
I don't know how many months I stayed at the 
Gipson Hotel, or how many months I stayed with 
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A. N. Johnson. I can't tell you how many months 
I spent in Roosevelt in 1944. I spent the whole 
year there approximately but I can •t tell exactly. 
I will say I spent approximately the whole year 
of 1944 in this basin, yes--! can't tell you how 
many months of the year 1943 I spent in Roose-
ve1t. I travelled too mu<;h over the Basin here. 
I didn't travel anywhere else that I can remember 
of. I don't hardly think I went to California that 
year, no. I don't think ~ did in '44. In 1943 I 
couldn't say. I think I spent practically the whole 
year of 1943 ip the Basin. I stayed more at the 
Shurtleff Hotel than anywh~re else during that 
time. I WO\lld $ay that I spent the major part of 
1943, 1944 and 1945 at the Shurtleff Hate 1. I 
was in the Uintah Basin in 1942. All of the year 
as near as I can remember. I stayed mainly at 
the Shurtleff Hotel, I would think so most of the 
time. I don't know where I was in 1941. I know 
that I went over this land every month then, be-
cause I had been around through here. It was a 
broad statement I made there, but being with the 
State on the weed work and in the commission 
business I travelled back and forth over the 
country continuously, and that's what I meant 
when I said practically when I said once a 
month I meant that. I was passing the property 
going and coming, not visiting the property exactly, 
but going and coming and working ~or the State 
and Counties, I was looking for these weeds over 
the Indian property and over the farmers property, 
and I was buying their wool and their lambs and 
their turkeys and was in a commission business 
with the different people, and that's what I meant 
when I covered the territory like I did. I was in 
this Bas in all the time. I went to California 
back:- and forth for a few days. I couldn't te 11 you 
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what years that far back. I couldn't say whether 
I was on this land with Russel Keesh, because we 
wasn't travelling together much on weed work. 
I h(;l.ve been over in that territory with him. I 
think that was in 1944 and 45. In 1941 I was at 
Roosevelt mainly, Shurtleff Hotel, and the 
same in 1940 I would think. 
I couldn't say about fences around this 
property, whether there was ever a fence on the 
north, and east and south sides- -on the west side 
the Indian fence was there. Across the road 
I don't think there was ever a fence on the north 
and east side of the property. Only the fence on the 
adjoining property of the neighbors there. A fence 
on the north and east and on that Indian land on the 
west. I think the fence on the--let's see. I think 
there was a fence on the south side and that Indian 
fenGe on the west side, and I believe there was a 
fence on the north side. I wouldn't be sure of that. 
Oh 1 I don't know when it was built or who built it. 
rrn quite sure there was a fence there' on the north 
side and west side, and Indian fence there. I wouldn't 
say {or sure now. That there was a fence on the 
north side--! don't know=-! don't remember that. 
I observed the condition of the land and crops and 
everything else during all these years and way back 
in 1911. 
Q. You didn't observe the fence there? 
A. Could I make an explanation there? 
Q. You said you didn't observe a fence and 
yet yo\,1 observed there other things; is that right? 
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A. Well, I'm not straight on the fences, so 
rn say that'$ right. 
I stated on direct examination that I saw this 
place so many times, "I couldn't tell you how many 
times''. All right, well say I saw it at least every 
month- -.well, I don't :know whether I would see it 
at least in the months of October, November and 
December, 1940. I never saw Burns Hallett digg-
ing a ditch there~ I never saw him on the place. 
I never saw him digging a ditch leading to the place. 
I've seen ditches ever since Contis started to make 
them. As I went over the property back and for-
ward. The ditches were still there. I don't know 
what conditions they were in, in 1940. I didn't 
survey them to find out. I did not observe them 
at all. I did not see Burns Hallett in the Spring 
of 1941 working on ditches on this land. 
I didn't testify that I leased this land to 
Ercel Johnson. I testified that I gave him per-
mission to run his cattle down there. I did: not 
receive any money for it. I do not know Burn's 
Hallett's brand, or Parry Bowen's brand. I have 
seen cattle on this property. I have seen Ercel 
Johnson's cattle on there. I have seen other cattle. 
I don't know whether they might have been his or 
some of the other neighbors around there. I did 
not observe their brands I couldn •t tell you whether 
they were Burns Halletts or J. Parry Bowens. I 
didn't examine the brands. 
Mr. Stanley: I think thats all. 
On Re-Direct Examination by MR. OLSON, 
CLARENCE l. JOHNSON, testified as follows: 
{Trans. 1 78) 
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Roosevelt is eight or ten miles from this land 
and Vernal is 30 miles £rom it. 
On Re-cro~S& Examination, CLARENCE I. 
JOHN$0N testified (Trans. 178 - 180) 
I know some of the people who live in the 
vicinity of this land. I know Kay Arnold. It's a 
ha:rd qyestion to answer how many times I have 
seen Kay Arnold while I was up in that vicinity, 
becaus~ he's on the road. Been talking to him 
many times. I didn't write down how many times=-
! tr;il~ed to him up there at his home. I don't re-
member whether it was after 1940. 
I know where William H. Arnold lives. 
I know he's lived there ever since 1940. I have 
talked to him on my trips up there since 1940. 
I wouldn't say that I hq.ve talked to Boyd Winn up 
the:re. Yes, others besides Mr. Olson have 
accompanied me over this land. I couldn't give yo 
the names. People who wanted to purchase it. 
Strang~rs in the country come and look it over and 
go again. I don't recall right now that I ever talked 
with anyone I knew up there and go ove;r the land 
with them. 
(Witness E;xcused) 
Defendant's Witness, ERCEL JOHNSON, 
01;1 Direct Examination by CLYDE S. JOHNSON, 
testified as follows: (Trans. Pages 271 to 293 
inc.) 
I reside in the Altera District near the prope 
in controversy. I have lived in this area since 
1943. I l:i.ved on the John Herr Place, the purple 
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I moved up there in April 1943, and l·ived there 
until July of this year. I was engaged in the business 
of farming and dairying. I had cattle. When I moved 
up there in 1943 I had 43 head. '· 
I know C. I. Johnson. I had occasion to see 
him in 1943. I talked to him in Roosevelt. There 
wasn't anyone else present when I talked to him. 
It was in the fall of 1943. I talked to him right in 
front of the telephone office. I turned my cattle out 
in the open country in 1943. The John Herr place 
was fenced, all the way around it. There were gates 
on the property, one on the north and one on the south, 
and one on the east and one on the west. My house 
with reference to this plat is right in here (indicat-
ing). That would be in the northwest corner. My 
corrals were just a few feet south of my house. 
When I let my cattle out, I let them out of the north 
gate. When I let them out of the north gate, they 
passed over Bill Arnold's and Indian land. There is 
no trail after I let them out of my gate. They just 
go throu,gh the sagebrush. There is a road runs 
up east and west. The road runs right along here 
(indicating) right past the house. When I let them 
through my gate the cattle would go across the road. 
They would go out on the road. The lands I used ·in 
the running of my cattle were just the open country. 
We run them there during the summer, all summer. 
I had other lands I used besides the Herr property. 
I had Indian leases. One of them was right in- -this 
one here, right here and right here (indicating) 
his second one was right here. I had other lands. I 
had the Olson land up there in pink. I got the Olson 
land from C. I. Johnson. He gave me permission 
to use it, in the fall of 1943. The use I made of the 
Olson land was pasturing, grazing stock on it. We 
turned the cattle out here, and they went down through 
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this way, at times, down through here, and into 
this land right here. Right down and up here, 
onto this land (indicating). They would cross 
down Bill Arnold's, atld along Boyd Winn's place, 
across the Greek place and up onto the Olson 
property. They grazed down that way many times, 
and then we drove them down onto the Olson place, 
my children and a fellow that lived there with me 
took them down; and I have taken them down many 
times. I am ac_quai:l;~ted with the comn on practice 
of grazing within this area where I lived and in 
this area of the Olson land. That practice is still 
in use. That common practice of land owners in 
grazing of cattle is, the neighbors all turn their 
cattle out of the gates, and let them go out and 
graze in the flats there. My cattle ran on Indian 
Lands. I never had a grazing permit issued by the 
Indian Department. Th,e periods of time I used 
this Olson property with my cattle was from 
spring until the late fall, the first of April until 
the first of November. 
I had 43 cattle in 1944, the same as I had when 
I went up there. I had dairy cows and some white 
faces. I had 12, 15 dairy cows. The rest were all 
ballies. After November I put them in the fields 
and fed them all during the winter, until spring, 
when the hay ran out, and then turned them out 
again. We always run short of feed, so we turned 
them out about the first of April. We just turned 
them out of our fence there, out of our gate, and 
let them go on the open flats there, the land on 
tHe north an d up around by Bolton's -- across this 
Olson land and up by Boltons. After they got on the 
Olson place they would go west toward the Bolton 
place. They would go down this way, up here across 
the ~'Greek'' land, the ~~Morley Dean'' land, around 
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the corner, and back up this way. The Bolton land 
is all in here (Indicating on plat plaintiff's Ex. 
''B' ') they would work around this block, come 
around John Herr's upper place up around next 
to the Nhite Rocks Highway, and back down through 
across these Indian leases that I have and we would 
pick them up along that territory. I turned my 
dairy cows out with those. I milked twice: a day. 
We went and got them back, every night we milked; 
turned them out in the morning. Every night and 
morning we milked, and we'd turn them out in 
the morning and get them back at night. We have 
had to drive those cattle in and out. We drove them 
out many times. The purpose was then they would 
stay around too close there, where we had been 
feeding them, they would stay around too close 
to the place and wouldn't leave. They'd take 
them out into certain parts and leave them; then 
many times we drove them out on the Olson place, 
so they'd graze on this other territory. I have 
driven them out and my children have, and the 
fellow that works for me there, Walter Prince. 
During 1944 I was on the Olson property every 
two or three or four days getting the cows and 
bringing them in. I have seen other cattle on this 
Olson property besides my cattle. I have seen 
Bill Arnold's, Kay Arnold's, Boyd Ninn's and Indian 
cattle. Kay arnold has an open "A" brand. He 
brands on the right hip. Bill Arnold has "A-1' '. 
Boyd Winn has tiLB". My brand is "J" cross 
on the right hip. The Indian brand is "ID". 
Some Indians have a personal brand, as well as 
the "ID". I have driven cattle off the Olson 
property, whenever I would go over there after 
the cows, and whenever there would be a bunch 
come on there. I have driven Indian cattle off. 
I made the same use of this property in 1945. 
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I had 30 head. They were the same dairy cows 
and ballies. I made the same use from April 
to November. But that year I sold most of 
my dairy cows, in l45. I retained 10 head of 
white faces. I kept those white faces there in 
the flats, and on the upper John Herr place, 
where my brother had that place leased. 
I was up on the Olson property, I'd say it 
would be anyway twice a week during 1945. 
Q. Did you ever at any time drive any 
cattle off there? 
A Yes, Sir, I have, Indian cattle, just 
usually in the fall and spring that they'd come 
out there. They was on the mountain in the 
summer. They'd trail in there as they came 
off the mountain. I operated about 15 head of 
cattle, mostly ballies in 1946. We had sold our 
dairy cows. I had the same operation with those. 
Not the white faces, them we left; we wasn't 
milking them. We would leave them and just 
keep track of them. We had 3 Dairy cattle. 
We brought them in and milked them. We did 
turn them out. My children or I drove those 
cattle down to the Olson place, we had to. 
In 1945 I saw other cattle on the Olson prop-
erty besides mine, Indian cattle, the neighbors' 
cattle were there, Kay arnold's and Bill's, 
Olliver Bowden's, and Boyd Winn's. They 
were using the same brands I previously set 
up. Kay Arnold had about 20 head. I estimate 
Bill Arnold had 12 to 15 head. Boyd Winn had 
about 10 head. That is the number of cattle 
they run over this period 1943 to 1946. In 
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194 7 I operated about 20 head. They were mostly 
Guernseys then. We had sold the Herefords and 
changed to Guernseys. I bought them from · 
Boyd Winn, Frank McClure. I went back into the 
dairy business. I had about 20 head. I had- a 
Guernsey Bull. I did the same with those cattle 
in the spring, summer and fall, run them to the 
Olson place and around. I and my children during 
this interval drove them at various times. We'd 
take them up there at least once a week and put 
them on the Olson place, so they'd go up around 
the north side. In 1946 I saw my cattle on the Olson 
place, and saw other cattle on the Olson place. 
I seen Bill Arnold's. I saw them all during the 
summer, the Arnold's arid Winn's and mine. I 
had 25 head .in 1948. I used this land that year. 
I had Guernseys and still have. I made the same 
use of this territory as previously. I was up on 
the Olson property in 1948. I had my cattle up 
there in 1948. I saw other cattle there, Indians 
and neighbors cattle. 
I have known the Olson property as Ol~on 
property since 1943. When I first observed and 
knew the Olson property, the north 80 Acres of 
the southwest quarter, Section 34, Township 1 
South, Range on East, U.S.M. in 1943, the condi-
tion of that 80 Acres was just as it is now, sage-
brush. I lived about a mile from.the Olson 
property. From my house or the place I lived, I 
could see the Olson property. The house is right 
up on a hill. I could see livestock grazing on 
the Olson property from my house. The lands 
were not fenced. Part of them are fenced 
now. Mr. Dean fenced that part straight east there, 
and then this last year he fenced the 80 in contro-
versy. There was a small ditch there. It was 
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not carrying water when I first went there. I 
first noticed it was carrying water after Mr. 
Dean ditched it out. I think that was in the spring 
of 1948. I had been up on the land on numerous 
occasions from 1943 to 1948. I had never seen 
any water in the ditch or ditches before that time. 
I had never seen anyone cleaning the ditch, or 
working on the ditch. I had never seen anyone 
working the land in agriculture or sowing. 
Q. Have you ever seen any Indians on the 
land? 
A. I have seen them ride along that road 
is all. My cattle were never driven off the land, to 
my knowledge, by the Indians, or by Morley Dean 
or Keith Bowen or any of these plaintiffs. 
I have seen Mr. Olson upon the land. I first 
saw him on the land in 1950. Some of the time I 
was with him. I was acquainted with the land in 
1943 and well aware of it in 194 7. 
(Witness shown all defendants Exhibits 1 
and 3 to 14, the photographs taken of the Olson 
land from different points and received in evidence, 
showing the condition of the land when taken and 
testified that, ''there is no difference. They are just 
as they were when I came there in 1943". Referr-
ing to Exhibit 12, ''That was taken from the Olson 
property. That is the house I lived in here (in-
dicating) this is Boyd Winn's home, right in here". 
With reference to the topography of the Olson 
lands, the Witness testified: "That land is on a 
little bench and about two thirds of the way down it 
drops off into the bottoms. The old river bed came 
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up to that bench' •. Referring to plaintiff's Exhibit 
"B ", lll'd say about half or a little better of the 
east 40 would lay in the bottoms. The nature of 
that land in there is just river bottoms. It's 
got brush and a few trees in there and grass, 
just the regular native grass, and bunch grass, 
and June grass that grows in the bottoms. It is 
palitable, to cattle. The time of the year when it 
is best usable is along in the summer time when 
it is green. Defendant's exhibit 10 {photograph) 
was taken down in the bottom off the bench. 
That is when it is dry- -when I went down there and 
found cattle, they were mostly down on the bench 
there, about over where that grass was. Cattle 
would stay in there, up and down the river. It is 
all like that. 
I don't recall ever hearing that Burns Hall-
ett, Keith Bowen or J. Parry Bowen claimed any 
interest in this land until this action was started. 
I first found that out· from the Arnolds, in 1948. 
I first heard that Morley Dean claimed an interest 
in this property at the same time. That was when 
I found out the others did, about the time that 
Morley got it from them, and was fencing- ... 
started a ditch up there, when I inquired about 
it. 
Shown Defendants Exhibit 14 (photograph) 
''I was there when it was, taken. It was taken from 
my place. This property lies directly north-
east from my house, right East of Boyd Winn's 
house that sits out in here. The land is right 
directly northeast. 
Mr. Johnson: You may take the Witness. 
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On Cross -Examination by MR. STANLEY, 
ERCEL JOHNSON testified as follows: 
(Trans. pages 293 to 307 inc.) 
I did not own any real estate in 1943, or 
'44. In 1945 I bought the place I now live on up 
in Section 32, in the fall of the year. I did not 
get a deed to it until in 1948, I believe. It was 
50 Acres. I bought it from Wilbur Bingham. 
(His attention called to page 2, Plaintiff's Ex-
hibit ''E'' purporting to be a Quit Claim Deed 
from Wilbur Bingham to Ercel Johnson and 
AnnaL. Johnson dated November 19, 1946 cover-
ing the SW 1/4 of NW 1/4, Sec. 4 in Tp. 2S, 
R.1E, containing 45 Acres, more or less) I 
think so, that is the deed I refer to. That is 
the only land I have owned during this entire 
period. It is the land I now live on. No, I 
didn't record that deed until January, 1948. 
Yes, I testified that I had 43 head of cattle in 
1943, and 43 head in 1944, and 30 head in 1945, 
and 15 head in 1946, and 2o head in 194 7. At that 
time they were all Gue:rnseys, milk stock. In 
1948 I had 25 head, about the same in 1949. 
Between 20 and 25 head in 1950. Last year, 1951, 
we had 24 head. I paid taxes on all this property 
every year- -I kept my cattle inside my own fence 
during late fall, winter and early spring. Put 
them out along the first of April, and brought 
them in along the first of November. From the 
first of November until the first of April. They 
were in my own property. Sometimes I would 
turn my cattle out of my north gate on the 
Bill Arnold property, and let them graze where they 
would. That was not my general, but it wasn't 
all the time. We had to take them away from the 
place at times. They wouldn't feed away. I 
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did that most of the time. Then occasionally 
I would take the cattle, or my children would, 
somewhere else, yes. And I would drive them 
up in the vicinity of this so-ealled Olson property 
for sun1.mer grazing, drive them on the Olson 
pro_;_Jerty. We'd do that about twice a week in 
1943, and each year after that until this spring 
when it was fenced off on the corner up there. 
Cattle will follow any place they can find feed, 
ditches, little gullies or anywhere that the ,water 
runs it will cause grass to grow. They eat~ 
sagebrush. Greasewood. Dairy cattle, any 
eat that. They all eat the same, the same thing, 
I farn1.ed 35 Acres in '43. I raised about 
twn Acres of wheat, 15 Acres of oats and ten 
Acres of Barley. In '44 I farmed 25 Acres, 
raised grains that year, same. In '45 I planted 
more corn than I did grain, but about the same 
amount of acreage. In 1946, I didn't plant much 
th ere my lease was up there on the John Herr 
place. I planted more up on my place that year. 
All together I planted about 35 Acres that year. 
In '4 7 about 25 Acres. In '48 about 25 or 30 
Acres. In '49 about the same. There was 71 
and a fraction Acres in the Herr Place. I 
used that about three years, '43, '44, '45 and until 
the spring of 1946. Then in '46 I used the 45 
Acres I have been telling about. I have an In-
dian lease right west of me, in '49. I farmed that 
too, about the same nurrb er of Acres. I 
raised hay on my place during these years. I 
didn't raise any on the He;rr place. I raised 
about 50, tons on my own place each year after 
that, and had about 6 Acres of hay on that In-
dian lease I didn't raise any hay on the Herr 
:')lace. I kept most of my cattle on the Herr 
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place in the winter of 43, 44, and 45. I had a few 
I had to put out in the flats there, that open country, 
because I didn't have hay enough for them. I 
bought hay for the inilk cows, but the dry stuff I 
put out on the flats all winter long. They run on 
this Olson place, and down by the river; those 
flats all the way around. 
Q. I thought you said you kept them on your 
place? 
A. I did most of them, the milk cows, but 
the dry stuff I didn't have feed for. 
Q. Why didn't you say that when you first 
testified? 
A. He didn't ask me if it was all of them. 
All of my cattle has never been there. I have had 
some on up the country further. Ten head of white 
faces have peen on my brothers place. He lives 
on John Herr's upper place, up the country. 
about a mile and a half. That was a part of the 
43 head. I had quite a few white faces out there, 
that I didn't put in unless they needed it. They'd 
winter right along as they could. I'd bring them 
in and feed them if they needed it. I have done 
that right along all the time. Some of the time when 
my cattle would go up to the Olson Place, they would 
just go around up there, and then wander up around 
toward the Bolton's and then they'd wander down 
south home. No, that was not the general pattern. 
I have had my children take and herd them most 
all the time. so they wouldn't get in prople 's 
places. Then lost of times they won't come home, 
they'd feed along the lanes and up in those flats, 
and then we'd have to go after them. That is most 
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of the time we'd have to go get" them. 
I wouldn't say C. I. Johnson asked me to man-
age this property. He said I could use it. I did 
not have correspondence with Mr. Olson. I don't 
think I had correspondence with C. I. Johnson re-
garding this property after he went to California. 
I first met Mr. Olson in 1950, I think it was. I 
have seen C. I. Johnson since 1943. I saw him at 
my place, and down on the Olson property three 
times. I did not see him on the Olson property at 
least once a month. I said three times since 
1943. I saw him in 1943 when I talked to him and 
he told me to use that land. Then he came up here 
on a vis it he came to my place and I talked to him. 
That was in 1949. Then he came with Mr. 01 son 
in 1950. I didn't see him between 1943 and 1949 
up in this area. I do not visit frequently with my 
neighbors, very little. I am friendly with my 
neighbors. I didn't say I sold all my white faces 
and kept my Guernseys. I kept 10 head of white faces 
and sold all but three of the dairy stuff, a cow and 
two heifers. That was in 1946. In 1947 I said I had 
20 head, all Guernseys. I didn't say I paid taxes on 
every one. I paid taxes on all the cattle they ass-
essed me for. I wouldn't say it is a fact that in 1947 
I was assessed with two horses, five cattle other .. 
wise assessed and two swine, because I may be 
wrong. I haven't anything written, but it is about 
that. The assessor visited me each year. I never 
told him how many cattle I had. He always went 
and counted them himself. It is not a fact that I 
paid no taxes in Uintah County in 1943, 1944, 1945, 
1946, 1948 and 1949. It is a lie. Yes, sir. I have 
my tax receipts. You bet I have. They are at home 
where they belong. Yes, Sir. I paid taxes on the 
number of cattle I had in those years. I paid taxes 
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on what I was assessed in every year. I could 
find out what was assessed in those years; I don't 
remember, but that is the assessor's job to go out 
and assess your stock. He is supposed to count 
them himself. Yes, Sir, I remember that I paid 
taxes every year. I paid the taxes he assessed. 
The Assessor counted them every year. He made 
the assessment. That was his job. And I don't 
owe any back taxes now, and I would have to if I 
didn't pay them. It is a fact that the Assessor, 
each year had me sign a statement of personal 
property. I signed where he told me to sign. I 
never moved any. H they was out in the flats there 
and if the Assessor didn't want to walk out and look 
at them that was none of my business. I did sign 
what he had me sign. I don't see any other place 
for my signature than the one on this (Referring 
to a blank form, shown him by counsel and marked 
for identification as Plaintiff's Exhibit HL ") 
I didn't pay any attention to this. I don't know what 
it contains. He fills it out. That is one of them. 
{Objection to its introduction sustained) 
Mr. Stanley: That is all. 
Mr. Johnson: That is all. 
(There was no rebuttal. All parties rested) 
(Motion by Mr. Johnson to strike from the 
record all evidence introduced by Plaintiffs about 
or having any relation to the land in litigation 
after September 22, 1948, which the court admitted 
pro forma subject to motion to strike. DENIED. 
(Motion made by Mr. Olson that any testi-
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mony or evidence given, with respect to matters 
connected with the land in controversy, by the 
plaintiffs, after October 26, 1949, be striken from 
the record. 
The Court: The court would sustain the mo-
tion to strike any evidence that was introduced to 
establish any title by adverse possession of the 
north half of the SW 1/4 of Sec. 34, Tp. lS., R 
lE, after the 26th day of October, 1949. Now 
of course, any evidence that is introduced after 
that date, but for other purposes wouldn't be 
striken. I think that would be sufficient, because 
the court won't consider any evidence after that 
date, affecting that issue, after this order, but 
will consider any evidence after that date that 
may be pertinent to any other question raised in 
the case, properly in the case. This is the 
court's ruling. 
(It was stipulated that the exhibits on the 
board referred to by counsel and Witnesses be 
received in evidence) 
End of Oral Proceedings 
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